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oars, which they mistook for something they fear. All those animals must have some 
means of signalling under water which we do not understand." 
Richard Henry, a pre-eminent New Zealand conservationist 
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October 1894 
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ABSTRACT 
The bottlenose dolphin Tursiops truncatus is an extremely well-studied species. We 
have an extensive knowledge of certain aspects of their vocal behaviour, particularly 
from captive contexts. Bottlenose dolphins produce a rich tapestry of vocalisations, 
however, which have historically received minimal attention. Resident groups of 
bottlenose dolphins frequent the waterways of Fiordland in southwest New Zealand. 
These deep, sheltered fiords are ideally suited for acoustic studies. 
This thesis presents the first detailed study of bottlenose dolphin acoustics in New 
Zealand. Both narrowband and broadband systems were used to record the 
vocalisations of two resident groups. Effort was distributed evenly over three years 
for both Doubtful Sound and Milford Sound. From 875 recordings, I proposed a 
repertoire of 15 discrete calls. These categories were subsequently compared using 
parameters measured from almost 2000 individual vocalisations. Various multivariate 
techniques revealed some redundancy in the proposed repertoire, and it was 
subsequently reduced to 12 calls. 
The 12 call repertoire was compared between the potentially interbreeding 
populations of Doubtful Sound and Milford Sound. Fiord-specificity was revealed for 
many of the calls, particularly the sequenced calls and whistles. These differences 
suggest bottlenose dolphins use dialects, in keeping with studies of killer whales and 
sperm whales. As Fiordland dolphins are out of sight for 90% of the time, acoustic 
techniques allow inference in to subsurface behaviour. I investigated sequential 
relationships among sounds and between sounds and behaviours. Many calls were 
strongly implicated in social interactions. The vocalisations ratchet, orca and the 
sequenced calls were associated with periods of conflict. A number of the click-based 
calls were linked to diving and presumed foraging events. 
Inference on the functional significance of sounds allowed an interpretation of habitat 
use. This appears to be the first study relating the entire vocal repertoire of a cetacean 
population to a complete home range. Areas important for socialising, foraging and 
resting are proposed. Local management decisions may be well served by this 
information. This study uses benign techniques to build on previous research in 
Fiordland, and adds a new dimension to the study of these populations. 
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l. Introduction 1 
CHAPTERl.GENERALINTRODUCTION 
Cetaceans (the whales, dolphins and porpoises) have piqued the curiosity of humans for 
centuries. The study of marine mammals arguably began in 350 BC, with the publication 
of Aristotle's Historia Animalium. In his seminal text, Aristotle observed that dolphins 
were air breathing, gave birth to live young and suckled calves with milk (Aristotle, 2002 
reprint). He also described early 'mark-recapture' techniques employed by fishermen to 
age dolphins. Over the following centuries, our knowledge of marine mammals continued 
to expand, sometimes taking fanciful turns. The logbook of Christopher Columbus from 
1493 provides the first documented description of manatees Trichechus manatus (Janson, 
1980). Columbus listed these animals as mermaids and seemed dismayed that "they were 
not as beautiful as they are painted though they have something of a human face" (Janson, 
1980, page 374). During the 17th century the tusks of male Narwhals Monodon 
monoceros were thought to represent the hom of the legendary unicorn (Ford & Ford, 
1986). Similar myths developed concerning the acoustic behaviour of marine mammals. 
Early mariners thought the haunting songs of humpback whales Megaptera novaeangliae 
passing through their wooden ships were produced by ghostly spirits (Clapham & Mattila, 
1990). The loud, repetitive clicks of the sperm whale Physeter macrocephalus were also 
erroneously described by early mariners as "carpenter fish" hammering against the hull 
(Philbrick, 2001). A surge in research effort after World War II clarified many of these 
early misunderstandings. Today, marine mammal studies encompass many diverse 
approaches, including ecology, ethology, taxonomy, physiology and conservation. 
1.1) Research techniques 
As all marine mammals breathe air, they are irrevocably tied to the water surface. 
Cetaceans are further constrained in that they cannot survive for prolonged periods out of 
water. Practical observations of living whales and dolphins are therefore constrained to 
aquatic environments. Those species that are largely solitary, such as the beaked whales, 
are notoriously hard to observe at sea. Cetaceans that are more conspicuous at the surface 
may only be visible for short periods. Some species inhabit exclusively offshore 
environments, increasing the logistical challenges of research. Documenting the 
underwater lives of cetaceans is fraught with difficulty. One solution has been the use of 
captive animals. However, individuals in captive contexts lack the usual repertoire of 
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environmental and social stimuli. Great care must be taken when inferring natural 
behaviour from captive studies. Previous attempts to document the signals produced by 
captive dolphins have included both negative (e.g. physical manipulation; Lilly, 1961) and 
positive reinforcement (e.g. fish rewards; Reiss & McCowan, 1993). Stimuli such as these 
are lacking from free-ranging populations. 
The many techniques used to document the underwater lives of cetaceans have met mixed 
success. In warm water habitats, human divers have studied dolphin behaviour in some 
detail (Herzing, 2000). This approach is only practical in clear-water environments that 
are used in a predictable fashion by the study species. It is also reliant on the focal animals 
being tolerant of human observers. Submersible camera equipment deployed at the water 
surface has met limited success (e.g. Rasmussen et al., 2002; Au & Herzing, 2003). 
Cameras have been also been attached to free-ranging individuals (Marshall, 1998; Baird 
et al., 2003). However, the bulky nature of the equipment and the methods used to apply 
them interfere with natural behaviour. Elaborate overhead camera systems have also been 
deployed, but these rely on good water visibility and/or dolphins spending protracted 
periods near the surface (Nowacek et al., 2001b; Read et al., 2003). Echo-sounders have 
been used to track both whales and dolphins, but are most effective for larger animals 
(Lockyer, 1977; Gordon, 1987; Papastavrou et al., 1989; Hooker & Baird, 1999; 
Schneider, 1999). There is also concern that depth finders may adversely affect the target 
animals (Moscrop & Swift, 1999). 
Electronic tags have been developed to investigate submerged behaviour. These range 
from relatively simple time-depth recorders (Hooker & Baird, 2001), to advanced systems 
integrating gravitometers, accelerometers and hydrophones (Johnson & Tyack, 2003). 
Again, concerns are often raised over the effects of these tags on the study animals (see 
Hooker & Baird, 2001 for review). Attachment of tags is often problematic, and the two 
most common techniques involve bolting devices to the dorsal fin (e.g. Martinet al., 1994; 
Westgate et al., 1998; Heide-Jorgensen et al., 2002) or suction cup application (e.g. 
Nowacek et al., 2001a; Baird et al., 2002). These tags are designed to provide insight into 
natural behaviour. However, we have a poor understanding of how natural behaviour is 
modified by either the tagging process or subsequent tag-bearing .. Derived techniques, 
such as the analysis of stomach contents (Clarke, 1976), have also been used to infer sub-
surface behaviour. Furthermore, anecdotal reports of underwater behaviour have been 
made from atypical observations (such as the discovery of whales entangled in deep sea 
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cables, Heezen, 1957). However, it may not be appropriate to use these inferences in lieu 
of direct observations. 
1.2) Acoustic techniques 
Acoustic techniques offer great promise in cetacean studies as they provide a window on 
the underwater world. Sound propagates extremely well underwater (Medwin & Clay, 
1994). Terrestrial mammals evolved to exploit a marine niche some 70 million years ago 
(Thewissen, 1998). Consequently, the sensory systems of modern cetaceans exhibit 
extraordinary adaptations to the aquatic environment. It seems all cetacean species are 
vocal*. Indeed the toothed whales are vocal animals par excellence. Some vocalise for the 
majority of their time below the surface (sperm whales may produce click trains for up to 
60% of the time spent diving; Douglas, 2000). Whales and dolphins interact with each 
other and their environment using acoustical cues. Researchers may therefore eavesdrop 
on their study animals using underwater microphones. Depending on the study site and 
species, hydrophones may be statically moored, attached to drifting buoys or deployed 
from vessels. Acoustic techniques are not constrained by many of the limits imposed on 
visual techniques. Water visibility and light conditions do not affect acoustic recordings. 
Conditions unsuitable for visual surveys (such as rain and rough seas) affect acoustic 
surveys to a lesser degree. Acoustic techniques are also ideally suited for populations that 
do not respond well to more invasive techniques such as tagging or biopsy. 
Following the first recordings of an identified species in the 1940s (Schevill & Lawrence, 
1949), our understanding of cetacean acoustics has increased rapidly. Echolocation, for 
example, involves the production of clicks and reception of echoes from a target. This 
phenomenon had been suggested for dolphins as early as 1947 by the curator of Marine 
Studios in Florida (McBride, 1956). Subsequent studies of dolphins wearing suction cup 
blindfolds provided unequivocal evidence of echolocation (Norris et al., 1961). These 
pioneering studies have paved the way for further investigation of the acoustic 
proficiencies of both whales and dolphins. The echolocation clicks of bottlenose dolphins 
* Most evidence suggests that odontocetes produce sound as air flows past nasal plugs 
and bursae in the nasal passage (Cranford et al., 1996). Thus the term 'vocal' used in this 
study does not refer to sounds produced by vibration of vocal folds in the larynx, the 
mechanism typical of terrestrial mammals. The terms 'vocalisation' and 'call' refer to all 
sounds generated by the dolphins, regardless of mechanism. 
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are some of the loudest biological sounds ever recorded (up to 230 dB re 1 !lPa @ lm, Au 
et al., 1974). Captive studies show that these clicks can be used to identify targets as small 
as 7.6cm from distances over 110m (Au & Snyder, 1980). Conversely, non-echolocation 
signals may be extremely weak. Pulsed sounds of Peale's dolphin Lagenorhynchus 
australis may only transmit to 20m ( -80 dB re l!lPa@ lm, Schevill & Watkins, 1971). 
The sperm whale, often described as an animal of superlatives (Frantzis, 2001) has the 
largest head of any living animal (up to 7m; Carrier et al., 2002). Most of this enormous 
bulk is occupied by an acoustic propagator, the spermaceti organ (Norris & Harvey, 1972; 
Cranford, 1999). Recent evidence suggests this extraordinary nasal system produces the 
loudest sound from any biological source (236 dB re l!lPa@ lm, M¢hl et al., 2003). 
Despite the complexity of this acoustic system, sperm whales are essentially 'motile 
metronomes', as virtually all of their vocal output is click-based (Gordon, 1987). This is 
in strong contrast to smaller toothed whales that may use a tapestry of diverse signals. The 
beluga Delphinapterus leucas, for example, was known to whalers as the 'sea canary' due 
to its loquacious nature (Reeves et al., 2002). The utilisation of highly varied signals is 
not limited to the odontocetes. The most complex cetacean vocalisation is arguably the 
song of male humpback whales (Winn et al., 1981 ). This idiosyncratic call is thought to 
serve as a reproductive display (Tyack & Whitehead, 1983). To a certain extent, the signal 
frequencies employed by cetaceans are linked to body size (Ding et al., 1995a; Rendell et 
al., 1999). Thus a 30m blue whale Balaenoptera musculus can produce the lowest 
frequency sounds (13Hz moans, Cummings & Thompson, 1971) whilst a 2.6m rough-
toothed dolphin Steno bredanensis can produce the highest (-250kHz clicks, Norris & 
Evans, 1967). 
Knowledge of vocal behaviour has created more applied avenues for acoustic research. 
Cetacean distribution and abundance may be estimated for both large and small species 
using vocalisations (e.g. sperm whale, Leaper et al., 1992; bowhead whale Balaena 
mysticetus, Clark et al., 1996; Pacific humpback dolphins Sousa chinensis, Van Parijs et 
al., 2002). Large scale movements have been documented using bottom-mounted 
hydrophones. For example, an individual blue whale has been tracked for more than 
1,700km over 43 days (Costa, 1993). With the exponential growth of motorised shipping 
in the 20th century, the marine environment has become increasingly noisy. Low-
frequency ambient noise in the deep-sea may now be 100 times greater than natural levels 
(Urick, 1975). The behavioural response of cetaceans to manmade noise has been gauged 
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by changes in vocalisation rate (Miller et al., 2000; Fristrup et al., 2003). Modifications to 
call rate in response to boat traffic has also been documented (Lesage et al., 1999; Richter 
et al., 2003). Playback of social signals has been used to monitor wild behaviour in a 
controlled fashion (Sayigh et al., 1998; Parks, 2003). Despite these diverse approaches, 
our understanding of cetacean acoustic behaviour remains punctuated by large gaps. 
1.3) Bottlenose dolphins 
The bottlenose dolphin (Tursiops truncatus, Montagu 1821) is in many ways the 
archetypal dolphin. It is cosmopolitan and remains globally abundant (Reeves et al., 2002). 
Bottlenose dolphins exploit a diverse range of habitats that include estuaries, shallow 
coastal areas, mid-oceanic islands and cool-water fiords (e.g. dos Santos & Lacerda, 1987; 
Cockcroft et al., 1990; Williams et al., 1993; Wilson et al., 1997; Reeves et al., 2002). 
They are flexible in many other aspects of their life history, such as feeding (Cockcroft & 
Ross, 1990; Hanson & Defran, 1993), social structure (Wells, 1991; Connor et al., 1999) 
and behaviour (Roese, 1971; Smolker et al., 1997). The Tursiops genus is arguably the 
most studied of all cetacean groups. Bottlenose dolphins are frequently coastal and often 
live in large, resident communities (Shane et al., 1986). They are also relatively resilient 
to capture and subsequent captivity (Lawson & Buck, 1997). These tendencies have 
allowed extensive research, both in the wild and in captivity. 
Bottlenose dolphins are found in scattered populations around the New Zealand coastline 
(Constantine, 2002). Although genetic evidence is currently lacking, behavioural 
information suggests the waters of Fiordland in the southwest of the South Island are 
home to three separate populations of bottlenose dolphin (Dave Rundgren, pers. comm.). 
Individuals from two of these populations are largely confined to individual fiords, 
namely Doubtful Sound and the Dusky/Breaksea complex (Figure 1.1). The home range 
of the third population encompasses seven northern fiords, several bays and one lake 
system. Whilst genetic evidence is lacking, their morphology suggests these populations 
are of the species Tursiops truncatus (John Wang, pers. comm.). The fiords present ideal 
study sites for work on free-ranging dolphins. The steep rock walls create shelter from 
prevailing weather patterns. The dolphins tend to follow predictable seasonal patterns. 
Indeed, the dolphins of Doubtful Sound and the Dusky/Breaksea complex never leave the 
fiord en masse. These waterways effectively provide conditions of 'natural captivity'. 
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Concerted research on these populations began in the early 1990s. The pioneering study 
by Jamelia Williams (1992) concluded that a population comprising 65 adults was 
resident year-round in Doubtful Sound. Karsten Schneider (1999) continued this early 
work and noted seasonal shifts in dolphin distribution. He related these to surface water 
temperature. A photogrammetric study in conjunction with measurement of two retrieved 
carcasses suggested these dolphins were larger than Tursiops found in warmer waters. 
Schneider also investigated social structure, feeding habits and behavioural patterns. This 
work was continued by Patti Haase (2000) who introduced focal animal follows and 
derived the first tentative population parameters for Doubtful Sound. Andrew Gormley 
(2002) analysed mark-recapture techniques and suggested the Doubtful Sound population 
was in decline. David Lusseau (2003a) investigated the response of dolphins to tour boats 
and pioneered the study of the northern population in Milford Sound. He found both short 
and long term reactions to boat presence. He also noted differences in response according 
to gender and fiord membership. Susan Lusseau (2003b) inferred the diet of the Doubtful 
Sound population using ratios of stable isotopes. She suggested the dolphins fed primarily 
on locally-sourced fish, typically those associated with benthic reef habitats. Dave 
Rundgren is currently studying the distribution and abundance of all three populations, 
with a focus on the poorly understood Dusky/Breaksea group. 
For the Fiordland dolphins, mean dive interval has been calculated as 40 seconds for 
females, 46 seconds for males (Lusseau, 2003a). Using a generous estimate of mean 
surface time as five seconds, dolphins will spend approximately 10% of their lives 
breaking the surface waters of Fiordland. Annual rainfall in the fiords may reach up to 7 
metres (Stanton & Pickard, 1981). The ensuing organically rich runoff greatly reduces 
visibility in the surface waters of the fiords. After breathing at the surface, a dolphin will 
typically vanish from view within seconds. Therefore, the behaviour of dolphins must be 
inferred for 90% of their total time budget. To resolve this quandary, Schneider (1999) 
used an echo-sounder to track diving individuals and suction-mounted tags to record dive 
profiles (Schneider et al., 1998). These approaches enjoyed limited success. Disturbance 
was evident, particularly in response to the tags. Indeed, in a recent review of tagging 
techniques the responses of the Doubtful Sound population were singled out as being 
extreme (Hooker & Baird, 2001). Acoustic techniques allow investigation of sub-surface 
behaviour with minimal impact on the focal animals. 
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FIGURE 1.1. Approximate range limits of the three resident Fiordland populations. The 
populations within Doubtful Sound and the Dusky/Breaksea complex appear largely 
sedentary, whilst the northern group ranges through at least seven fiords and one lake 
system. 
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1.4) Bottlenose dolphin acoustics 
Bottlenose dolphins are extremely vocal animals (e.g. Wood, 1953; Caldwell & Caldwell, 
1967; dos Santos et al., 1990; Connor & Smolker, 1996; Janik, 2000b). Research only 
began on the acoustics of this species following Schevill and Lawrence's (1949) 
breakthrough recordings of wild beluga. Subsequent work with bottlenose dolphins was 
initially conducted on captive animals. Kellogg and Kohler (1952) were the first to 
document acoustic behaviour. They were also the first to publicly speculate about the 
possibility of dolphin echolocation. Over the next decade, researchers became absorbed in 
the task of demonstrating echolocation (Kellogg et al., 1953; Schevill & Lawrence, 1953; 
Wood, 1953; Kellogg, 1958; Norris et al., 1961). Research in the 1960s also focused on 
captive animals. However, this work expanded to encompass sounds thought to be 
important for communication (notably whistles; Dreher, 1961; Lilly & Miller, 1961; 
Evans & Prescott, 1962; Dreher & Evans, 1964; Caldwell & Caldwell, 1965). Captive 
research has continued apace to the present day. Echolocation still receives the lion's 
share of attention (e.g. Au et al., 1974; Lindhard, 1988; Xitco & Roitblat, 1996; Helweg 
et al., 2003), although some recent work has addressed social sounds (Reiss & McCowan, 
1993; Janik et al., 1994; McCowan & Reiss, 1995; Tyack, 1997). 
Towards the 1970s researchers took to the sea and started to document the acoustics of 
wild populations. However, these reports are extremely patchy (for example, Busnel & 
Dziedzic, 1968). The study of wild bottlenose acoustics only gained momentum towards 
the late 1980s (for example, Goodson et al., 1988; Sayigh et al., 1990). Wild studies have 
subsequently flourished. The subject of the vast majority of this research has been the 
ubiquitous whistle (Sayigh et al., 1990; Smolker et al., 1993; Ding et al., 1995b; Smolker 
& Pepper, 1999; Janik, 2000a; Jones & Sayigh, 2002). Whistles are frequency-modulated 
signals that serve important social functions. They are used as contact calls, and may 
encode individual information (Tyack, 1997; Janik & Slater, 1998; McCowan & Reiss, 
2001). Whistles are universal to all bottlenose dolphins (except in rare cases of deaf/mute 
animals, Ridgway & Carder, 1997). Indeed whistles are common to many other dolphin 
species (e.g. Pacific humpback dolphins, Van Parijs & Corkeron, 2001; beluga, Karlsen et 
al., 2002; spinner and spotted dolphins, Lammers et al., 2003). They can be recorded in 
high numbers with good signal-to-noise ratios. Measurements can be extracted easily 
from their frequency contours. The fundamental frequencies are within the range of most 
recording equipment. As such they have monopolised acoustical research in the wild. 
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Given the sustained levels of interest in bottlenose dolphin acoustics over the last 50 years, 
it is surprising how little we know about their complete vocal repertoire. Although 
published in 1967, the work by Caldwell & Caldwell remains the most comprehensive 
classification of bottlenose signals. This work was based on a small number of captive 
animals. More recent research has described vocalisations quite different to echolocation 
clicks and whistles (Marten et al., 1988; Smolker & Richards, 1988; dos Santos et al., 
1990; dos Santos et al., 1995; McCowan & Reiss, 1995; Schultz et al., 1995; Connor & 
Smolker, 1996; Janik, 2000b). These reports tend to describe individual calls, with little 
reference to either similar or dissimilar vocalisations. Often these calls are produced 
infrequently and at low intensity. This creates a barrier to successful recording and 
description. However, without a robust classification of sounds, any inference on vocal 
behaviour is limited. For example, comparisons between populations are invariably based 
on just whistles or clicks (Steiner, 1981; Ding et al., 1995b; Jones & Sayigh, 2002). A 
wealth of other signals may also vary by population. Whilst the function of clicks and 
whistles has been the subject of heated debate, the significance of many other calls 
remains unquantified. As such, studies of vocal behaviour are often hamstrung by a lack 
of understanding of call repertoire (Smith, 1986; Herzing, 2000; Tyack & Miller, 2002). 
Inferences based solely upon whistle and clicks may miss pertinent information relating to 
other signals in a species' repertoire. 
A detailed description of a population's vocal repertoire is thus important for 
investigations into the following disciplines: 
- Geographical variation in vocalisations 
- Cultural transmission and vocal learning 
- Call functionality 
- Determining close contact versus long range communication signals and the 
subsequent implications on detection range and survey design 
- Habitat significance, critical regions and subsequent management decisions 
- Measuring behavioural response to perturbation 
- Calculation of vocalisation rates and subsequent abundance/population estimates 
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1.5) Study Aims 
The deep, 'quiet' waters of Fiordland are ideal acoustic arenas. The resident bottlenose 
dolphin populations lend themselves well to acoustic study. The primary aims of this 
study are: 
i) to document the acoustic repertoire of free-ranging bottlenose dolphins in 
Fiordland. This includes not only whistle and echolocation clicks, but all sounds 
that can be ascribed to the dolphins. The vocal output of entire populations may be 
described. A variety of multivariate techniques can then be used to compare 
proposed call types and subsequently enhance the classification scheme. 
ii) to compare the vocal behaviour of two neighbouring populations (Doubtful Sound 
and Milford Sound). Geographical variation may be indicative of dialect U:se. 
iii) to ascribe call functionality. By incorporating behavioural information, the vocal 
repertoire may be examined in the broader context of signal use. 
iv) to examine variation in call production over a spatial scale. This approach may aid 
the determination of critical habitats necessary for local management decisions. 
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CHAPTER 2. GENERAL METHODS 
Recordings of bottlenose dolphins were made between August 2000 and June 2003. Field 
effort was divided evenly between Doubtful Sound and Milford Sound and is summarised 
in Table 2.1. Surveys for bottlenose dolphins were conducted from a 4.8m aluminium 
research vessel Wilma Jane, with a 50hp Yamaha 4-stroke engine. During surveys a set 
route was followed through both fiords to ensure systematic coverage of the study sites 
(Figures 2.1 and 2.2). The Doubtful Sound survey route was the same used by Schneider 
(1999), Haase (2000) and Lusseau (2003) in order to maintain continuity. 
Once dolphins were sighted, the time was recorded and the survey route was suspended in 
order to approach the dolphins. The first group of dolphins encountered would be 
followed throughout the remainder of the study day in order to allow analysis of focal 
group and focal animal behaviour. There appeared to be no preference of individuals to 
areas near the start of the survey route and all animals appeared extremely fluid in their 
movements and associations (pers. obs.). We would leave a focal group if weather 
conditions deteriorated or if the animals showed signs of disturbance. Signs of 
disturbance were those used in previous studies of the same populations, namely multiple 
lobtails, 'fart blows' or many changes of direction in a short period of time (Schneider, 
1999; Haase, 2000; Lusseau 2003). Upon leaving a group, attempts were made to find 
another group if time and weather were permitting. 
Efforts were made to minimise the effect Wilma Jane would have on the dolphins. A 'soft 
start' approach was used on dolphins when first approached. From approximately lkm 
away, we approached dolphins slowly from one side. The boat would be manoeuvred to 
ensure our direction of travel was similar to that of the dolphin group. A close approach 
was made to photo-identify individuals in the focal group. Once identification was 
complete, we would distance the boat from the dolphins (typically lOOm away) and match 
the group's speed and direction. If boat speed or course was to be changed, the boat driver 
would create an acoustic signal using the outboard engine's 'trim/tilt' switch. One quick 
tilt signified a change of direction, whilst acceleration was signalled by two quick tilts. 
The sound produced by the engine tilt has a high signal to noise ratio, and lies within the 
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frequency range of many of the calls used by Fiordland dolphins. It is assumed dolphins 
would perceive these signals. 
In order to make an acoustic recording, the boat would tum away from the 'target' 
dolphins, and slowly accelerate in a wide arc to a position ahead of the dolphins' direction 
of travel. The boat would usually stop more than 500m in front of the group to avoid 
'cutting' the group. The boat engine was cut and as much hydrophone cable as possible 
was deployed. By increasing the distance between the hydrophone element and the survey 
boat, the noise associated with wave activity and boat motion was minimised. 
All recordings were made using a Sonatech 8178 mono element hydrophone on lOrn of 
cable. The frequency response of this hydrophone is 30Hz to 180kHz +/-3dB. This 
connected to an on-board preamplifier with three gain settings and a linear frequency 
response (DC- 300kHz). For recordings made within the human audio range, either a 
Sony TCD D 10 pro II or Sony TCD D8 digital audio tape recorder was used. Both of 
these units have a calibrated frequency response of 10Hz to 22kHz +1- ldB (sampling at 
48kHz). For broadband recordings of ultrasonic components, an analogue Racal Store 
4DS instrumentation recorder was used at a speed of 30ips, for which the calibrated 
frequency response is 120Hz to 150kHz +/-0.5dB. For lower frequencies the DAT 
recorders are far superior to the Racal, offering better signal to noise characteristics 
(>85db vs. 40dB), and excellent fidelity down to infrasonic frequencies (10Hz). 
The hydrophone was monitored with headphones to determine when the signal to noise 
ratio of dolphin calls was sufficient to start recording. A Psion Series 5 Palmtop in a 
waterproof housing was used to detail information relating to recording settings and 
dolphin behaviour. At the start of a recording, the group behavioural state was noted 
(Table 2.2; as defined in Schneider, 1999). Subsequent behaviours performed by 
individual dolphins were also noted (Table 2.3; as defined in Haase, 2000), along with 
any changes in behavioural state. Other pertinent information (such as the identities of 
dolphins passing near the hydrophone) was recorded opportunistically. At the start, end 
and throughout recordings the distance to the nearest dolphin was either estimated or 
measured using Bushnell RangeFinder binoculars (accuracy 12-800m +/-1m). 
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Sea state has a significant influence on ambient noise levels (Urick, 1975). As wave 
action (and thus sea state) increases, noise levels rise accordingly (Figure 2.3). The 
frequency of the noise from wave action tends to be greater than 300 Hz and can degrade 
the signal to noise ratio of dolphin recordings. Thus recordings were made in a range of 
sea states, but sea states of four and above were deemed unsuitable (Table 2.4 ). 
Recordings during heavy rain were also avoided as rain can raise ambient noise levels by 
15 to 25 dB (Urick, 1975). 
Once the signal to noise ratio of dolphin calls started to degrade, recording were stopped. 
The hydrophone was then hauled in, the engine started, and the boat repositioned 
alongside the focal group. Recordings were made in the absence of other vessels 
whenever possible. Despite the number of survey days being approximately equal 
between fiords, the amount of time spent on the water was considerably smaller for 
Milford Sound due to the small size of the fiord and the transitory nature of the dolphin 
population. Recordings were made at all times between sunrise and sunset, with slight 
peaks in the late morning for Doubtful Sound and late afternoon for Milford Sound 
(Figure 2.4). Attempts were made to gain recordings for each season for each ofthe three 
years of study to account for inter-annual and inter-seasonal variability (Figure 2.5). 
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FIGURE 2.1. Survey route through Doubtful Sound (dotted line). The starting point was 
always the same (Deep Cove). This route was dependent on weather conditions. 








FIGURE 2.2. Survey route through Milford Sound (dotted line). The starting point was 
always the same (Deepwater Basin). This route was dependent on weather conditions. 
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TABLE 2.1. Summary of field effort for each study site. Although the number ofsurvey 
days in each fiord was even, dolphins were encountered on many more occasions (and for 
longer periods) in Doubtful Sound. 
Effort (survey days) 
Days with dolphins 
Effort (survey hours) 
Time with dolphins (hours) 
No. recordings 
Time recorded (hours) 
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Doubtful Sound Milford Sound Total 
124 133 257 
116 51 167 
849 498 1347 
650 211 861 
657 218 875 
49 16 65 
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FIGURE 2.3. Typical noise levels in a deep water habitat recorded in differing sea states 
(adapted from Urick, 1975). 
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TABLE 2.2. Summary of behavioural states assigned to dolphin groups in this study 
(based on Schneider, 1999). Group activity tends to be highest towards the top of the table, 


















Many interactive events observed (such as body contacts, 
pouncing, and hitting with tail; many aerial events). Individuals 
often change position in group. Group is split in small sub-
groups spread over large area. Dive intervals highly variable. 
Socialising group with net movement in one direction. Group is 
split in small sub-groups spread over a large area. Often some 
sub-groups are more active than others. Dive intervals variable. 
Direction of movement varies. Group dives synchronously for 
long intervals. All individuals perform "steep dives" (back 
arched at surface). Diving most likely represents "feeding" 
category in other studies (Shane, 1990a). 
Diving group with net movement in one direction. Dives are 
often long, synchronous and predictable. 
No net movement. Individuals surface facing different 
directions. School often changes direction. Dive intervals 
variable but short. 
School moving steadily in constant direction (faster than idle 
speed of observing vessel). Short, relatively constant dive 
intervals. 
School moving slowly in constant direction (slower than idle 
speed of observing vessel). Short, synchronous dive intervals. 
Individuals tightly grouped. Similar to 'resting' in other studies 
(Shane, 1990a). 
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TABLE 2.3a. Definition of 'surface' behavioural events noted during acoustic recordings 
(adapted from Haase, 2000). 
Event Code Definition 
bubble blow BB Exhalation underwater, producing a stream of bubbles. 
bite BI One dolphin bites another. 
change of CD The focal group changes traveling direction by more than 
direction 45°and less than 180°. 
chase CH Two dolphins following each another at speed. 
fart blow FB Dolphin exhales above water with its blowhole contracted 
(producing a fart-like sound). 
forced blow FOB Forceful exhalation above water (a loud 'chuff' sound). 
lob tail LT Forcefully slaps the water surface with the tail. 
mirror MI One dolphin swims under another, belly to belly. 
rubbing RUB Dolphin rubs on a shallow pebble beach. 
sharking SH Dolphin swims horizontally at the water surface with its 
dorsal fin visible above water. 
snaggle SN Dolphin floats stationary at the water surface, its body 
horizontally flexed. Dolphin holds breath. 
spy-hop SP Body held vertically in the water with head out. 
startled ST While surfacing dolphin shakes its entire body. 
turnaround TA The focal group change of direction by 180°. 
tail out TO Tail fluke is lifted clear out of the water, and re-enters the 
water without splashing. 
tail-out dive TOD While surfacing dolphin arches its back. The tail is lifted out 
of the water and dolphin dives vertically. 
tail slap TS One dolphin hits another with its tail fluke. 
tail-stock dive TSD While surfacing dolphin arches its back. Only peduncle is 
lifted from water and dolphin dives vertically. 
upside-down ULT Dolphin is upside-down stationary at the surface, belly 
lob tail upwards, and forcefully slaps the water with its tail. 
weak lobtail WLT Dolphin hits the water surface gently with its tail fluke. 
Little movement of the tailstock. 
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TABLE 2.3b. Definition of 'aerial' behavioural events noted during acoustic recordings 



























Rapid surfacing with spray, a major part of the back is 
visible during the surfacing. 
Dolphin jumps and lands on its back. 
Two dolphins jump simultaneously and hit heads. 
Headbutt with no visible or audible contact. 
Dolphin lunges, clearing some of its body from the water, 
and land on its side. 
Dolphin clears its body out of the water in a horizontal 
position, and re-enters the water head first. 
One dolphin forcefully nudges another with its 
beak/shoulder/back. 
An individual displays its penis, typically whilst aerial 
Dolphin jumps clearing its entire body out of the water 
and lands on its side. 
Dolphin jumps and lands on its throat 
Dolphin jumps out of the water with its fluke lifted 
clearly into the air. 
TWJ Dolphin twists itself around the longitudinal axis while 
leaping and re-enters the water head first or belly first. 
twisted surface TWS Dolphin twists itself around the longitudinal axis while 
vertical jump VJ 
weed carry WE 
surfacing actively and re-enters head first. 
Dolphin leaves the water vertically, clearing its entire 
body from the water, and re-enters the water head first in 
a vertical position. 
Dolphin carries algae on beak, fin, flippers or tail fluke. 
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TABLE 2.4. Definitions of different Beaufort sea states (from Richardson et al., 1995a). 
Mid-states (such as 0.5) were also estimated in the field. 





























Mirror smooth and glassy surface. 
Small ripples or capillary waves on glassy surface. 
Larger ripples or wavelets on glassy surface. 
Wavelets of irregular direction & shape; a few crests break. 
Small chop, defined direction; numerous whitecaps. 
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FIGURE 2.4. Number of recordings made at different times of day. Mean annual time of 
sunrise is 0700, mean annual time of sunset is 1910. 
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FIGURE 2.5. Acoustic effort: total recording time versus total time for which dolphins 
were audible in a) Doubtful Sound and b) Milford Sound. 
CHAPTER 3. DESCRIBING THE REPERTOIRE OF VOCALISATIONS 
RECORDED FROM FREE-RANGING BOTTLENOSE DOLPHINS 
3.1) Introduction 
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Bottlenose dolphins are extremely vocal animals and numerous studies have been 
made of their acoustic behaviour. In keeping with most other reports of delphinid 
vocalisations these studies typically ascribe calls to three main structural categories 
(see Herzing, 2000 for a review). These are whistles (narrow-band, tonal signals), 
clicks (broadband pulses with rapid onset/offset time) and burst pulses (trains or 
sequences of impulsive sounds that have little ultrasonic energy). The majority of 
acoustic studies have been restricted to captive contexts and the area that has received 
most intensive research effort is the echolocation system of this species (see Au, 1993 
for a review). This field has been of particular interest for several reasons. These 
include the intrinsic scientific significance of a highly derived trait and the relative 
ease of obtaining large numbers of high-quality samples. A detailed understanding of 
animal sonar also has potential naval and military benefits. Of the studies based upon 
free-ranging animals, most emphasis has been placed on whistles. Whistles are tonal 
signals that appear to be used as contact calls between individuals (recent examples 
include Sayigh et al., 1999; Smolker & Pepper, 1999; Janik, 2000a; Jones & Sayigh, 
2002). Along with echolocation clicks, whistles are the most prolific calls produced 
by this species and indeed most other delphinids. These calls may be readily recorded 
in the field in high numbers with good signal-to-noise ratios. 
The presence of numerous other calls within the repertoire of bottlenose dolphins has 
long been acknowledged and they appear to be universal (Table 3.1). However, these 
calls have received much less attention for a number of reasons. Some are produced 
far less frequently than whistles and clicks, thus requiring a greater level of study 
effort to build up large samples. These calls are typically produced with much lower 
amplitude levels than both whistles and clicks, and hence must be recorded from 
animals at close quarters. Many of the calls overlap and intergrade creating an 
obstacle for meaningful classification. A broad range of physical descriptions have 
been applied to pulsed bottlenose calls. Many of these descriptions may refer to 
fundamentally similar sounds. Buzzes may be synonymous with mews, chirps may be 
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squawks and so on. Many of these classifications are subjective, based on differences 
perceived by human observers. They are thus unquantified and mostly unrepeatable. It 
may be possible to remove this observer bias by comparing recordings automatically. 
This approach typically involves computer-implemented algorithms designed to 
detect deviations from ambient noise. However, this technique is unlikely to perform 
well for communication systems that employ some signals much more readily than 
others. For example, efforts to automatically detect bottlenose dolphin vocalisations 
may exhaustively identify whistles and click trains at the expense of less frequent 
signals. Thus it may be prudent to incorporate some element of data reduction before 
running automated classifiers. 
Quantifying the repertoire of signals produced by a species is a fundamental first step 
in the investigation call functionality, geographical variation, phylogeny, social 
interaction and cultural transmission. The vocal repertoires of numerous animal 
species have been described, including such diverse taxa as the anurans (Grafe et al., 
2000) ungulates (Budde & Klump, 2003), carnivores (Volodina, 2000) and primates 
(Fischer & Hammerschmidt, :2002). The vocal output of the songbirds has been 
studied in some detail (e.g. Kroodsma & Henri, 1982). Within the cetacea, population 
repertoires have been described to varying degrees of complexity. Amongst the baleen 
whales, a comprehensive repertoire description has been provided for a population of 
southern right whales Eubalaena australis (Clark, 1982) including vocal and non-
vocal calls. A clustering technique has been applied to the calls of humpback whales 
Megaptera novaeangliae to derive an objective classification of calls (Chabot, 1988). 
Perhaps the best documented communication system of the odontocetes is that of the 
beluga Delphinapterus leucas, in which 80% of calls may be pulsive (Sjare & Smith, 
1986; Recchia, 1994). Click-based repertoires from two odontocete species have also 
been documented for the Hector's dolphin Cephalorhyncus hectori (Dawson & 
Thorpe, 1990) and the sperm whale (Gordon, 1987; Drouot, 2003). Within the sperm 
whales, the primary acoustic units are broadly similar and different calls may be 
described by variation in click-timing. The repertoire of resident killer whales Orcinus 
orca has been described in some detail and appears to be based principally upon 
pulsed calls (Ford, 1989). Vocalisatio'ns from false killer whales Pseudorca 
crassidens have been described along a continuum with clicks and whistles 
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representing extreme cases (Murray et al., 1998a). Spinner dolphin Stenella 
longirostris calls have been categorised as burst pulses or whistles, with some further 
division within these categories (Brownlee & Norris, 1994). Calls produced by 
Risso's dolphins Grampus griseus have been divided into seven categories (Corkeron 
& Van Parijs, 2001 ), the calls of Irrawaddy dolphins Orcaella brevirostris into six 
(Van Parijs & Corkeron, 2001) and calls of the tucuxi Sotaliafluviatilis into four 
(Monteiro & Monteiro, 2001). A number of other studies have classified calls under 
the three structural categories of whistles, click trains and burst pulses. 
Almost all of the vocal repertoires proposed for the cetaceans are based on 
classification of aural and spectrographic properties. Whilst this is a useful first step in 
reducing the complexity of the dataset, there is often no subsequent testing of the 
validity of the proposed categories. Notable exceptions include the work on right 
whales (Clark, 1982), humpback whales (Chabot, 1988), Hector's dolphins (Dawson 
& Thorpe, 1990), beluga (Recchia, 1994) and false killer whale (Murray et al., 1998b). 
Amid the abundant literature pertaining to bottlenose dolphins, there are no 
descriptions of a complete vocal repertoire, either for captive animals or wild 
populations. It appears that bottlenose dolphins are adept vocal imitators (Reiss & 
McCowan, 1993). For 'open' populations interacting with numerous conspecifics in a 
fluid fashion, it may be nigh on impossible to ascertain call repertoire if new calls are 
routinely incorporated in to the population via vocal learning. However, repertoire 
description is more feasible for populations with limited interaction with other 
dolphin groups, such as captive animals or 'closed' populations (i.e. with low levels 
of immigration/emigration). Previous studies have provided descriptions of various 
call types and/or categories, but little mention has been made of the individuality or 
degree of overlap of these classes. The most comprehensive review of bottlenose 
vocal activity is that of Caldwell and Caldwell (1967). These observations were 
largely based on two separate captive groups; a group of seven animals studied over 
two years and a group of five recorded over three weeks. 
Sound Context Area Study Description 
Bark .............................................. !.\99.r.~.~.~.i.?~ ....... 9~P!iYi.~Y... ... Y.Y.?..<?s!: ... J.~?.~. 
Arousal Captivity Lilly, 1961 'slow train of clicks' 
Buzz Social Bahamas Herzing, 1996 'genital buzz' 
.............. .................................... . .. P.?.r.~Q.i~Q Bahamas....... .~~E.~i0.9·~·~·~§. 'razor buzz' ................. ............................................ ....................... . ...............................................  











Foraging Sado Estuary dos Santos et al., 1995 'low-freq. unpulsed transient sound alternates with others' 
Foraging Moray Firth Janik, 2000 'long multiband part and a short downsweep' 
Foraging ........................... ~?E?.Y..P.iE~h .~~~!i~!.?9.9~. 
Mora Firth Hastie, 2001 
Fear ...... 9~p~iyi!Y. ........................ 9?..19.~.~·''····~···9~.19.~.~.11!.~.~?..?. .. 
Various Sado dos Santos et 1 990 
Moray Firth Hastie, 2001 
Arousal . ........................... ?.?.9? ~~tlj?.r.Y. 9?.~ ?.~~~?.~ ~!~.1:?. .. ~~~.?. 
..... ~~Ei?E?.~ig~ g~p~iyi!Y. . . Y.\'.??9~ .. 1~?.~ .................................... . . ...................... . .............................................  
A ressive Captivit Finneran et al., 2000 'loud pops or sna s ... produced within the nasal cavities' 
........................... c().r..?.9.i.~.9 ......................................... ?.h~.~.~ .... !?.?.Y. ............... 9?~~?L~! .. ~.':?. ?Q9.9. ............................ :E~r~lJ.~~iY~ ... ~?~~s!:... . .................................................................  
Social Moreton Schultz et 1995 'continuous narrow-band harmonic sounds' 
Feeding Captivity Wood, 1953 
Mew 
Moan 
. ......................... . .... :!:?.:~9~~ <3:PPT?.C3:~h West Wales Go<:>.9.~on et a1: . .'... 1988 ................. :h!!;l.h.EtJ.I~~E~E~!i!i.()~ .. ~?.!.~.:r.!.!.~~.i.~g.: .. ~?.tJ.~.9: 
Arousal Sado Estuary dos Santos et al., 1990 
Pop 
Fear Captivity Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
Consortship Shark Ba Connor & Smolker, 1996 'narrow-band, low frequency pulses' 
Quack 
Arousal Lilly, 1961 
Hastie, 2001 
'modified trains of clicks with higher repetition rates' 
Arousal Sado Estuar dos Santos et al., 1995 
···············································································································································································································································································································································'···················································································································································································································· ....................................... . 
Screech 
Fights/play Captivity Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
Arousal Captivity Lill , 1961 'modified trains of clicks with higher repetition rates' .. 
Squawk 
§9.tJ .. ~ .. ?.K........ .. ........ ..~l§lrm .......................................... 9<3:P!.iyi!Y. ........ .. ..9~1.9~~.11~.9~19~.~)1?.1 .. ~ .. ~.?...... . ............................... ............................................ . ...............................................  
Strain Foragin Shark Ba Connor et al., 2000 'peculiar click train' 
Thunk Chase ... .9?.P~.iyi!Y. .. ~g.9?.Y.Y?.Q~f.3~i~~· ~~~~. . ................................................... . 
Trills Bahamas ........................ F?~?.9.i.~.9.. .. ....... ~~E?.=.i~.9..~ ... J.~~?. . ......................................................................  
Whimper Fear Captivity Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
Distress Captivity Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
W~i~~~~~~~ua~·~· ...... Q() .. ~.!§J:Ct ...... .... . ..... 9.<3:P!iyi!Y.... . Re,i.~~~ 1988.. .......................................................................................... .................. ................ .... ................ ................................. .......................................... ...... .. ..... . 
Courtship Captivity Wood, 1953 
Sexual play Captivity Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
Yelp 
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Another pitfall in the categorisation of signalling systems is the equipment used for 
recordings. Many cetaceans produce vocalisations within the human audio range (below 
20kHz). Even those species thought to use only ultrasonic calls (above 20kHz) are 
sometimes audible at lower frequencies through an artefact of click repetition rate 
(Watkins et al., 1977; Dawson, 2002). Equipment available for higher frequency 
recording has traditionally been expensive and/or cumbersome. These drawbacks, 
combined with the prevalence of low frequencies in cetacean calls, have led to an 
emphasis on the human audio band in acoustic studies. Only investigations into 
echolocation clicks have tended to use broadband systems (see Herzing, 2000 for review). 
Quantitative broadband analyses of vocalisations that are not solely echolocatory are 
restricted to the Hector's dolphin (Dawson, 1991), spinner dolphin (Brownlee & Norris, 
1994), spotted dolphin (Lammers et al., 2003), and white-beaked dolphin (Rasmussen & 
Miller, 2002). For the non-echolocatory calls of the bottlenose dolphin, broadband results 
from captive studies have been published for one example of a whistle (Lilly & Miller, 
1961), as well as 26 cases of a 'jaw pop' vocalisation and 17 cases of non-vocal breaches 
and tail slaps (Finneran et al., 2000). For wild dolphins, an extremely brief mention has 
been made of broadband recordings of 'pop' trains (Connor & Smolker, 1996). 
The aims of the work in this chapter are (i) to record and compare vocalisations of free-
ranging bottlenose dolphins using both audio band and broadband apparatus, (ii) to 
quantify the entire vocal output of the focal animals, (iii) to classify the calls using 
multivariate parameters and (iv) to propose a meaningful repertoire for subsequent 
investigation into geographical variation, behavioural correlation, spatial and temporal 
patterns, and call sequencing. In keeping with the findings from previous studies of 
various species, it may be hypothesised that bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland produce a 
variety of signals, the nature of which are dependent on motivation. For echolocation 
tasks, signals are likely to comprise broadband clicks with emphasis on higher frequencies. 
During communication, lower frequency signals are likely to be used, with high source 
levels for those intended for long-range transmission. As with most other dolphin species, 
it is expected that whistles will be extremely abundant signals. As bottlenose dolphins 
appear to acquire signals through vocal learning, and as the study populations appear to be 
relatively isolated, the Fiordland dolphins may produce signals not reported elsewhere. In 
a similar vein, the study dolphins are unlikely to produce all those signals documented 
from other bottlenose populations. 
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3.2) Methods 
3.2a) Tape transcription 
All DAT and Racal recordings made in the field were subsequently reviewed at a later 
date to avoid observer bias. Thus tapes were studied in a 'blind' fashion, with no prior 
knowledge of the focal dolphins' behavioural state, location or group identity. RACAL 
recordings were played back at Ysth speed (3% inches per second) in order to lower the 
recorded frequencies within the human audio range (i.e. the upper limit of 150kHz was 
converted to 18% kHz). Tapes were transcribed by noting the time of any acoustic event 
related to a dolphin, the category of call heard and an intensity index of zero to five (zero 
meaning inaudible, five meaning nothing else audible). Call categories were in part based 
on previously reported vocalisations and part based on novel interpretation. Although 
qualitative categorisation of this kind is extremely subjective, it allows a division and 
reduction of the data for later analysis. To avoid inter-observer variation the same 
observer transcribed all tapes. 
Echolocation clicks were present in almost all recordings, often in overwhelming numbers. 
Unlike almost all other dolphin vocalisations, it is often impossible to define the start and 
end time of a click train. Thus individual clicks were not transcribed in this study. Instead 
each recording was assigned a click rate and click level on a scale of one to five. Click 
rate referred to the proportion of the total recording time dolphins spent clicking. Thus for 
a click rate of zero, no clicks were heard during the entire recording. For a click rate of 
five, clicks were heard continuously throughout the recording. Click rate was estimated 
between the first vocalisation and the last vocalisation heard to ensure the rate 
encompassed the period for which dolphins were within audible range. If clicks were 
heard, click level was also estimated as the maximum intensity of all clicks heard on a 
scale of one to five. Thus for a click level value of one, clicks were barely audible, whilst 
for a value of five, clicks reached extremely high amplitude levels during the recording. 
Apart from clicks, efforts were made to transcribe every individual vocalisation heard. 
This was usually straightforward, although during times of high call rate, the task became 
extremely difficult. Thus, estimates of call rate during these acoustically intense periods 
are likely to be biased (i.e. call rates may be underestimated) and should be treated with 
prudence. 
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3.2b) Digitisation of calls 
For subsequent analysis of call structure a dataset was constructed of representative calls 
from all proposed call categories. To control for seasonal variation, calls were randomly 
sampled from all seasons for all three years of data. The target sample size was arbitrarily 
set at 10 calls per season per year for each proposed call type. These targets were set for 
both study sites to allow subsequent testing of fiord-specific differences. Thus for any 
given call type, a maximum of 10 (samples) * 4 (seasons) * 3 (years) * 2 (fiords)= 240 
samples would be available. If more than 10 samples were available for a call type within 
a given season, samples were subsequently selected on the basis of differing group 
behaviour (as defined in Table 2.2) to control for motivational state. Group membership in 
the fiords can be determined via photo-identification and is relatively fluid (Lusseau et al., 
2003). Groups encountered on separate days are typically composed of different 
individuals (pers. obs.). To limit pseudoreplication arising from repeated sampling of 
individual dolphins, selected samples were at least a day apart when possible. 
Calls were deemed suitable for analysis if the ratio with the root mean square (RMS) 
amplitude of background noise was greater than 1 OdB. An increase of lOdB represents a 
lOx increase in a signal's power. Although arbitrary, this threshold ensures signals with 
low energy levels are excluded from analysis. Calls recorded 'off axis' (i.e. with the 
vocalising animal orientated away from the hydrophone) may be misrepresented by 
spectral analysis and have correspondingly low energy levels (Au, 1993). Whilst rejecting 
low-energy calls may under represent signals that are naturally faint, it also maximises the 
probability of capturing the true nature of recorded vocalisations. Calls of suitable signal 
to noise ratio were digitised from DAT tapes via a fibre-optic cable connected to a 
Macintosh G3 330 equipped with a 24 bit RME Digi96/8 digital sound card. Audio files 
were recorded in the Audio Interchange File Format (AIFF) using Peak LE 2.63 at a 
sample rate of 44.1 kHz. To avoid aliasing, signals were filtered using a Kemo VBF8 
filter set at 22 kHz with 96dB/octave attenuation. Wideband Racal recordings were 
digitised at an effective sampling rate of 352.8 kHz (118 record speed at 44.1 kHz; 16 bit). 
3.2c) Comparison of broadband recordings with DAT recordings 
To determine how much extra information was available from the broadband Racal 
recordings, measurements made from the DAT system were compared with Racal 
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measurements. Of the 87 5 recordings made in both fiords, 25 were made using the 
broadband system during periods of high vocal activity. From these recordings, all 
vocalisations with suitable signal-to-noise ratio were digitised and measured. The peak 
frequencies were measured from all of these and compared to similar values from DAT 
recordings using a Student's t-test. Peak frequency was chosen as this parameter may be 
misrepresented by the bandwidth limitation of the DAT recording system. Although other 
frequency parameters (such as maximum frequency) may similarly be misrepresented, 
peak frequency could be measured using Canary's automatic measurement function, thus 
avoiding observer bias. All measurements were log-transformed to approximate the 
normal distribution. A Levene's test was used to test for the equality of variances between 
groups. As the sample size for the Racal system was markedly smaller than for the DAT 




S t a(2), (n-1) 
where i is the sample variance, t is the two-tailed critical value of Student's statistic, d is 
the half width of the desired confidence interval, and 1 - a is the confidence level for the 
confidence interval (Zar, 1998). 
In addition, nine long recordings were made on separate occasions using both systems to 
record the same input. The spectrograms from these dual recordings could be compared 
for evidence of ultrasonic call components. 
3.2d) Quantitative Measurement of Call Parameters 
Call parameters were measured using Canary 1.2.4. (Cornell Laboratory) on a 933MHz 
04 Macintosh computer. Spectrographic information was obtained using fast Fourier 
transformation (FFT) with a Hamming window function. The FFT procedure has an 
inherent trade-off between time resolution and frequency resolution, and thus the choice 
of FFT window size is important for subsequent analysis (Bradbury & Vehrencamp, 1998; 
Murray et al., 1998a). As the repertoire of signals documented in this study cover a broad 
structural range, from impulsive to tonal, it would be inappropriate to analyse all calls 
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using the same FFT settings. Thus, window size was selected on a file by file basis to 
provide the most informative representation of each call, but was typically 256 or 512 
points. 
The time and frequency characteristics of individual calls were measured using Canary's 
data-logging feature. Measurements were made from the waveform, the spectrogram and 
the point spectrum windows. The parameters measured for each call were dictated by its 
structure. Many calls consist of numerous elements, which may be simple repetitions or 
may be different units. As such call structure was classified under the following hierarchy 
(parentheses represent levels in the hierarchy that may be absent): 
Call types -----+ (Units) -----+ (Phrases) -----+ (Bursts) -----+ Pressure peaks 
Most dolphin calls are composed of a number of 'bursts' (analogous to clicks) with 
corresponding inter-burst intervals (IBI, the time between successive bursts). These bursts 
may be considered as exponentially damped sine waves, with each burst consisting of a 
number of 'pressure peaks'. Tonal sounds are not composed of bursts, but instead are 
composed of regular sine waves. Thus the distance between successive pressure peaks in a 
tonal sound relates to its wavelength. Some dolphin calls are composed of repetitive 
'units', and these units may in tum be made up of a number of different 'phrases'. In tum, 
these phrases are typically composed of bursts (see Figure 3.1). 
For those calls measured in detail from the dataset, the duration of each component was 
recorded, along with the interval between components. So for a sequenced sound, the 
length of each unit was recorded along with inter-unit interval, the length of each phrase 
was recorded along with inter-phrase interval, and so on down to inter-peak interval. 
In addition, 'peak frequency' was measured for each call and is defined as the frequency 
at which a signal has the highest energy. The time of this peak intensity ('peak time') was 
also measured along with 'centre time' (the point at which the collective intensity of a call 
is half the total). Both these values were measured as proportions of total call duration. 
Inter-peak interval ("IPI') was measured as the time between successive pressure peaks in 
a call. 'Duty cycle' was measured for each vocalisation and is defined as the percentage of 
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time a signal is 'on' in relation to the total length (Murray et al., l998a). This measure 
represents the ratio of signal duration to signal period. Thus a call consisting of widely 
spaced bursts would have a low duty cycle, whilst a continuous tonal call would have a 
high duty cycle (i.e. a value of one). 
For calls with a harmonic structure, a number of further variables were measured. 
Harmonic interval ('HI') was defined as the maximum difference in frequency between 
successive harmonic bands. The number of harmonic bands visible on each call's 
spectrogram was noted. 
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FIGURE 3. 1. Call structure. a) Spectrogram and waveform of a typical long styro. Styros 
are formed of repeated 'units'; each unit is composed of 'phrases' (three phrases for long 
styros); phrases are composed of numerous 'bursts' of pressure peaks. 
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FIGURE 3.1. b) Spectrogram and waveform of a typical orca. The repeat bursts of orcas 
are broadband clicks. c) clicks are in tum composed of pressure peaks. d) tonal sounds 
(such as this whistle ) are continuous sine waves and are also composed of numerous peaks. 
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3.2e) Spectrographic Cross-Correlation 
Spectrographic cross-correlation is a procedure that performs quantitative comparisons 
between spectrograms. Correlation involves taking two spectrograms as input and 
incrementally sliding them past each other in the time domain. Correlation coefficients are 
calculated between the inputs at successive discrete time offsets and the output of the 
comparison is a plot of correlation value versus the time offset between the two signals 
(Figure 3.2). As the procedure is being used to measure the similarity between 
spectrograms that may be radically different in length, the value of interest is the peak 
correlation rather than the time offset. Thus SPCC can provide a quantitative measure of 
call similarity that is both automated and repeatable. SPCC was used in this study to 
measure how similar/dissimilar the proposed call types were to each other. If the proposed 
call types have genuinely dissimilar structures, it may be expected that the dolphin 
auditory system can detect these variations and thus distinguish between call types. 
The SPCC procedure was employed using Canary's batch correlator function. The 
algorithm compares the amplitude values for all FFT bins at each time offset. Calls 
subjected to SPCC have variable amplitude levels, due in part to differences in call 
production, dolphin orientation and distance to signaller. Thus all signals were normalised 
prior to SPCC evaluation. Normalisation scales the amplitudes of both signals so that the 
maximum amplitude of each signal is equal. Thus amplitude does not contribute to the 
correlation value. A correlation value of 0.0 results if the non-zero values in two 
spectrograms do not coincide at all. A value of 1.0 indicates the two signals are identical. 
All 1959 calls in the dataset were subjected to SPCC. All spectrograms were derived 
using the same settings (FFT & frame length 512 pts; filter bandwidth 350Hz; 75% 
overlap; Hamming function). Spectrograms from one call type were cross correlated with 
the spectrograms from all other call types. Hierarchical cluster analysis was conducted on 
the resulting data matrix. The tree clustering method uses the dissimilarities between call 
types to form clusters. Therefore the data matrix was converted to a distance matrix. All 
call types start in their own cluster and are gradually amalgamated based on increasingly 
dissimilar SPCC values until they form a single cluster. Numerous linkage methods exist; 
Ward's method was applied in this study. This method is distinct from all others as it uses 
an analysis of variance approach to evaluate distances between clusters (Ward, 1963). 
This method attempts to minimize the sum of squares of any two (hypothetical) clusters 
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that can be formed at each step. During iteration, the call type that results in the smallest 
increase in variance with the inclusion of a case will receive the case. This method tends 
to produce compact groups. 
PEAK= 0.927 (+10mS) PEAK= 0.465 (+300mS) 
FIGURE 3.2. Spectrographic cross-correlation between a reference whistle and two test 
whistles. The reference signal above is more similar to the spectrogram on the left than 
the one on the right (peak correlations are 0.93 and 0.47 respectively). Peak offset times 
are also displayed in parentheses. 
3.2f) Principal Component Analysis of Call Type 
The main applications of factor analysis are to reduce the number of variables (by 
removing highly correlated variables) and to detect structure in the relationships between 
variables (i.e. to classify variables). Principal component analysis (PCA) is a form of 
factor analysis in which the total variability of an item is used in the analysis. The 
principal components method of extraction begins by finding a linear combination of 
variables (a component) that accounts for as much variation in the original variables as 
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possible. It then finds another component that accounts for as much of the remaining 
variation as possible and is uncorrelated with the previous component, continuing in this 
a 
way until there are as many components as original variables. Usually, a few components 
will account for most of the variation, and these components can be used in place of the 
original variables during subsequent analysis (Stevens, 2001). 
Principal components were extracted using a variance maximizing (varimax) rotation of 
the original variable space. The goal of this approach is to maximize the variability of the 
'new' variable, whilst minimizing the variance around the new variable. The rotation 
maintains the cumulative percentage of variation explained by the extracted components. 
However that variation becomes more evenly spread over the components. Thus the 
rotated component matrix will be easier to interpret than the unrotated matrix. 
A number of criteria may be used for deciding how many factors to subsequently retain. 
The Kaiser technique retains only factors with eigenvalues greater than one. In essence 
this retains only those factors that extract at least as much as the equivalent of one original 
variable (Kaiser, 1960). Another technique involves plotting the eigenvalues in a simple 
scree plot (Cattell, 1966). Plots of this type typically level off as eigenvalues account for 
sequentially less variance and thus eigenvalues on the area of the curve with a low 
gradient represent 'factorial scree'. Another more empirical approach to factor selection 
relates to the sample size and the absolute magnitude of factor loadings (Guadagnoli & 
Velicer, 1988). In general components with three or more loadings above 0.80 will be 
reliable. 
3.2g) Discriminant Function Analysis of Call Type 
The spectral information derived for each digitised call was used in discriminant function 
analysis (DFA) to investigate differences between vocalisation types. DFA is used to 
determine which variables discriminate between two or more naturally occurring groups. 
It may thus be used as a predictive technique or as a descriptive technique (Stevens, 2001). 
For the purposes of this study, the technique is used in a descriptive sense for revealing 
major differences between the proposed call types. 
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Given a set of independent variables, discriminant analysis attempts to find linear 
combinations of those variables that best separate the groups of cases. A function (Z) 
represents the equation of a line cutting across the intermixed cluster of points 
representing the different data sets. For each function, the ratio of between-groups and 
within-groups sum of squares and cross-products matrices are maximised. Each function 
aims to allocate significantly different Z values to members of each data set, so that Z 
serves as a better discriminant than the original variables. Successive functions are 
uncorrelated and provide as much further separation as possible. 
The discriminant model has the following assumptions: 
i) The predictors are not highly correlated with each other. 
ii) The mean and variance of a given predictor are not correlated. 
iii) The correlation between two predictors is constant across groups. 
iv) The values of each predictor have a normal distribution. 
Box's M test is used to evaluate the assumption of equality of covariance across groups. 
One-way ANOV As are applied for the independent variables using the grouping variable 
as the factor. The tests of equality of group means measure each independent variable's 
potential before the model is created. If the significance value is greater than 0.1 0, the 
variable probably does not contribute to the model. 
Resulting discriminant functions may be interpreted in a number of ways. The larger the 
standardized coefficients for each variable in each discriminant function, the greater the 
contribution of the respective variable to the discrimination between groups. Another way 
to determine which variables 'mark' or define a particular discriminant function is to look 
at the factor structure. The factor structure coefficients are the correlations between the 
variables in the model and the discriminant functions, similar to the factor loadings of 
principal component analysis. The differences between these two approaches are subtle. If 
one wants to assign 'meaningful' labels to the discriminant functions, as in this study, 
then the latter approach (structure coefficients) should be used. If one wants to interpret 
each variable's unique contribution to the discriminant function, then the former approach 
(standardised coefficients) should be used. 
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Both of these approaches have been found to be unstable for small sample sizes. It has 
been suggested that unless the ratio of total sample size to number of variables is large (at 
least 20:1), extreme caution should be applied to the interpretation of results (Barcikowski 
& Stevens, 1975). The nature of the discrimination for each discriminant function can be 
evaluated by looking at the means for the functions across groups. The mean values for 
the first two functions can be plotted alongside 95% confidence intervals to visualize how 
the primary functions discriminate between groups. 
3.2h) Two-Step Cluster Analysis of Call Type 
The two-step cluster analysis procedure is an exploratory tool designed to reveal natural 
groupings (or clusters) within a data set that would otherwise not be apparent. The 
algorithm employed by this procedure has several desirable features that differentiate it 
from traditional clustering techniques. Of particular importance is the ability to 
automatically select a suitable number of clusters from a given data set. The analysis 
procedure uses a likelihood distance measure which assumes that variables in the cluster 
model are independent (Bailey, 1975). Furthermore, each continuous variable is assumed 
to have a normal distribution. Empirical internal testing indicates that the procedure is 
fairly robust to violations of both the assumption of independence and normality. 
The two-step clustering technique was initially used to divide the measurements taken 
from all proposed call categories into 15 clusters. The output from principal components 
analysis was used as the input for the clustering. By constraining the output to 15 clusters, 
it is possible to measure the accuracy of the proposed categories. For each vocalisation, a 
correct classification rate and an accuracy rate could be measured in the following way: 
Correct classification rate of call A = No. correctly assigned as call A 
Total no. of call A 
Accuracy rate for call A = No. correctly assigned - no. incorrectly assigned as call A 
Total no. of call A 
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The two-step procedure was also used to automatically assign clusters to the dataset 
without constraining the cluster number. This process begins with the construction of a 
cluster features (CF) tree. The tree begins by placing the first case at the root of the tree in 
a leaf node that contains variable information about that case. Each successive case is then 
added to an existing node or forms a new node, based upon its similarity to existing nodes 
and using the distance measure as the similarity criterion. A node that contains multiple 
cases contains a summary of variable information about those cases. Thus, the CF tree 
provides a capsule summary of the data file. The leaf nodes of the CF tree are then 
grouped using an agglomerative clustering algorithm. The agglomerative clustering can be 
used to produce a range of solutions. 
To determine which number of clusters is 'best', each of these cluster solutions is 
compared using Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC) as the clustering 
criterion. Typically BIC values decrease as cluster number increases. However, a point 
will be reached when the improvement in the cluster solution (as measured by the rate of 
BIC change), is not worth the increased complexity of the cluster model (as measured by 
the number of clusters). A good solution will thus have a large ratio of BIC changes and a 
large ratio of distance measures (based on the current number of clusters against the 
previous number of clusters). 
All statistics described above were performed using SPSS version 11 (SPSS Inc., Chicago) 
on a 2.4GHz Pentium 4 computer operating under Windows XP. 
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3.3) Results 
Over the three year study period, 875 recordings were made of bottlenose dolphins in 
Fiordland. This produced 49 hours of recorded vocal output (Table 2.1 ). From these 
recordings, over 50,000 separate vocalisations were categorised aurally into 15 discrete 
classes. These categories ranged from pure tonal sounds (squeals and whistles) to single 
bursts of pressure peaks (such as coughs and quacks) to repeat bursts of clicks (creaks and 
buzzes) to sequenced bursts (laughter and styros). Call type could be determined under a 
diagnostic key (Figure 3.3). The relative amplitudes of signals were not taken in to 
account during call classification due to the inability to differentiate between genuinely 
faint signals and those recorded off-axis or from distant animals. Whilst categorisation of 
this type aims to compartmentalise vocalisations for subsequent analysis, it should be 
noted that the proposed categories are not always discrete. A number of recorded signals 
seem to be intermediate between call categories. For example, an orca that sounds like a 
squeal to the human ear may reveal a pulsed structure upon closer inspection. In addition, 
individual calls may grade from one type to another, a scenario often encountered with the 
click-based vocalisations (for example a creak grading to a buzz, Figure 3.4). Pitfalls such 
as this exist in any classification exercise and a concerted effort was made to allocate each 
recorded vocalisation to one of the 15 proposed categories. 
Some of the proposed call types were produced much more often than others (Table 3.2). 
Whistles were by far the most common vocalisation recorded, comprising 33% of all calls 
recorded and present in 77% of all recordings. Although counts of individual click trains 
were not possible, clicks were audible in 66% or all recording sessions. The click-based 
calls buzz (22% of all calls), creak (14%) and ratchet (6%) were also regularly recorded, 
whilst the other call types had broadly similar rates of occurrence. Two of the call 
categories (the single burst laughter and the triple-burst long styro) were fiord specific. 
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FIGURE 3.3. 15 call types proposed under a diagnostic key. The key incorporates four 
structural classes (tonal, single burst, click burst, repeat burst). IBI=inter-burst interval. 
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FIGURE 3.4. Waveform and spectrogram of a graded call (creak to buzz). As click rate 
increases, consecutive pressure peaks start to merge and the call becomes tonal to the 
human ear. The spectrogram emphasis changes from broadband clicks to multiple 
sidebands. 
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3.3a) Description of call types 
Mean spectral and temporal qualities were calculated for each of the proposed call types 
(Table 3.3). Representative waveforms, spectrograms and power spectra of each proposed 
call type are summarised in Appendix A For the majority of calls recorded, most energy 
was below 22kHz (i.e. the upper frequency limit of the DAT system). However certain 
calls have significant ultrasonic energy, typically the click-based calls and the harmonics 
of whistles. Some calls, such as laughter and the styros, seem to possess low-frequency 
narrowband components, which (in the case of the styros) oscillate rhythmically with 
more broadband bursts. 
Tonal calls were categorised into two separate classes. Whistles are narrowband frequency 
modulated signals that are typically longer than 500 ms and have most energy between 7 
and 26 kHz. Squeals are also narrowband signals but differ from whistles in that they are 
shorter (usually less than 300 ms) and of lower frequency (most energy below 5kHz). 
Squeals also tend to be upsweeps (i.e. the fundamental frequency increases during a call). 
The rest of the proposed repertoire is pulse-based. One structural subgroup of the pulsed 
calls may be defined as 'single burst' vocalisations. These bursts are intrinsically short. 
Splash is the shortest call in the proposed repertoire (less than 50 ms) and is composed of 
a single large pulse with rapid onset and offset. Choke is structurally similar to splash yet 
has an additional noisy broadband element that follows and/or overlaps the initial pulse 
maldng the call much longer in duration (135ms). Cough and quack are similar in terms of 
duration ( -135ms), but cough is generally a noisy signal with very low fundamental 
frequency (700Hz) whilst quack has higher fundamental frequency (1250Hz). 
The rest of the pulsed calls are composed of repeated bursts of pulses. The average 
duration of these bursts can be measured (as burst length). One such structural group is 
composed of regular broadband clicks and may be described as 'click bursts'. In general, 
these calls are structurally similar but differ mostly in inter-burst interval (ill I), i.e. the 
time between successive clicks. As click rate increases within these calls, the 
vocalisations sound increasingly tonal to the human ear. However, playback at lower 
speeds will reveal the pulsed nature of the calls. Click trains have the highest ill I (90 ms) 
and also tend to be relatively long (upwards of 2000 ms). Ratchets have lower illls (75 ms) 
and tend to be composed of clicks with a strong emphasis on the lower frequencies. 
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Creaks have still lower IBI values (30 ms) and tend to very broadband in nature. Buzzes 
have such low IBI values (4 ms) that consecutive clicks start to overlap. This overlap 
produces a shift to a multi-harmonic appearance on a spectrogram (Figure 3.4) and results 
in a single tone to the human ear. Orcas have the lowest IBI of the click bursts (3 ms) and 
also sound tonal to a human listener. Orcas tend to be shorter than buzzes (320 and 1000 
ms respectively) and exhibit sinusoidal tendencies. In many ways orcas may be seen as 
intermediaries between the click bursts and the single bursts. 
The third and final structural subcategory of the pulsed calls is the 'repeat bursts'. These 
calls are low frequency (typically below 2kHz) and have repeated elements but do not 
possess the broadband nature of the click bursts. The simplest of these repeat bursts is the 
hiccup, a call that is short (310 ms) and composed of two separate burst trains (essentially 
a double cough). Laughter is similar in structure to hiccup but is composed of numerous 
cough-like bursts (typically 15, although examples with over 120 repeats have been 
recorded). Short styro is formed of repetitive units (usually six) and each unit is composed 
of two variable burst trains). Long styro is similar although each unit is formed by three 
variable burst trains. As the number of repeated elements forming laughter and the styros 
is highly variable, the duration of these sequenced calls is also highly variable (from 100 
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3.3b) Comparison of broadband recordings with DAT recordings 
Few of the proposed call categories exhibited extreme levels of ultrasonic energy. The 
only vocalisations that seemed to contain minimal energy in the DAT range (i.e. below 
24kHz) were click trains; either slow echolocation clicks of more rapid click bursts 
(buzzes, creaks and orcas). Comparisons between consecutive DAT and Racal recordings 
suggest only regular clicks and buzzes may ever be exclusively ultrasonic. For example, 
the sequence portrayed in Appendix B contains 110 separate calls of which only two are 
ultrasonic (both buzzes). This is in keeping with the other eight dual recordings, with 
ultrasonic calls typically representing less than 2% of all calls recorded. 
Of the parameters measured from each call, peak frequency is the measurement most 
likely to be underestimated by DAT recordings. To investigate this misrepresentation, the 
peak frequencies of calls were measured from both DAT and Racal recordings. The lower 
frequency limit of the DAT system is below that of the Racal system (30Hz and 120Hz 
respectively using a Sonatech hydrophone). As over 3% of all peak frequencies measured 
for the DAT tapes were below 120Hz, these values were excluded from analysis to allow 
meaningful comparison. Log transformed values from Racal recordings were significantly 
higher than DAT recordings for buzz, hiccup, quack, short styro, splash, squeal and click 
trains (Table 3.4). However all mean values were below 22kHz (the upper DAT limit) 
except for the click trains (Figure 3.5). Only in the click based call categories (click trains, 
creak, buzz and orca) were peak frequencies measured above 22kHz. Recordings made 
with the DAT system broadly capture the variation of all call types except broadband 
click trains. It must be noted that the sample size of Racal recordings is low and thus the t-
tests have relatively low statistical power. 
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TABLE 3.4. Summary oft-tests comparing the mean peak frequencies of all proposed call 
types for both recording systems. For calls with significant Levene's test values, tests 
were performed assuming inequality of variance. Valid p-values were only calculated 
from log transformed values if the observed sample size was greater then the desired size. 
System desired observed Levene's Mean peak SE of t- valid p-
n n p-values freq (Hz) Mean value values 
OAT 19 202 2389 245 -5.1 
Buzz 0.47 <0.01 
Racal 19 32 8484 2424 -5.0 
OAT 10 157 1281 134 -1.2 
Choke 0.80 
Racal 6 4 1650 441 -1.7 
OAT 7 106 692 81 -6.3 
Cough 0.00 
Racal 31 6 2433 747 -3.0 
OAT 12 177 1494 169 0.4 
Creak 0.04 0.36 
Racal 2 12 5687 2667 0.9 
OAT 8 152 805 73 -3.0 
Hiccup 0.80 <0.01 
Racal 7 8 1328 457 -3.3 
OAT 11 108 1058 210 -5.9 
Laughter 0.03 
Racal 21 16 1261 188 -4.4 
OAT 27 - 1096 136 -
Long styro -
Racal 1 - 1210 - -
OAT 10 129 1863 240 -1 .1 
Orca 0.61 0.29 
Racal 12 16 6682 3006 -0.9 
OAT 9 153 1250 171 -3.1 
Quack 0.82 <0.01 
Racal 5 7 6510 5125 -4.1 
OAT 9 151 1353 201 -1.0 
Ratchet 0.69 0.30 
Racal 5 9 1344 160 -1.5 
OAT 9 150 1071 158 -5.5 
Short styro 0.74 <0.01 
Racal 9 27 1606 187 -5.7 
OAT 9 128 1269 119 -9.8 
Splash 0.66 <0.01 
Racal 8 11 2384 581 -10.2 
OAT 9 83 3036 291 -4.6 
Squeal 0.01 <0.01 
Racal 2 6 3907 1693 -12.9 
OAT 3 195 9789 184 -0.9 
Whistle 0.00 0.59 
Racal 16 49 10434 603 -0.5 
OAT 46 52 3357 887 -2.6 
Click trains 0.00 <0.01 
Racal 7 16 28232 4548 -4.1 
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FIGURE 3.5. Summary of mean peak frequencies for all proposed call categories. Error 
bars represent standard errors of the mean. Dotted line represents upper frequency limit of 
DAT system. Long styro excluded due to low number of broadband samples. 
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3.3c) Quantitative Measurement of Call Parameters 
A dataset of 1959 individual vocalisations was extracted from the 49 hours of recordings. 
These samples represented three years of data from both fiords, incorporating all 12 
seasons in that period (Table 3.5). Some of the parameters extracted from recordings were 
specific to certain vocalisations. For example, 'inter-unit interval' pertains only to the 
sequenced sounds short and long styro. Of all the measured parameters, only six were 
common to every vocalisation in the dataset. These six parameters were significantly 
correlated (Pearson's correlation coefficient of log-transformed values; Table 3.6). 
Strongest correlations appeared to be between the duty cycle measure and all other 
parameters. As call duration and inter-peak interval increases, duty cycle subsequently 
decreases. This phenomenon represents the shift from short and/or tonal calls to longer 
sequences of pulsed calls. As average peak frequency increases, duty cycle tends to 
increase, a finding influenced by the high frequency and duty cycle values of the whistles. 
To compare parameter values between different call types a one-factor AN OVA was 
conducted on the log-transformed data. A Levene's test for the equality of error variances 
suggested that for all parameters the error variance is unequal across call categories (all 
p<O.OO 1). However, the F statistic is quite robust to violations of this assumption if mean 
values are not correlated with variances (Lindman, 1974). Visual inspection of data 
suggests there is little correlation between mean and variance measures (Figure 3.6). It 
appears the classes long styro and click train have higher variances, perhaps arising from 
the relatively small sample sizes of these categories. 
For each of the six common parameters, significant differences existed between the 15 
proposed call categories (all p<0.01; Table 3.7). The high F values for 'call duration', 
'peak frequency' and 'duty cycle' suggest variation in these parameters is much greater 
between groups than within groups. Significant differences between call categories were 
investigated using Game-Howell's post -hoc test, a sometimes liberal pairwise comparison 
that assumes unequal variances between call categories (Games & Howell, 1976). As 
there was broad agreement between these post -hoc tests and the results of Tukey's 
honestly significant difference test, Tukey's range test was used to identify homogenous 
subsets of call categories (Table 3.8). In the subset columns the factor levels that do not 
have significantly different effects are displayed in the same group. Thus extremely 
characteristic calls will form their own groups (i.e. they will be significantly different to 
all other calls). 
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When considering homogenous subsets for 'call duration', splash is the most distinct call 
and is significantly shorter than all other calls. At the other extreme, click trains and the 
sequenced calls form a subset representing longer calls. The click-based calls form a 
separate subset with the exception of orca, which is a significantly shorter vocalisation. 
The values for 'peak frequency' fall on a gradient, with the repeat bursts generally having 
lower values. Only squeal and whistle are significantly different from all other calls, both 
having high values (averaging 3 and 10kHz respectively). 
'Peak time' and 'centre time' are measures representing the distribution of energy within a 
vocalisation. Both of these parameters show little subdivision. Peak time forms two 
largely undifferentiated subsets, whilst centre time only contains one subset that is 
radically different from all other categories (splash). Splash may be defined as an 
exponentially damped pressure wave with a rapid onset and slightly longer decay. This 
gradual decay produces the relatively low values for centre time (i.e. the energy 
distribution is skewed to the start of a splash). 
Measures of 'inter-peak interval' are only particularly unique for whistles and click trains, 
both being significantly lower than for all other calls. This reflects the higher frequency 
components of these calls. The low IPI values for the click trains are likely to reflect the 
high levels of energy present above the upper limit of the DAT recording system. 'Duty 
cycle' measures the proportion of time a signal is 'on' during its production, and hence 
the slowly pulsed click trains have significantly lower values than all other call types. In 
general the other click-based calls also have much lower values than the single bursts, and 
the repeat bursts are intermediate between the two. Orca is in many ways an intermediary 
between the click -based and the pulse-based calls, and this property is reflected in the 
allocation of orca to the pulse-based subset. 
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TABLE 3.5. Composition of dataset used for detailed measurement of call structure. 
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FIGURE 3.6. Mean values(± 2 SE) for parameters measured from all proposed call types. 
No evidence exists of correlation between mean values and variance. Error bars are widest 
for long styro and click trains (corresponding to lower sample sizes). 
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TABLE 3.6. A summary of Pearson correlations for all parameters (based on log-
transformed data). Values in bold represent correlations that are significant at the 0.05 
level (two-tailed). 
Call parameters Total Centre Peak Peak Inter-peak 
(log10 transformed) duration time frequency time interval 
\ Pearson 0.23 Centre time ' 
I p <0.01 
--·-
! Pearson 0.01 0.03 Peak frequency I 
' I p 0.68 0.15 
~----·--·--~ 
Pearson -0.02 0.44 0.02 
Peak time ! 





0.08 -0.03 -0.42 -0.05 
p <0.01 0.19 <0.01 0.02 
i ---·---·--··--
f Pearson i -0.55 -0.19 0.19 0.01 -0.05 Duty Cycle ! 
j p <0.01 <0.01 <0.01 0.69 0.03 
TABLE 3.7. Results from AN OVA (call category as factor) based on log-transformed 
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TABLE 3.8. Summary of Tukey' s post-hoc range tests for one-factor ANOV A. Call types 
that do not have significantly different parameters are displayed in the same column. 
Call duration 1 2 3 4 5 6 
_$~lash. 42 . - ·---·-·--
Cough 120 
Choke 135 
Quack 147 147 
~ue~--- 1----- 181 -·---·-·----
Hiccup 312 




Ratchet 1132 ---·- - -------·------
Clicks 3002 
Laughter 4198 
Short styro 4101 
LonQ stvro 8159 
p 1.00 1.00 0.06 1.00 0.30 0.12 
Peak frequency 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 
Clicks 3356 
Cough 692 
Laughter 1058 1058 
Hiccup 805 805 805 
Short styro 1071 1071 1071 1071 
Long styro 1079 1079 1079 1079 
Quack 1250 1250 1250 1250 
Choke 1281 1281 1281 
Ratchet 1353 1353 1353 
Splash 1269 1269 
Creak 1494 1494 
Buzz 2389 
Orca 1863 f-------------·---·-·---· -- ---·--··--·--·---·- . ··--·-·--·------·-
__ $9~-~~L_ _________ ---- - ·------·-·--·-·---·- 2914 -----·------·---· ·------· 
Whistle 10401 
p 0.14 0.06 0.07 0.31 0.08 1.00 1.00 
Peak time 1 2 
Hiccup 0.40 
Splash 0.31 0.31 
Orca 0.40 0.40 
Clicks 0.43 0.43 
Laughter 0.48 0.48 
Ratchet 0.50 0.50 
Short styro 0.50 0.50 
Creak 0.47 0.47 
Quack 0.39 0.39 
Buzz 0.46 0.46 
Cough 0.39 0.39 




p 0.05 0.36 
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Centre time 1 2 3 4 5 6 
S~lash 0.32 -- -----· 
Hiccup 0.43 
Choke 0.43 0.43 
Quack 0.42 0.42 0.42 
Cough 0.42 0.42 0.42 
Long styro 0.51 0.51 0.51 
Orca 0.45 0.45 0.45 0.45 
Clicks 0.43 0.43 0.43 0.43 
Squeal 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 0.46 
Creak 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 
Whistle 0.48 0.48 0.48 0.48 
Buzz 0.49 0.49 0.49 0.49 
Short styro 0.52 0.52 0.52 
Laughter 0.51 0.51 
Ratchet 0.52 
p 1.00 0.45 0.06 0.07 0.12 0.11 
IPI 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
Whistle 0.08 _" ________ ----- ------·" --·------·- ·----·---·-·--·- -------
Clicks 0.18 ------· -·------
Buzz 0.33 
Creak 0.38 0.38 
Choke 0.27 0.27 
Squeal 0.32 0.32 
Splash 0.33 0.33 
Orca 0.46 0.46 
Quack 0.68 0.68 
Ratchet 0.74 0.74 
Cough 1.02 1.02 1.02 
Long styro 0.88 0.88 
Short styro 1.13 1.13 
Hiccup 1.33 1.33 
Lauqhter 1.55 
p 1.00 1.00 0.86 0.06 0.12 0.34 0.55 0.07 0.32 
Duty cycle 1 2 3 4 5 6 
Clicks 0.08 ··-·-·--·-··----·-·----·-·---·-·---· -------- -----




_Short styro ---------------- 0.38 -·-·-----·--· -···---·----·- ---·----- --·---·---·-
Hiccup 0.54 








p 1.00 1.00 0.95 1.00 1.00 1.00 
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3.3d) Spectrographic Cross-Correlation 
Spectrograms were produced for all1959 calls in the dataset and were subjected to 
spectrographic cross-correlation (SPCC). The mean peak correlation values were lowest 
for splash, long styro, short styro and clicks (Table 3.9). A dissimilarity matrix was 
derived from the SPCC matrix and a dendrogram formed using hierarchical cluster 
analysis (Figure 3.7). The dendrogram reveals two main clusters that may broadly be 
described as repetitive (composed of repeated bursts) and non-repetitive (single bursts). 
Notable exceptions to these clusters are whistle, orca and hiccup. Whistle forms a cluster 
with some of the click-based calls (buzz, creak and ratchet). These click-based calls all 
have energy covering a broad range of frequencies. As the peak frequency of whistles tend 
to be higher than most other vocalisations (Figure 3.5) it is likely that any given whistle 
contour will have a high correlation with broadband calls (as depicted in the schematic in 
Figure 3.8). Orca and hiccup are both repetitive calls, orca being composed of rapid 
clicks and hiccup being composed of twin bursts. Nevertheless they appear in the non-
repetitive cluster. These two calls form the strongest cluster in the dendrogram with a 
linkage distance of 0.27, perhaps reflecting their repetitive nature. Orca and hiccup also 
form a tight group with squeal. Despite being a tonal signal, squeal is aurally very similar 
to orca and this similarity is reflected in the tight clustering of these signals. 
Also within the non-repetitive cluster are two further sub-clusters. One is composed of 
short, single burst vocalisations (choke, cough and quack) that are structurally similar. The 
third non-repetitive cluster is composed solely of splash. Despite being aurally similar to 
choke this call is the shortest of the proposed repertoire, typically less than 50 mS. This 
rapid onset and offset may result in low SPCC values in the non-repetitive cluster. 
Two clearly demarcated sub-clusters exist in the repetitive group. One is composed of the 
click-based calls and also incorporates whistles as mentioned above. The other is 
composed of the long sequenced calls and click trains. In this sub-cluster short styro is 
closely related to laughter, and both calls are in tum linked to long styro. Short styros are 
composed of double bursts and are structural intermediaries between long styros (triple 
bursts) and laughter (single bursts). Of interest is the appearance of click trains in this 
cluster rather than the click-based cluster of buzz, creak and ratchet. Click trains typically 
last at least several seconds and are thus more similar to the sequenced calls than the 
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FIGURE 3.7. Dendrogram derived from hierarchical cluster analysis (Ward's method). 
Based on dissimilarity matrix of SPCC scores. 
'"' 
SPECTOGRAPHIC CROSS CORRELATION 
FIGURE 3.8. Schematic showing SPCC process for a whistle and a click train. The two 
spectrograms slide incrementally past each other and the peak correlation value is 
calculated (circled in this diagram). 
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3.3e) Principal Component Analysis of Call Type 
The six parameters common to all1959 vocalisations were significantly correlated (Table 
3.6) making the use of PCA appropriate for this dataset. During the extraction of principal 
components, communalities were estimated for each variable. Extraction communalities 
are measures of the variance in each variable accounted for by the components (Table 
' 
3.10). As the communalities are all high, it appears that the extracted components 
represent the variables well. 
The eigenvalues for the first three components were greater than one (Table 3.11). A 
value of one would be expected for each variable by chance. The first three components 
accounted for 71% of the data's variance, suggesting the complexity of the data set can be 
reduced to three components with a 29% loss of information. The scree plot of all five 
eigenvalues shows a change in gradient after the third component, suggesting these 
additional components are redundant to an extent (Figure 3.9). Due to the relatively large 
size of the data set, the first three principal components all had more than three cases with 
loading values greater than 0.8 (component I= 924 cases; 2 = 518; 3 = 165). These 
features combined suggest the first three components may be used to summarise the 
dataset effectively. 
The cases were subjected to varimax rotation, a process in which the cumulative variation 
explained by the extracted components is maintained but is spread more evenly over the 
components. The correlations between the original variables and the first three rotated 
components are summarised in Table 3.12. Component 1 is strongly correlated with 
'centre time' and 'peak time', component 2 with 'peak frequency' and 'inter-peak 
interval' and component 3 with 'total duration' and 'duty cycle'. These factor loadings 
provide a visual representation of the rotated factor matrix (Figure 3.1 0). Scatter plots of 
component scores for all 1959 cases reveal some clustering according to principal 
component (Figure 3.11). Further reduction of the data set is possible by examining only 
the mean values (Figure 3.12). Component I identifies splash as being individualistic, and 
to a certain extent ratchet. Component 2 forms a cluster of the sequenced sounds 
(laughter, short styro and long styro) and clicks. This component also groups buzz, creak 
and ratchet. Component 3 recognises whistle as being largely different from the other call 
types. 
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Component 1 accounts for 27% of the variance of the data set and is most closely 
correlated with the variables centre time and peak time. These parameters tend to offer a 
similar measure of energy distribution within a call and are strongly correlated (Figure 
3.13). A scatterplot of the five variables used in PCA suggests peak time and centre time 
contribute in an equal fashion to all components, and thus may be considered equivalent 
variables (Figure 3.14). Component 1 readily distinguished splash from the other calls, 
and to a certain extent ratchet. Splash is a loud, broadband call that seems to be produced 
non-vocally, typically through aerial activity and rapid movements of a dolphin's tailstock 
(pers. obs.). After a rapid onset, the energy produced during a splash degrades slowly, 
presumably due to surface echo and multipath effects. Thus the energy distribution in a 
typical splash is negatively skewed, with a relatively low centre time and peak time. 
Whilst splashes tend to have low PCA 1 scores, ratchets have high PCA 1 scores. This is 
a reflection of the fact that ratchets tend to increase in amplitude between successive 
bursts and are thus positively skewed. 
Component 2 accounts for 22% of data variance and readily distinguishes whistles from 
the other call types. Component 2 is strongly correlated with peak frequency (positively) 
and inter-peak interval (negatively). This is logical as these two variables offer similar 
measures. Inter-peak interval is a measure of the wavelength of a signal (i.e. the time 
offset betweens successive pressure peaks). The wavelength of a signal in turn dictates the 
tonal frequency of that signal, and the two are inversely correlated- as wavelength 
decreases, frequency increases. Whistles have correspondingly high component 2 scores, 
as they have relatively high peak frequencies and low IPI values. 
Component 3 is strongly correlated with total call duration and accounts for 22% of 
variance. Scores of PCA 3 for the sequenced sounds (laughter, short styro and long styro) 
are all very high. Many of these vocalisations are particularly long- for example, one 
bout of laughter used in this analysis was audible for 38 seconds and consisted of 130 
bursts. Although not part of the randomly selected dataset used for fine-scale 
measurements, some recorded bouts lasted longer than two minutes (pers. obs.). As a 
result, these sequenced sounds form a sub-cluster along the component 3 axis. Whistles 
are also separated from other calls along this axis as they also tend to be long calls (the 
maximum duration in this data set was 3.3 seconds). 
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Overall, the first three principal components account for 71% of the original variation and 
form clusters of whistle, splash, ratchet, and the sequenced sounds (laughter, short styro 
and long styro ). The other calls seem to form a largely undifferentiated cluster. Of 
particular interest is the inclusion of squeal in this cluster. Squeals are structurally very 
similar to whistles, being tonal in nature. However, they are typically very short and of a 
lower frequency, and thus are grouped with the other vocalisations. Whilst the PCA 
technique is useful for reducing the complexity of the data, it does not differentiate 
between the broader structural nature of calls. 
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TABLE 3.10. Extraction communalities for all variables used in PCA of call type. 
Variable Communality 
Total duration 0.78 
Peak time 0.82 
Centre time 0.75 
Peak frequency 0.82 
Inter-peak interval 0.55 
Duty cycle 0.57 
TABLE 3.11. A summary of Eigenvalues for the five principal components of call type. 
The Eigenvalues for components 1 to 3 make the largest contribution to the analysis. 
Initial Eigenvalues Rotation Sums of Squared Loadings 
Component ·-----·-·----.-------·---,--------
Eigenvalue %Variance Total% Eigenvalue 
1 1.83 31 31 1.65 
2 1.45 24 55 1.34 
3 1.00 17 71 1.29 
4 0.79 13 84 
5 0.58 10 94 
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FIGURE 3.9. A scree plot of all six eigenvalues. The gradient decreases between three 
and six suggesting little component redundancy for components one to three. 
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FIGURE 3.10. A frequency plot of the absolute magnitudes of factor loadings for the first 
three principal components. All three components have over 500 cases with loading 
values above 0.8. 
TABLE 3.12. Rotated component matrix for the first three components (varimax rotation 
with Kaiser normalisation). Values in bold represent maximum correlations between 
variables and components. 
Variable 2 3 
Total duration -0.03 0.88 0.02 
Centre time 0.89 0.18 0.03 
Peak frequency 0.04 0.05 0.86 
Peak time 0.90 -0.02 0.00 
Inter-peak interval 0.01 0.24 -0.70 
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FIGURE 3.11. Scatter plots of component scores for all1959 cases. Cases are categorised 
by proposed call type. 
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FIGURE 3.12. Scatter plots of mean component scores for all proposed call types. 
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3.3f) Discriminant Function Analysis of Call Type 
The first three principal component scores for all1959 cases were used in discriminant 
function analysis (DFA). PCA generates component scores that are not correlated. 
Component scores were therefore used in lieu of raw data to avoid violating the 
assumption that variables are not correlated. The equality of group means for the 
components was tested prior to DFA using a one-way AN OVA with call type as the factor. 
As the means for each of the three components were found to be significantly different 
between call types, it can be assumed all three components contribute to the discriminant 
model (Table 3.13). 
Wilks' lambda is another measure of a variable's potential and represents the proportion of 
the total variance in the discriminant scores not explained by differences among the 
groups. As smaller values indicate better discriminating power, it seems component two is 
the most influential variable in DFA (Table 3.13). The structure matrix shows the 
correlation of each predictor variable with each discriminant function (Table 3.14). The 
ordering in the structure matrix is the same as that suggested by Wilks' lambda supporting 
the notion that component two is the most important in DFA. 
A plot of the mean scores for the first two discriminant functions of each call type reveals 
some call clustering (Figure 3.15). In general, each call is differentiated to all others to 
some degree. The 95% confidence intervals overlap only between short styro and long 
styro, two calls that are very similar in structure. Whistles are largely separated from all 
other call types along both axes. In general three main clusters exist; the shorter single 
burst calls, the longer sequenced calls, and the whistles which possess extreme values for 
both functions. 
Function one accounts for 70% of the data's variance and is strongly correlated with 
component two (Table 3.14). Component two is in turn strongly representative of total 
call duration and duty cycle, and segregates call type along a gradient with the shorter 
calls (such as splash and choke) at one extreme and the sequenced calls at the other. By 
their very nature, sequenced calls also have lower duty cycle values as these vocalisations 
are composed of individual bursts. Positive values for function 1 represent the calls 
involving repeated elements, whilst negative values represent the tonal vocalisations or 
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calls with single bursts. The exception is orca, a pulsed vocalisation that is intermediate 
between the burst pulses and the repeat burst pulses. 
Function two accounts for 29% of the data's variance and is strongly correlated with 
component three. This component is representative of peak frequency and inter-peak 
intervaL Thus it would appear that the relatively high peak frequencies of whistles are 
important during call discrimination. Most calls fall on a gradient along the axis of 
function 2, with lower frequency calls at one extreme and higher frequency calls at the 
other. 
The first two discriminant functions accounted for 99% of the data sets' variance 
(function I = 70%; function 2 = 29% ). To test the efficacy of the classification scheme, all 
1959 cases were cross-validated. Cross-validation involves classifying each case while 
leaving it out from the model calculations. As there are 15 proposed call categories, a rate 
of approximately 7% would be expected by chance alone. The DFA process classified 
38% of cases to the correct call type, a rate five times greater than expected by chance 
alone. It appears that whistles are most reliably allocated to the correct category (94% 
correct; Table 3.14). Splash is also relatively well discriminated (77%), whilst hiccup, 
laughter, orca, ratchet and squeal also seem to be fairly distinct (all over 40% correct). 
Long styro is poorly discriminated with no correct classifications, and tends to be 
mistaken for the other sequenced vocalisations laughter and ratchet. 
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TABLE 3.13. Wilks' lambda values and results of one-way ANOVAs for the three 
components used in DFA (call type as factor). 
Wilks' Lambda F p 
component 1 0.90 15.2 <0.01 
component 2 0.42 196.4 <0.01 
component 3 0.46 161.7 <0.01 
70 
TABLE 3.14. A structure matrix showing the correlation of each predictor component 
with the discriminant functions. Variables ordered by absolute size of correlation within 
function. Bold values represent the largest absolute correlations between each component 
and any function. 
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FIGURE 3.15. Mean scores for first two discriminant functions for each proposed call 

















TABLE 3.15. Summary of cross-validated results from DFA of call type. Values represent 
percent of original cases ascribed to each predicted category. A perfect model would 
ascribe cases only to the correct category (i.e. underlined values would be 100% ). Darker 
cell shading represents higher values. 
PREDICTED CALL TYPE 
0 0 ,_ ,_ ,_ 











Short styro 2 '· 
Splash 0 ,, 9 - 2 ' 0 0 0 0 
Squeal 0 0 0 0 0 . 1 . --·:s . 0 0 0 
Whistle 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 
Clicks 
.~~, · -~_.,_. ' 
0 0 ';'··_ 8_· 0 0 0 8 .. 0 0 
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3.3g) Two-Step Cluster Analysis of Call Type 
The two-step cluster method was first used to test the proposed call categories. Analysis 
was conducted on the three principal component scores extracted during PCA and the 
algorithm was constrained to 15 clusters (Figure 3.16). Of all the call categories only 
splash has a high accuracy score and is strongly associated with a single cluster (number 
13; Table 3.16). Whistle also has a positive accuracy value but is almost exclusively 
associated with two clusters (number 4 and 15). Of the 15 clusters derived from the 
algorithm, most seem non-specific and are composed of many different call types. Cluster 
13 for example is strongly associated with several call types, including splash. Only 
clusters 4 and 15 have high accuracy values and both clusters are almost exclusively 
composed of whistles. These results suggest the proposed categories are not entirely 
distinct from each other. 
The two-step procedure was then used to automatically assign vocalisations to clusters 
based on distance measures and Schwarz's Bayesian Information Criterion (BIC). This 
method resulted in the formation of 8 clusters (Table 3.17). Of all the call categories 
whistle has the highest accuracy score and is strongly associated with a single cluster 
(number 4). Splash also has a high accuracy score whilst choke, quack and squeal also 
have positive accuracy scores. Despite these high accuracy scores, most clusters appear to 
be composites of numerous call types, except the whistle cluster (number 4). All three 
principal components were significant in the formation of many of the clusters (Figure 
3.17). For a component to be considered significant, its t statistic must exceed the dashed 
line in either a positive or negative direction. Whilst most clusters were significantly 
influenced by at least two components, clusters 4 and 6 were only influenced by single 
components (Table 3.18). Cluster 6 is formed exclusively of calls with high scores for 
component 2, a factor representative of high call duration and low duty cycle. Hence, this 
cluster is only represented by laughter, long styro, short styro and clicks. Cluster 4 is 
formed exclusively of calls with high scores for component 3, a factor representative of 
high peak frequency and low inter-peak interval. This cluster is formed almost exclusively 
of whistles. 
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FIGURE 3.16. Mean (and 95% confidence intervals) principal component scores for all 
15 clusters constrained during two-step cluster analysis. Separate plots provided for each 
principal component. Reference line is the overall mean. 
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TABLE 3.17. Summary of automatic two-step cluster analysis using PCA scores. Values 
represent percentage of each call type allocated to each cluster. Shaded values represent 
those greater than 12.5% (expected by chance). Higher values represented by darker 
shading. 
3 4 5 6 7 8 %correct %accurate 
9 13 42 -16 
Choke 2 62 25 
Cough 17 4 42 -17 
Creak 2 13 35 -29 
Hiccup 14 10 39 -21 
Laughter 13 30 -41 
Long styro 11 11 4 37 -26 
Orca 6 2 49 -2 
Quack 3 5 5 52 3 
Ratchet 3 2 13 48 -5 
Short styro 1 10 9 11 37 -25 
Splash 14 1 85 70 
Squeal 59 18 
Whistle 3 96 93 
Clicks 15 6 10 48 -4 
% correct 20 18 20 63 27 33 29 30 
% accurate -60 -63 -59 26 -45 -35 -42 -41 
TABLE 3.18. Summary of components considered significant for each cluster formed 
during automatic two-step cluster analysis (t-test, 95% level). 
Cluster 
Component 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 
1 y y y y y 
2 y y y y y y 
3 y y y y y y y 
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FIGURE 3.17. Summary of component importance for all 8 clusters. Those !-values over 
the dotted thresholds are considered significant at the 95% level (Student's t-test).Clusters 
are ranked in order of importance. 
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3.3h) Condensation of Call Repertoire 
The results of the various multivariate techniques suggested that whilst the proposed 
repertoire of call types was in many regards informative, it did not appear to accurately 
capture variation in the measured parameters. There is a great deal of overlap between 
some of the subjectively defined call types. For example, a number of the single bursts are 
structurally similar. Whilst these sounds may sound distinct to a human listener, the 
statistical tests employed found limited distinction. It is also unclear if fine-scale cues are 
important for dolphin perception of vocalisations. Conversely the dolphins may employ 
much stricter criteria to retrieve information from calls graded across dozens of categories. 
Dolphin perception is hard to quantify, particularly in non-captive contexts. However, the 
proposed repertoire can be modified to reduce redundancy and providing a more accurate 
representation of the dataset. 
Initially, all 15 initial categories were condensed into the four structural categories of 
'tonal', 'single burst', 'click bursts' and 'repeat bursts'. Using the PCA and DFA 
procedure, this resulted in a 74% correct classification rate. A rate of 25% would be 
expected by chance alone. This expected value can be compared to the observed 
categorisation results to derive a ratio of observed to expected accuracy. This ratio was 
3.0 when using just four categories. This value was actually less than using alliS 
categories (5.6) suggesting high levels of inaccuracy. It is likely that the calls intermediate 
between structural categories are important for accurate classification (such as orca 
between 'single burst' and 'click burst', and hiccup between 'single burst' and 'repeat 
burst'). Using the findings from the various multivariate tests, a hierarchy was constructed 
of calls that could be condensed with other categories in a stepwise process to gradually 
reduce the 15 initial groups to the four mentioned above (Table 3.19). Each condensation 
step involved combining the two call types that were hardest to distinguish from each 
other. For each step the ratio between observed and expected classification rate was 
calculated. A plot of these ratios against category number reveals a gradual increase 
followed by a plateau between 12 and 15 categories (Figure 3.19). A plateau of this nature 
represents repertoire redundancy, as an increase in category number gives little net 
increase in classification success. Thus the 12 category repertoire appears to have 
maximal classification success and minimal redundancy. 
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The first step in the 12-call repertoire was merging the two styro categories. The two 
categories had proved very hard to distinguish statistically. Indeed during DFA no cases 
of long styro were correctly assigned. The second step was to join cough and quack into a 
new category defined as the short bursts. These two calls generally have very similar 
parameters and often clustered together during testing. The last step was to merge 
laughter with the styros into the category sequenced calls. Although these calls were 
structurally different (i.e. single, double and triple repeats) they often seemed to be 
confused during multivariate ordination. The 12-call repertoire had a correct classification 
rate of 44% compared to 8.3% expected by chance (giving an observed to expected ratio 
of 5.3). The results of the PCA-DFA procedure for the 12-call repertoire are greatly 
improved in comparison to the original15-call scheme (Figure 3.19). 
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TABLE 3.19. Stepwise formation of an increasingly condensed repertoire. The final four 
categories represent fundamentally different structural types ('tonal', 'single burst', 'click 
bursts' and 'repeat bursts'). 
Stepwise number 










































































Candidate Merged with 
long styro short styro 
cough quack 
laughter long styro + short styro 
choke cough + quack 
buzz creak 
orca buzz+ creak 
ratchet orca + buzz + creak 
hiccup laughter + long styro + short styro 
splash choke + cough +quack 
clicks ratchet + orca + buzz + creak 
squeal whistle 
0 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 13 14 15 
Number of categories 
FIGURE 3.18. Increase in correct classification (ratio of observed to expected values) 
with increasing number of call types. Dotted line indicates the ratio of a 12-call repertoire. 

























FIGURE 3.19. Results from PCA-DFA procedure for a 12-call repertoire (mean function 
scores plus 95% confidence ellipses). Axes 1 & 2 account for 99% of model variability. 
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3.4) Discussion 
The acoustic repertoire of the Fiordland dolphins is extremely diverse. Many of the calls 
recorded are structurally similar to calls reported elsewhere (Table 3.20). Whistles and 
click trains have been reported from all acoustic studies of the Tursiops genus. Buzzes and 
creaks have been reported in numerous other studies. Ratchets have been reported for 
Western Australia ("pops") and styros have been reported from Portugal, Scotland and 
Australia ("brays"). A call similar in structure to laughter has been reported from 
captivity, but as this call is similar to the styros, it might have been previously described 
as a "bray" subtype. Similarly, hiccup has not previously been reported, but as it can be 
the repeated unit of a styro, it may also have been attributed to the "bray" category. 
The orca described in this study appears to be heard in other areas (e.g. "squawk", 
"screech" and "yelp"). Similarly, squeal may be synonymous with low frequency tonal 
calls defined in other reports ("squeak", "whistle-squawk" and "chirp"). Cough seems 
similar to other reported pulsed calls ("gulp" and "grunt"). Calls described as quacks have 
been reported elsewhere although the published descriptions are limited. The other single 
burst calls classified in this study (choke and splash) may be representative of the loud, 
noisy signals of other studies ("thunk", "kerplunk", "bark", "bang", ')aw pop" and 
"crack"). Conversely, calls have been reported for bottlenose dolphins in other areas that 
are not heard in the fiords such as the low-frequency narrowband calls recorded off 
eastern Australia (Schultz et al., 1995). It would appear there is a geographical element to 
call repertoire that may in turn be based on differences in social structure and habitattype. 
Broadband studies of cetacean repertoire are rare, particularly for free-ranging populations. 
However, for the Fiordland bottlenose dolphins, strong emphasis on ultrasonic 
frequencies was only observed for click-based calls. For cetaceans, an increase in body 
size may result in the production of lower frequency calls (Ding et al., 1995; Rendell et al., 
1999). This rule appears true for many diverse animal taxa such as birds, anurans, bats 
and humans (Appleby & Redpath, 1997; Guppy & Coles, 1988; Giacoma et al., 1997; 
Hollien et al., 1994). Amongst cetaceans, the smallest species are typically restricted to 
ultrasonic frequencies for both echolocation and communication. This constraint may be 
imposed by small body size (Table 3.21). Whilst the larger cetacea are capable of 
producing ultrasonic vocalisations, they also produce an array of lower frequency calls. 
These large differences in peak frequency may represent different functional attributes of 
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calls. The nature of sound is such that decreasing wavelength allows greater directionality 
and finer resolution of echoes reflected from small targets (Au, 1993). Hence click-based 
calls used for echolocation tend to possess an emphasis on higher frequencies, presumably 
for detecting and tracking small prey items. Lower frequency signals are of limited use for 
echolocation due to their long wavelengths. However, these calls attenuate little energy in 
comparison to high frequency signals and tend to be less directional. As such they may be 
ideally suited for contexts in which long-range transmission of information is important 
such as inter-specific communication. 
Results from the high-frequency recordings in this study suggest that extreme broadband 
energy is restricted to the click-based calls and the harmonics of whistles. The click-based 
calls may be important for echolocation, whilst the lower frequency calls may have more 
communicative significance. A number of calls were observed with energy distributed 
over the higher frequencies, but the peak frequencies of these calls were invariably below 
20kHz. In general, high frequencies are less ubiquitous for the Fiordland dolphins than for 
other species for which ultrasonic calls have been quantitatively described (Hector's 
dolphin, Dawson & Thorpe, 1990; harbour porpoise, V erboom & Kastelein, 1997; spinner 
and spotted dolphins, Lammers et al., 2003). This difference may relate to relative body 
size. The four species mentioned are all small odontocetes, typical! y less than 2m in 
length. The bottlenose dolphins in this study are significantly larger, with asymptotic body 
length conservatively predicted at 3.2m (Schneider, 1999). This large body size may 
facilitate the production of lower frequency calls. 
Categorisation of calls within a species' repertoire is essential in order to facilitate insight 
into functionality, social relevance, and geographical variation. Repertoires can be defined 
at the individual level and at the group level (Smith, 1986). At the individual level, 
signalling acts (such as vocalisations or displays) vary among individuals. At the group 
level, the combined repertoire of individual signalling acts becomes the basis of 
communication between conspecifics. There is evidence from captive studies that 
bottlenose dolphins may encode calls with individual variation (McCowan & Reiss, 2001). 
However these within-call deviations are likely to be small in relation to between-call 
variation. This is reflected by the fact that the mean sum-of-squares values for between-
group comparisons are routinely higher than for within-group comparisons during 
AN OVA of call parameters (Table 3.7). This finding, combined with the large size and 
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TABLE 3.20. Synopsis of caU categories proposed in this study as pertains to other 
studies of bottlenose dolphin repertoire. 
Call Synonym Study 
Buzz Lilly & Miller, 1961; Jacobs eta/., 1993; Herzing, 1996 
Buzz -----
Mew Wood, 1953; Goodson eta/., 1988 
Bark Wood, 1953 
------------- -----------
Choke Chuff - Brenda McCowan & Reiss, 1995 
--------------·-·--·-----
Kerplunk Connor eta/., 2000 
Click trains Click trains Summaries in Richardson eta/., 1995, Ketten, 1998 & Herzing, 2000 
Gulp dos Santos eta/., 1995 
Cough -----------------------· 
Grunt Hastie, 2000 
Grate Wood, 1953 
-·--·---------·-·--·-- --- ---------
Creak Creak 
Lilly & Miller, 1961; dos Santos eta/., 1990; Cristina Brito, pers. 
comm. 
---------------·--·--·-·------·--·-----------------
Ranging clicks Goodson et at., 1988 
Screech dos Santos eta/., 1995 
-·--··-·-·-·-·-·-·-·----·-·-----------·--·---
Orca Squawk Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967; Lilly & Miller, 1961 
···--·--·------------------ --------·-·-· 
Yelp .Wood, 1953 
Hiccup Gulp dos Santos eta/., 1995; Cristina Brito, pers. comm. 
Laughter Thunk Brenda McCowan, pers. comm. 
Quack Quack Lilly & Miller, 1961; Jacobs eta/., 1993; Hastie, 2000 
Knocking Gish, 1979; Connor & Smolker, 1996 
-
Racthet ·----------··-·-------------·-· ·--------- ------·--·--------------
Pop Connor & Smolker, 1996; Brenda McCowan, pers. comm. 
Styros Bray 
dos Santos eta/., 1995; Hastie, 2000; Janik, 200Gb; Richard Connor, 
pers. comm.; Cristina Brito, pers. comm. 
Crack Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
·----- ---------
Splash Bang dos Santos et at., 1995; Cristina Brito, pers. comm. 
--------------·-·-·--·--------------
Jaw pop Finneran eta/., 2000 
Squeak Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967 
--·--·--------··--------·-·--·---------
Squeal Whistle-squawk Reiss, 1988 
. ---·-·-·--·-------------------.. ---·--·--·-·--·----
Chirp Hastie, 2000 
Whistle Whistle Summaries in Richardson et at., 1995, Ketten, 1998 & Herzing, 2000 
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random sampling of the dataset, suggests the differences measured between calls in this 
study are not influenced by repertoire variation at the individual level. 
Historically, dolphin vocalisations have been categorised as either tonal or pulsed 
(Herman & Tavolga, 1980; Popper, 1980). Some studies have further divided the pulsed 
category into 'click trains' and 'burst pulses' (Lilly & Miller, 1961; Caldwell & Caldwell, 
1967; Ridgway, 1983). Results from this study are in broad agreement, with 'tonal 
signals', 'single bursts' and 'click bursts' considered structurally different. However a 
fourth division, 'repeat bursts', is also suggested to further discriminate the pulsed calls. 
This division is based on the relative distinctiveness of these calls during multivariate 
testing combined with the growing evidence of sequenced calls within this species from 
other areas. 
These structural categories are for the most part mutually exclusive. However, some calls 
seemed to represent intermediaries between categories. Although a click-based call, the 
orca is closer in many ways to the 'single bursts'. Hiccup is structurally defined as a 
'repeat burst', but is essentially two identical 'single bursts', a fact played out by the 
frequent clustering of this call with the latter category. The 'repeat bursts' may contain 
tonal and pulsive components consecutively. Within the 'click burst' and 'single' burst' 
structural categories, numerous vocalisations were observed grading between different 
call types. It appears that the acoustic repertoire of bottlenose dolphins lies on a broad 
spectrum with clicks at one extreme and whistles at the other. Apart from the 'repeat 
bursts', all calls described may be placed on this scale, in keeping with the graded model 
proposed for false killer whale vocalisations (Murray et al., 1998a). As inter-burst interval 
increases, click trains become creaks, creaks become buzzes and so on. As consecutive 
pressure peaks overlap to a greater and greater extent, the waveform becomes sinusoidal 
and eventually results in a whistle. 
Within the four structural categories further subdivision is possible. The repertoire 
initially proposed for the Fiordland dolphins consisted of 15 calls. This repertoire was 
subsequently condensed to 12 calls based on the results of various classification 
techniques. Throughout these ordinations, whistles were found to be uniformly different 
from all other calls, even the related squeals. The signal splash was also found to be 
unique, perhaps as it is not produced in the same way as other call types (i.e. via 
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percussion not within the vocal apparatus). Surprisingly, splash was also distinct from 
choke, another non-vocal signal with similar aural properties. Perhaps less surprising were 
the numerous differences between the clicks and all other calls. The sequenced calls also 
tended to cluster together as might be expected. The other proposed call types were less 
obviously demarcated. Condensation within the 'single burst' and 'repeat burst' categories 
provided a simplification of the repertoire with minimal change in accuracy. This 12-call 
repertoire can be used in subsequent analyses of functional importance and habitat use. 
In a broader context, animal species tend to have small repertoires of signals. Using 
conservative criteria, a species' total repertoire for all sensory modalities is typically 40 to 
45 units (Smith, 1969). Small repertoire size promotes the evolution of context-dependent 
communication. Within the cetaceans this is perhaps most obvious in those species whose 
repertoire is mostly limited to click trains- the physeteridae (Gordon, 1987), the 
phocoenidae (Mohl & Andersen, 1973) and the genus Cephalorhyncus (Dawson, 1991). A 
similar scenario is played out in the repertoire of bottlenose dolphins. The click-based 
calls have historically been associated with echolocation for navigation, orientation and 
prey detection. Recent studies however, suggest click-based calls may also be socially 
important, such as the "pops" and "genital buzzes" produced by male dolphins during 
consortship (Connor & Smolker, 1996; Herzing, 1996 respectively). Thus the small 
repertoire of 12 calls proposed in this study may have expanded relevance in differing 
behavioural context. For example, in a foraging bout a buzz may represent the detection of 
prey during a rapid approach. The same call produced in a social setting may be used for 
genital stimulation during sexual interactions. Vocalisations may also be coupled with 
postures or specific movements to increase the information transfer between signaller and 
receiver, particularly when in close proximity. 
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TABLE 3.21. Summary of click frequency and body size for a number of cetacean species 
recorded with broadband equipment. Pertinent references on peak frequency are listed. 
Length and weight data is from Reeves et al. (2002). Table ranked by increasing weight. 
The ratios of peak frequency to body length (kHz/m) and peak frequency to maximum 
weight (kHz/kg) generally decrease with increasing size. 
Peak Max Max 
Common Name frequency length kHz/m weight kHz/kg Reference 
(kHz) (m) (kg) 
Tucuxi 80-100 1.9 47.4 53 1.7 Kamminga eta/., 1993 
Hector's dolphin 124 1.5 82.7 58 2.1 Dawson & Thorpe, 1990 
Finless porpoise 125-130 2.0 64.0 72 1.8 Kamminga eta/., 1986 
Harbour porpoise 110-150 1.7 76.5 76 1.7 M0hl & Andersen, 1973 
Indus river dolphin 15-100 2.5 22.8 84 0.7 Pilleri eta/., 1971 
Commerson's dolphin 116-134 1.7 73.5 86 1.5 Kamminga & Wiersma, 1981 
Irrawaddy dolphin 50-75 2.8 22.5 130 0.5 Kamminga eta/., 1983 
Common dolphin 23-67 2.7 16.7 150 0.3 Dziedzic, 1978 
Rough-toothed dolphin 5-32 2.7 6.7 160 0.1 Norris & Evans, 1967 
Chinese river dolphin 20-120 2.5 28.0 170 0.4 Youfu & Rongcai, 1989 
Amazon river dolphin 85-105 2.5 38.0 180 0.5 Kamminga eta/., 1993 
Dall's porpoise 135-149 2.4 59.2 200 0.7 Hatakeyama & Soeda, 1990 
Pacific white-sided dolphin 60-80 2.5 28.0 200 0.4 Evans, 1973 
Pygmy sperm whale 120 3.5 34.3 410 0.3 McAlpine, 2002 
Bottlenose dolphin 110-130 3.8 31.6 500 0.2 Au eta/., 1974 
Risso's dolphin 65 3.8 17.1 500 0.1 Au, 1993 
Beluga whale 100-120 4.9 22.4 1600 0.1 Au eta/., 1987 
Narwhal 40 4.7 8.5 1600 <0.1 M0hl eta/., 1990 
False killer whale 95-130 6.0 18.7 2000 0.1 Thomas & Turl, 1990 
Pilot whale 30-60 6.3 7.1 2300 <0.1 Evans, 1973 
Killer whale 12-25 9.0 2.1 5600 <0.1 Diercks eta/., 1971 
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The various classification test used in this study had different strengths, and thus often 
gave conflicting results. The SPCC process for example, whilst providing a quantitative 
and repeatable comparison measure without subjective influence, has a number of 
weaknesses. Studies on the vocal output of songbirds suggest that as the background noise 
of recordings increase, between-group similarity also increases. This in turn leads to a 
reduction in SPCC accuracy (Terry et al., 2001). The SPCC technique also seems less 
reliable when comparing calls of different duration (Cortopassi & Bradbury, 2000). In 
general, SPCC techniques appear to be most useful when comparing similar signals, such 
as whistle contours. A drawback of typical PCA methods is that they are least squares 
estimation techniques. Hence they are sensitive to outliers, which are common in realistic 
training sets (Kendall, 1980). In this study, the PCA process built upon quantitative 
measures taken automatically by the Canary software. As such, it was based upon 
subjectively selected parameters. In other words, the measurements used in PCA capture 
the variance deemed important to human observers. It is not clear to what degree the 
subsequent representation is representative of the subject animals' sensory system. 
Problems of this kind however are largely insurmountable. For example, the calls in this 
study had wildly differing durations ranging from the most diminutive splash (0.02s) to 
the most extravagant sequenced call (!20s). This is the fundamental nature of these calls 
and thus will always lead to biases during SPCC. Likewise, the acoustic criteria important 
for signal representation in the dolphin auditory cortex are very hard to ascertain. Most 
work conducted in this field is based on small numbers of captive animals and it is not 
clear if these animals are representative of free-ranging conspecifics around the globe. If 
the 12-call repertoire proposed in this study has any relevance to the dolphins, a selective 
usage of these calls according to some external variable would be expected. This will be 
explored in subsequent chapters. 
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CHAPTER 4. COMPARING THE VOCALISATIONS OF BOTTLENOSE 
DOLPHIN POPULATIONS IN FIORD LAND 
4.1) Introduction 
Bottlenose dolphins are distributed across a vast global range, occurring in all major 
marine systems except those of the polar regions (Rice, 1998). The species Tursiops 
truncatus is typically coastal with some pelagic tendencies. Genetic studies suggest 
variation in both nuclear and mitochondrial DNA exists between consecutive populations 
of bottlenose dolphins, indicative of some degree of breeding segregation (Dowling & 
Brown, 1993; Goodwin et al., 1996; Hoelzel et al., 1998; Parsons et al., 2002). Along 
some stretches of coast it has been proposed that sequential populations of resident 
dolphins are present, and that these interact periodically with offshore transients (e.g. 
Duffield & Wells, 1986). 
Individual populations have been observed exhibiting novel behaviours, a phenomenon 
that has been interpreted by some as being indicative of cetacean culture (Rendell & 
Whitehead, 2001). Examples of such population-specific behaviours include a human-
dolphin cooperative fishery (Pryor et al., 1990), intentional stranding whilst feeding 
(Roese, 1971), sponge carrying (Smolker et al., 1997), use of human provisioning 
(Connor & Smolker, 1985) and male herding of females (Connor et al., 2001). As these 
behaviours may occur in a single population and may be absent in neighbouring 
populations, it has been argued that a process of social learning is involved. This 
hypothesis is supported by studies of captive bottlenose dolphins that have revealed 
mimicry of both motor and vocal cues (Richards et al., 1984; Herman, 1986; Richards, 
1986; Reiss & McCowan, 1993; Bauer & Johnson, 1994; Miksis et al., 2002). Such 
mimicry appears to include both 'simple' imitation of behaviour and 'true' imitation with 
goal emulation. Whilst the origin of unique dolphin behaviours is often unclear, it appears 
they may develop to capitalise upon locale-specific conditions, thus conferring benefits to 
participating dolphins. The rapid spread of these behaviours within a population through 
such processes as social learning may be enhanced by isolation from other dolphin groups. 
Geographical variation of vocalisations has been reported for a number of cetaceans, from 
the large baleen whales to the smaller odontocetes. The songs of humpback whales 
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Megaptera novaeangliae and low frequency calls of blue whales Balaenoptera musculus 
exhibit large scale variation between oceans (Clark & Fristrup, 1997; Noad et al., 2000; 
Stafford et al., 2001). Subtle differences have been found in the vocalisations of various 
odontocele species, such as false killer whales Pseudo rca crassidens, pilot whales 
Globicephala spp. and Risso's dolphins Grampus griseus (Rendell et al., 1999a). Beluga 
whales Delphinapterus leucas in Norwegian waters exhibit subtle vocal nuances in 
comparison to other populations (Karlsen et al., 2002). 
Despite the abundant literature on bottlenose dolphin acoustics, there is very little 
information on geographical variation. Almost all comparisons are made using whistles 
alone. Whistle variation has been found to be greater between non-adjacent populations 
than between adjacent groups (Ding et al., 1995b), a response that has been attributed to 
differences in ambient noise levels. However, Ding et al. also suggested the differences 
between whistles of three populations in the Gulf of Mexico might be indicative of 
dialects. Similarly, Steiner (1981) found evidence of geographic variation in whistles 
recorded between Nova Scotia and the Caribbean. In addition, it has been proposed that 
whistle parameters vary between resident populations in Scotland and Western Australia 
(Janik, 2003) and Portugal and eastern Australia (Douaze et al., 1997). The rate of 
production of the whistles and echolocation bouts may also fluctuate geographically 
(Jones & Sayigh, 2002). Geographical variation in behavioural traits such as vocalisations 
may result from adaptation to the specific environments encountered by each population. 
The phenomenon of vocal learning postulated for a number of cetacean species may 
account for the rapid spread of novel calls throughout an isolated population (Reiss & 
McCowan, 1993; McCowan & Reiss, 1997; Janik & Slater, 2000; Noad et al., 2000). 
Among their other functions, vocalisations may serve to indicate an individual's 
population of origin. Furthermore, intraspecific variations in social calls have been 
described as dialects for two cetacean species. Dialects are defined as consistent 
differences in vocalisations between neighbouring populations of potentially interbreeding 
individuals (Marler & Tamura, 1962; Nottebohm, 1969; Conner, 1981). Accordingly, 
disparities amongst the discrete pulsed calls of killer whales inhabiting the same area are 
thought to represent dialects (Ford, 1991; Strager, 1995; Deecke et al., 2000). Differences 
in the timing of click-based codas of sperm whale populations have also been proposed as 
dialects (Weilgart & Whitehead, 1997; Whitehead et al., 1998; Rendell & Whitehead, 
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2003). In both species dialects persist over several years and it is thought that dialect 
acquisition occurs through social learning. 
Dialects appear to be common in certain taxa, most notably humans (e.g. Hill, 1985; 
Fellmann et al., 2002) and songbirds (e.g. Nottebohm, 1969; Nelson, 2000; Sorjonen, 
2001; Warren, 2002). Dialects in songbirds consistently involve vocal learning and this 
process provides the substrate for long-range vocal variation (Nottebohm, 1972). The 
processes that maintain dialects and their evolutionary significance have been the subject 
of much debate and speculation in recent years (e.g. Baker & Cunningham, 1985; 
Rothstein & Fleischer, 1987). There are two generally accepted theories for the generation 
of dialects. The first hypothesis states that dialects represent epiphenomena and are 
insignificant by-products of song acquisition. The accumulated errors in call copying are 
neutral in terms of adaptation (Payne, 1981; Petrinovich et al., 1981). The second theory 
suggests dialects develop to reduce gene flow between breeding populations. This occurs 
through positive assortative mating and dialects are thus important evolutionary processes 
(Nottebohm, 1969; Baker et al., 1982; Slabbekoorn & Smith, 2002). Selective mating 
allows more efficient and rapid adaptation to locale-specific conditions and may 
eventually lead to speciation. Studies of dialect function in songbirds are often equivocal 
(e.g. Baker & Cunningham, 1985; Zink, 1985). Recent studies on brood-parasitic birds 
emphasise the latter theory and suggest intraspecific variation in song can lead to 
reproductive isolation (Payne et al., 1998; ten Cate, 2000). Female songbirds produce 
more copulation-solicitation displays when exposed to familiar dialects (Baker, 1983; 
Slabbekoorn & Smith, 2002). Playback experiments suggest territorial males respond 
more emphatically to familiar dialects than foreign dialects or heterospecific song (e.g. 
Searcy et al., 1981; Ratcliffe & Grant, 1985). 
Distinct neighbouring populations of a vocal species may thus have the potential to 
develop dialects. Within the waters of Fiordland, three resident populations of bottlenose 
dolphin are known to exist over an approximate range of250km (Figure 1.1). The typical 
home ranges of these populations are segregated by small distances. Approximately 15km 
separates the Doubtful and Milford Sound populations, whilst 30km separates the 
Doubtful and Dusky Sound groups. These animals are highly vocal. Thus it is possible to 
quantify differences in vocal repertoire and call structure between fiords to investigate 
questions of geographical variation. It is also possible to investigate the stability of calls 
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over time, the effect of background noise on vocal behaviour and any seasonal variation 
among call types. Accordingly the aims of the work in this chapter are i) to quantify the 
variation in call repertoire between Milford and Doubtful Sound, ii) to establish 
differences in call structure between the fiords, and iii) to discuss the significance of 
geographically divergent vocalisations within Fiordland. Limited recordings from other 
South Island bottlenose groups are presented to further interpret inter-population variation. 
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4.2) Methods 
4.2a) Comparison of Call Rates 
For all 875 acoustic recordings, the rate of production of each call type was calculated as 
calls per minute per dolphin in the following manner: 




where x, =the number of individual calls heard 
n = the number of dolphins in the focal group 
t =the time elapsed from the first audible call to the last audible call 
The number of dolphins in each focal group was estimated in the field and subsequently 
validated with photo-identification. To avoid 'call inflation' on recordings where dolphins 
were only audible for short periods, the value fort was set to a minimum of 60 seconds. 
Thus, if only two calls were heard l 0 seconds apart during the entire recording, the call 
rate would be 2/min rather than 12/min. Although arbitrary, this approach was more 
appropriate than ignoring recordings with small t values, as significantly quiet recordings 
would be over represented. 
Recordings were made from all behavioural states described in Chapter 2. It is likely that 
call production is influenced by behavioural state. To ensure comparisons between the 
fiords were meaningful, a chi-square test was used to ascertain if the numbers of 
recordings made during each behavioural state were even for both fiords. Subsequent 
comparisons between the rates of each call type in each fiord were made using the 
nonparametric Kruskal-Wallis test. The call rates for each recording were used to derive 
principal component scores. The PCA scores were in turn subjected to discriminant 
function analysis (DFA). This technique (as described in Chapter 3) is useful in 
determining how distinct the recordings made in each fiord were. 
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4.3b) Comparison of Call Parameters between Fiords 
Measurements from the dataset of 1971 vocalisations were compared to investigate 
differences between the two study fiords. Comparisons were made between the six 
parameters common to all vocalisations- duration, peak frequency, peak time, centre time, 
duty cycle and inter-peak interval (as defined in Chapter 3.2d). If appropriate, other 
parameters were measured and subsequently compared. For spectrograms exhibiting a 
sideband structure, 'harmonic interval' was measured as the maximum frequency 
difference between successive sidebands. 'Inter-burst interval' and 'mean burst length' 
were measured from calls composed of successive bursts of pressure peaks. Calls with 
repeated elements (the click bursts and sequenced calls) were also quantified by the 
number of repeats. Additionally, the sequenced calls were characterised by the average 
'inter-phrase interval', whilst the 'inter-unit intervals' of the styros were also measured. 
These parameters were compared using the Kruskal-Wallis test fork independent samples. 
Any differences in the call parameters measured between the fiords may represent a 
consistent one-way variation. For example, peak frequencies for all calls measured in 
Milford Sound may be lower than all calls measured in Doubtful Sound. Consistent one-
way variations may result merely from differences in recording conditions between the 
fiords (such as ambient noise). To test for consistent one-way differences, Spearman's 
rank correlations were calculated between all call parameters and both fiords. Consistent 
one-way variation would result in significant correlation values. 
4.3c) Comparison of Whistle Parameters 
Whistles with suitable signal-to-noise ratios were selected in a systematic fashion from all 
875 recordings. Attempts were made to select whistles evenly from all behavioural states, 
all seasons and all years of study. A maximum of 50 whistles were selected from each 
season from each fiord, generating a potential dataset of 1200 whistles (50 whistles* 4 
seasons* 3 years* 2 fiords). Whistles with similar spectrograms that were produced 
during the same recording were excluded from analysis. These exclusions were made to 
avoid over-representation of whistle repeats or whistle mimicry. Whistles often contain 
units that may be repeated a dozen or so times. This phenomenon is often reported for 
bottlenose dolphins (e.g. Dreher & Evans, 1964; Caldwell et al., 1990). Some researchers 
choose to break these 'looped whistles' in to their basic components for later analysis. 
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Others include them alongside the non-looped whistles. As the significance of looped 
whistles is not clear, looped contours were treated as individual whistles for the purpose 
of this study. Thus, the five-loop contour shown in Figure 4.1 would be analysed as a 
single call rather than splitting it in to five separate whistles or one representative unit. 
Spectrograms for each whistle were generated using Canary 1.2.4 (FFT & frame length 
256 pts; filter bandwidth 699 Hz; 98% overlap; Hamming function). The Fast Fourier 
Transformation (FFT) carries an inherent trade-off between time and frequency 
characteristics (Medwin & Clay, 1994). The FFT settings were selected after inspecting 
several whistle spectrograms and determining which values gave the best resolution. A 
number of time-frequency parameters were measured from each whistle contour using 
Canary's automatic measurement functions: 
• Peak frequency- the frequency at which the highest amplitude occurs 
• Peak time- the time at which the highest amplitude occurs 
• Centre time- the amplitude-weighted central time (i.e. the time at which half of the 
whistle's cumulative energy has been produced) 
The contours of the fundamental frequency of each whistle were traced using Canary's 
Datalog function. Whistles often have a harmonic structure which may be important in 
quantifying individual whistles (Lammers et al., 2003). However, in this st1,1dy, the 
distance to signalling animals was unknown and hence harmonic information was 
unreliable due to the variable attenuation of higher frequencies over distance. The time-
frequency points of whistle contours were subsequently analysed using a custom built 
excel macro to extract the following variables: 
• Mean frequency- the mean frequency throughout the entire Whistle 
• Start frequency - the frequency at the start of the whistle 
• End frequency - the frequency at the end of the whistle 
• Minimum frequency- the lowest frequency throughout the entire whistle 
• Maximum frequency - the highest frequency throughout the entire whistle 
• Frequency range - the difference between minimum and maximum frequency 
• Time of minimum frequency- measured as a proportion of whistle length 
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• Time of maximum frequency- measured as a proportion of whistle length 
• Number of Harmonics- number of harmonics visible on the spectrogram 
• Number of inflections ( + to -) - changes in contour gradient from upsweep to 
downs weep 
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• Number of inflections (- to +) - changes in contour gradient from downsweep to 
upsweep 
• Length (s)- total duration of whistle 
• Inflection timing- all inflection times (measured as proportion of whistle length) 
• Inflection frequencies- the frequency values at inflection points 
For normally distributed parameters, comparisons between fiords were made using a one-
way ANOV A. Homogeneity of variance between fiords was measured using the Levene 
statistic. Comparisons between non-parametric parameters were made using the Kruskal-
Wallis test. To assess the stability of whistle parameters over time and between 
behavioural states, a multivariate ANOV A was conducted with year and behavioural state 
as fixed factors. Whistle change was investigated over three consecutive 12-month 
periods (September to August inclusive) and between the seven behavioural categories 
defined for this study. Tamahane' s post-hoc test was used to investigate significant results. 
This test is appropriate, when cell totals are unequal (Zar, 1998). Whistle spectrograms 
were also compared using the spectrographic cross-correlation (SPCC) technique 
described in Chapter 3 .2e. Resulting correlation coefficients were averaged to provide 
overall values for Doubtful Sound and Milord Sound individually, and an overall value 
between fiords. 
It has been suggested that bottlenose dolphin whistle structure may be dependent upon 
background noise levels (Ding et al., 1995b; Douaze et al., 1997). To investigate the effect 
of ambient noise on whistle structure, whistles were categorised by the time at which they 
were recorded. A trend line was applied to the data from each fiord using second order 
polynomial regression. Second order regression was chosen to allow examination of 
changes in slope over time. As a proxy for ambient noise measurements, the number of 
vessel interactions (per hour per dolphin) was considered. This data was taken from a 
study of.vessel interactions in Fiordland that ran concurrently with this acoustic study 
(Lusseau, 2003a). If whistle structure is affected over short periods by increasing ambient 
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noise, an increase in boat interactions may prompt an immediate change in whistle 
parameters. Conversely, any modifications of whistle structure may occur over longer 
time periods. As tourism activity in the fiords decreases greatly in the winter months, 
whistle parameters were also compared to the proportion of time dolphins spent with 
boats each season. Again, if whistle structure is affected by seasonal fluctuation in 
ambient noise, greater vessel activity in the summer may correspond to a change in 
whistle parameters. 
The structure of each whistle contour was also described by the number of inflections. 
Whistles were described by the number of positive ('up') and negative ('down') gradient 
elements in their contours. Thus a whistle described as 'udu' would possess an upsweep 
followed by a downsweep and terminate in a downsweep. This parsimonious description 
of contour did not take in to account the time or freequency of each whistle. A one second 
'udu' whistle would be considered equal to a 100 ms 'udu' whistle. Counts of each 
whistle type were compared using a chi-square test. Spearman's rank correlation was used 
·to measure the similarity in whistle repertoires between the fiords. 
The relationship between whistle complexity (measured as number of inflections) and a 
several other variables were measured using the nonparametric Spearman's rank 
' correlation. These variables included year of study, season, behavioural state and group 
size. Subsequent comparisons of correlation coeffi~ients were made by transforming 
Spearman's r values to z values using the Fisher z transformation, and calculating an 
overall Z score: 
where 
z = z1 -zz 
(J' zl-z2 
O"z!-z2= ~-1-+ 1 
n1 -3 n 2 -3 
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The relationships between whistle repertoire and year of study, season, behavioural state 
and focal group size were further clarified by comparing subclasses within the fiords and 
between the fiords. Each variable could be broken down in to the following subclasses: 
• Year ¢ year 1, year 2 and year 3 
• Season ¢ spring, summer, autumn and winter 
• Behavioural state¢ socialise, travel-socialise, travel-dive, dive, mill, travel and slow 
travel 
• Group size¢ 1-5, 6-10, 11-15, etc. 
Thus whistle repertoires can be compared between different subclasses within Milford 
Sound and within Doubtful Sound, as well as between Milford and Doubtful. Averaging 
Spearman's rank correlations across subclasses allows meaningful comparison of within-
fiord variation and between-fiord variation. 
FIGURE 4.1. An example of a five-loop whistle contour. This call would be considered a 
single whistle (rather than five). Note the 'blurred ' surface echo on the spectrogram. 
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4.3d) Recordings from other Bottlenose Dolphin Populations 
During the course of this study, several recordings were made in other areas along the 
South Island coast. The Dusky/Breaksea complex contains the third known resident 
population of bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland and represents the southernmost pod 
(Figure 4.2). Evidence from an ongoing research program suggests this group is 
ostensibly similar to the Doubtful Sound dolphins in terms of residency pattern, behaviour 
and group structure (Dave Rundgren, pers. comm.). Over six days in July 2002 recordings 
were made from this population. Several different groups were recorded in a variety of 
behavioural states. 
Opportunistic recordings were also made in Otago Harbour on the South Island's East 
coast. These bottlenose dolphins are only occasional visitors to the inner waters of the 
harbour, although they are thought to be resident along the seaboard of Otago (Monarch 
Wildlife Cruises, pers. comm. ). A group of 18 individuals was recorded on a single 
occasion in February 2002. None of these animals were photographically recognisable 
from any of the Fiordland populations. Whilst the sample sizes from these two additional 
populations are extremely small, these recordings allow some insight in to repertoire 
diversity between close neighbours (the three Fiordland populations) and geographically 
isolated conspecifics (the Otago population). 
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DOUBTFUL SOUND 
DUSKY I BREAKSEA SOUND 
OTAGO 
STEWART ISLAND 
FIGURE 4.2. Distributions of known and possible groups of resident bottlenose dolphins 
around the south coast of the South Island. Question marks represent populations with 




4.3a) Comparison of Call Rate between Fiords 
The rates of production of each call type were compared to assess fiord-specific call use. 
Of the 87 5 recordings made in both fiords, a total of 118 contained no identifiable 
bottlenose dolphin vocalisations. These recordings were excluded from subsequent 
analysis leaving 757 valid cases. The number of recordings made in each behavioural 
state for each fiord were compared and found to be similar (P = 0.26; Table 4.1). As call 
rates (measured as number of calls per minute per dolphin) are not normally distributed, 
comparisons between fiords were made using the non-parametric Kruskal-Wallis test 
(Table 4.2). 
The rates of all calls except the short bursts, creaks, hiccups and the sequenced calls vary 
significantly between the two fiords. The rates of whistles, buzzes and chokes were higher 
in Milford Sound, whilst all remaining vocalisations (orca, ratchet, splash and squeal) 
were produced more often in Doubtful Sound (Figure 4.3). Production of the sequenced 
calls was not significantly different between the fiords. As a result of all these differences, 
the total rate of call production (per minute per dolphin) also varied between study sites, 
being higher in Milford Sound. Surprisingly, the total number of calls recorded from 
dolphin groups regardless of group size (measured as calls per minute) did not vary by 
fiord, suggesting a density dependent element to call production. Further evidence of 
density dependence is provided by comparison of Pearson correlation coefficients (Table 
4.3). Significant positive correlations exist between group size and total call rate per 
minute. Conversely, significant negative correlations exist for both fiords when 
comparing group size with total call rate per minute per dolphin (Figure 4.4). Thus it 
seems that as group size increases in Fiordland, overall vocalisation rate increases but 
individual dolphins tend to vocalise proportionally less. This effect seems strongest in 
Doubtful Sound, perhaps because focal groups in Doubtful were significantly larger than 
in Milford Sound (21.8 and 17.6 animals respectively; Mann-Whitney test, P < 0.01). 
The rates of production for each call type (per minute per dolphin) were used to generate 
uncorrelated principal component scores. The first three components had eigenvalues 
greater than one and accounted for 52% of data variance (Table 4.4). Component one 
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correlates most highly with buzz and creak rate, component two with splash and choke 
rate, and component three with squeal and orca rate. The first three principal component 
scores for each of the 875 recordings were subjected to discriminant function analysis. 
Results from cross-validated testing suggest up to 77% of all recordings may be assigned 
correctly to the fiord of origin based solely on the production rate of each call during each 
recording (Table 4.5). Most false classifications were the result of attributing recordings 
from Milford Sound to Doubtful Sound. 
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TABLE 4.1. Number of recordings made in each fiord for all behavioural states. There is 
no significant difference in the proportion of recordings between each fiord (X2 = 7 .65; df 
= 6; p = 0.26). 
Group Milford Doubtful TOTAL 
Socialise 15 87 102 
Travel/Socialise 24 97 121 
Travel/Dive 26 68 94 
Dive 18 74 92 
Mill 9 42 51 
Travel 61 207 268 
Slow travel 9 20 29 
TOTAL 162 596 757 
TABLE 4.2. Comparison of call rates (per minute per dolphin) between Doubtful Sound 
and Milford Sound (Kruskal-Wallis). Values in bold are significant at the 95% level. 
Mean values 
Call Milford Doubtful x2 p 
Buzz 0.33 0.12 16.04 <0.01 
Choke 0.02 0.01 10.14 <0.01 
Short bursts 0.05 0.03 1.77 0.18 
Creak 0.11 0.10 0.92 0.34 
Hiccup 0.04 0.03 0.00 0.95 
Orca 0.01 0.03 14.20 <0.01 
Ratchet 0.02 0.04 25.85 <0.01 
Splash 0.02 0.03 22.32 <0.01 
Squeal 0.01 0.02 42.32 <0.01 
Whistle 0.40 0.26 15.11 <0.01 
Sequenced 0.02 0.02 3.52 0.06 
Total/min 13.79 11.69 0.29 0.59 
























FIGURE 4.3. Mean call rates (per minute per dolphin) plus 95% confidence intervals for 
all call categories. Significant differences exist for all categories except short bursts, creak 
and hiccup and the sequenced calls. Total = rates for both fiords combined. 
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FIGURE 4.4. Linear regression of call rate (measured as both calls per minute and calls per 




















TABLE 4.3. Pearson correlation coefficients between group size and call rate measures. 
Measure 
Call rate (per minute) 















TABLE 4.4. Correlations between first three principal components and rate of call 
production (per dolphin per minute). All three components combined account for 52% of 
the original data variance. 
Call pc1 pc2 pc3 
Whistle 0.69 -0.01 0.27 
Buzz 0.81 -0.04 -.0.11 
Creak 0.72 0.19 0.08 
Ratchet 0.33 0.55 0.09 
Squeal 0.00 -0.05 0.66 
Orca 0.17 0.24 0.73 
Hiccup 0.61 0.33 0.01 
Sequenced 0.51 0.28 0.44 
Splash 0.10 0.71 0.30 
Choke -0.01 0.72 0.01 
Short bursts 0.35 0.41 -0.21 
Total/dol/min 0.92 0.27 0.25 
%variance explained 28 15 12 
TABLE 4.5. Cross-validated classification of individual recordings to fiord based solely 
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4.3b) Occurrence of Fiord-Specific Vocalisations 
Although the techniques of Chapter 3 suggested the sequenced calls form a single vocal 
category, there was a marked within-category variation relating to fiord identity. Laughter 
and long styro appear to be fiord specific, both consisting of repeated units. Laughter 
involves a stereotypic burst pulse phrase repeated several times (Figure 4.5). This 
vocalisation typically contains 14 phrases over 4 seconds, although the longest example 
recorded included 150 phrases over 37 seconds. During the three years of study, 1403 
examples were heard from 215 separate recordings made in Doubtful Sound. These 
recordings were made over 67 separate days between October 2000 and June 2003. As 
this vocalisation was encountered rarely, it may represent an idiosyncratic call produced 
by an individual dolphin in Doubtful Sound. The identities of the dolphins present during 
each recording were examined to ascertain if certain individuals might be the source of 
laughter. Only those recordings with suitable signal to noise ratios (quality measures 
greater than three on a scale of one to five) were considered. This is to avoid any 
ambiguity over extremely faint vocalisations (such as other sequenced calls) that could 
feasibly be misclassified as laughter. Of these 317 samples, no identified individuals were 
routinely present for all recordings. An adult female (Hook) was present in 217 of these 
recordings (Table 4.6). Another four individuals were present in over 200 of the laughter 
recordings. Thus it seems highly unlikely that laughter represents an individual call. 
The repeated units of long styros are composed of three separate phrases (Figure 4.6). 
These triple-phrase calls are highly conspicuous to human listeners. They were only heard 
in Milford Sound and were recorded 152 times over 27 separate recordings. These 
recordings were made over 13 separate days between August 2000 and March 2002. The 
the relative infancy of this research program mean the identities of all dolphins for each 
recording were often not established. However, on two occasions when long styros were 
recorded the identities of all the dolphins within the focal group were determined. The 
only dolphin present in both groups was a relatively small male with a conspicuous white 
scar (Anita, Figure 4.7). Of the 27 separate recordings, Anita was confirmed present on 15 
occasions. During the remaining 12 recordings, a number of unidentified dolphins were 
present. Whilst it is feasible that Anita could have been present during all 27 recordings 
and remained anonymous, the conspicuous nature of this individual's marking makes this 
unlikely. Thus, long styro may represent a vocalisation specific to Milford Sound. 




FIGURE 4.5. Representative laughter exhibiting repeated structure (15 repeats). Most 
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TABLE 4.6. Identities of all dolphins present during recordings in which laughter was 
recorded. Of all 317 recordings, the adult female Hook was most commonly present (in 
217 recordings). 
Identities <100 recs 1 00 - 200 recs >200 recs 
Total number 39 40 5 
Sex ratio (male: female) 11 : 12 15: 16 2:3 
Age ratio (adult :calf) 9: 14 22:9 5:0 
Individuals 2points beescratch haecksel 
2scallops dn16 hook 
2x2 dn16's calf kringel 
aitch dn21 pi 




bzblackmum's calf gallatin 
eel grin 













patch back scabs 
quasi's friend siren 
scabs's calf sn4 




sn9's calf stripes's calf 
sn90 topless 
sn96 tr120 
thumper tr120's calf 
tsn1 03 tr77 
tsn1 03's calf up bang 
up bang wave 
vau whitetip 


































FIGURE 4.6. Representative long styro exhibiting cyclical structure (6 units). Each unit is 
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FIGURE 4.7. An ID shot of the male dolphin Anita showing the conspicuous 
discolouration upon the left flank. If the long styro vocalisation is an individual call, this 
dolphin appears to be the only candidate. 
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4.3c) Comparison of Call Parameters between Fiords 
A number of the parameters measured from the dataset of 1971 calls are not normally 
distributed. Comparisons between fiords were therefore made with the non-parametric 
Kruskal-Wallis test (Table 4.7). Numerous significant differences were apparent. The 
click burst and the repeat burst vocalisations seemed to vary most notably between the 
two fiords. Whilst buzz was not found to vary between the fiords, the remaining click 
bursts (orca, creak and ratchet) all vary in regards to click timing (inter-click interval 
and/or number of clicks). Creaks in Doubtful Sound tend to be longer and composed of 
fewer clicks (and hence greater inter-click interval) than creaks recorded in Milford 
Sound. Ratchets recorded in Doubtful Sound tend to have more clicks but shorter inter-
click intervals than those heard in Milford Sound. 
Amongst the repeat burst calls, the period between the two phrases composing a hiccup 
tended to be longer in Milford Sound. Significant differences were found between the 
sequenced vocalisations. The calls laughter and long styro are considered fiord specific 
and thus only the short styro is encountered in both fiords. The short styros of Doubtful 
Sound were found to be longer with more units and smaller intervals between units. 
Within the single burst category of sounds, chokes tended to be longer in Doubtful Sound. 
Chokes also tended to have higher harmonic intervals in Doubtful, as did splashes. 
However, as these calls very rarely express a harmonic structure, these findings should be 
treated with caution. No differences were found amongst the tonal calls using this dataset. 
To establish if there were any consistent one-way variations between the fiords, Spearman 
rank correlations were calculated for all call parameters by fiord (Table 4.8). Although 
some correlations appear to exist, none are deemed significant at the 95% level. It appears 
differences between the fiords are not influenced to a great degree by prevailing acoustical 
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TABLE 4.8. Spearman's rank correlations for all call parameters by fiord. No significant 
one-way differences exist between fiords for any of the parameters measured. Positive 
correlations represent higher values in Doubtful Sound; negative correlations represent 
higher values in Milford Sound. 
Correlation 
Parameter Coefficient p 
Duration 0.14 0.50 
Peak frequency -0.20 0.33 
Inter-peak interval 0.02 0.92 
Harmonic interval 0.30 0.13 
Duty cycle -0.01 0.96 
Inter-burst interval -0.03 0.90 
Number of units 0.19 0.55 
Inter-phrase interval -0.33 0.43 
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4.3d) Comparison of Whistle Parameters 
A total of 865 individual whistles were measured including the 195 whistles measured in 
the original dataset (Chapter 3). Selected whistles had good signal-to-noise ratios and 
represented all four seasons for all three years (Table 4.9). Recordings were taken from all 
behavioural states. The number of recordings made during all seven behavioural states 
were not equal between the fiords (x26 >22.5, P < 0.001; Table 4.10). However, the 
number of recordings made in the three composite categories of social, diving and surface 
behaviours were not significantly different (x22 > 4.85, P = 0.09). 
From an original dataset of 900 whistles, 35 were excluded due to the contour of the 
fundamental frequency exceeding 22kHz (the upper limit of the DAT system). These 
exclusions represented 5% of all Milford samples (n=16) and 3% of Doubtful samples 
(n=19). Evidence from broadband recordings suggest fundamental frequencies of whistles 
very rarely rise beyond 25kHz, and thus it is assumed the omission of whistles reaching 
higher frequencies will not overtly bias the dataset. Contours thought to represent repeated 
whistles (either by the same individual or a 'whistle mimic') were also excluded from 
analysis. Whistle repeats of this kind were extremely common within recordings. Of the 
3338 whistles considered to have high signal to noise ratio (i.e. recording quality::=:: 3), 
2012 appeared to be repeats (approximately 60% ). However, due to the problems 
associated with identifying vocalising dolphins, it is not clear if these represent individual 
repetition or call mimicry. Some idiosyncratic whistles were recorded days, weeks, 
months and even years apart (Figure 4.8). Again, as information on signaller identities are 
missing from this study, assessments of the signature-whistle hypothesis are not feasible 
for these populations. Recordings made from dolphins in small groups may allow further 
insight in to whistle signatures; however the occurrence of small groups is extremely rare. 
A number of parameters measured from the whistles were normally distributed and these 
parameters were used in subsequent parametric tests. A one-way analysis of variance was 
used to investigate differences between whistles recorded in Milford and Doubtful Sounds 
(Table 4.11). All parameters except mean frequency and peak frequency were found to 
possess homogenous variances between fiords. For mean and peak frequency, the Welch 
statistic is used in lieu of the F statistic and represents a robust proxy when population 
variances are unequal (Welch, 1951). The whistles recorded from Milford Sound were 
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found to have significantly higher mean frequencies, maximum frequencies and frequency 
ranges. 
Whistles from Doubtful Sound were subjected to a further multivariate ANOV A to 
investigate changes in whistle parameters over time and in differing behavioural states 
(Table 4.12). Only the dataset for Doubtful Sound was used. This dataset was considered 
more complete and representative of whistle repertoire than the dataset for Milford Sound. 
Of the seven frequency parameters compared, only peak frequency exhibited significant 
variation in the MANOV A model (Table 4.13). Tamhane' s post hoc tests revealed peak 
frequencies in year one were significantly lower than years two and three (P = 0.01). 
There was little interaction between year of study and behavioural state- only the 
parameter minimum frequency appeared to be modified by a combination of factors (P = 
0.04). As a result of these tests it appears that the frequency components of whistles did 
not vary to any great degree in Doubtful Sound during the timeframe of this study. 
Similarly, there is little evidence of significant variation between behavioural states. It is 
assumed that the whistles from Milford Sound followed a similar pattern. 
The remaining parameters measured from whistles were not normally distributed and 
were subjected to non-parametric (Kruskal-Wallis; Table 4.14). Whistle duration was 
found to be significantly longer in Milford Sound. Doubtful Sound whistles were found to 
have significantly more visible harmonics, whilst Milford whistles have more contour 
inflections (both positive to negative and vice versa). These results suggest the whistles 
recorded in Milford Sound contain more information than those of Doubtful sound, as 
reflected by their longer durations and more complicated contours. 
To investigate the potential effect of ambient noise on whistle structure, whistle 
parameters were compared with boat traffic over different time scales. The number of 
interactions with boats (per hour per dolphin) was used as an indicator of background 
noise at successive hours throughout the day (Figure 4.9). Frequency parameters tend to 
increase in both fiords with increasing boat activity, although this trend is not explicit. 
Whistle duration tends to increase throughout the day, although there appears to be no 
relationship with boat activity. The total number of inflections within a whistle contour 
also tends to increase with boat activity. The proportion of time spent with boats was used 
as a proxy for seasonal variation in ambient noise (Figure 4.1 0). All frequency parameters 
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for both fiords declined during those seasons with high levels of boat interaction. 
Similarly, whistle duration and complexity was lowest in those seasons with the greatest 
level of boat activity. As controlled measures of whistle modulation in response to 
increasing ambient noise are not available, these findings should be treated with some 
caution. 
Spectrograms were produced for all 865 whistles and compared using Spectrographic 
Cross-Correlation (Table 4.15). The highest correlations tended to be between the whistles 
of Milford Sound (0.65).Values for Doubtful Sound whistles were slightly less (0.59). 
Comparisons between the two fiords resulted in lower correlations (0.58). These 
comparisons suggest Milford Sound whistles express less variation. This is reflected by 
the standard deviations of the whistle parameters; those measured from Milford Sound are 
typically smaller than for Doubtful Sound (Table 4.11). The whistle repertoire recorded in 
Doubtful Sound seems to cover a broader range of contours. This is reflected by the low 
SPCC values within this fiord and the high values between Doubtful and Milford Sound. 
The structure of the 865 whistle contours were also described by slope change (Table 
4.16). The contours of 70% of all whistles begin with an increase in frequency, whilst 
53% end in an upsweep. By far the most common whistle type is 'up-down', an upsweep 
followed by downsweep (19% of all whistles). Simple upsweeps (14%) and 'up-down-up' 
(13%) whistles are also common. The most extreme whistle in the dataset had 21 changes 
in gradient, although this seemed to be a very atypical contour (Figure 4.11 ). Of the 3338 
whistles with high signal to noise ratio, 749 contained looped elements (approximately 
22%). Counts of different whistle contours suggest whistle use occurs in a non-random 
fashion in both fiords (Milford f" = 168, P < 0.001; Doubtful X2 = 412, P < 0.001). A 
comparison between the two fiords suggests that whistle repertoire varies between the 
fiords (X2 = 51.4; DF = 14; P < 0.001 ). Closer examination of the residuals reveals the 
contours 'up' and 'down-up' are much more prevalent in Doubtful Sound, whilst the 
contour 'up-down-up' is conspicuously more common in Milford Sound (Figure 4.12). In 
general, less complex whistle contours occur in Doubtful Sound, as indicated by the 
prevalence of whistles with few inflections. Conversely, Milford Sound contours tend to 
have more inflections. Nonparametric correlation of the whistle repertoires suggests a 
significant similarity between fiords, although the correlation coefficient is not extremely 
high (rs = 0.71; P < 0.01). 
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Any difference in whistle complexity between the fiords may result from variation in 
several variables. These include year of study, season, behavioural state and group size. 
An examination of Spearman's rank correlations suggests whistle complexity is not 
influenced by these variables (Table 4.17). For example, whistle complexity shows little 
change as group size increases (Figure 4.13). Correlations between group size and 
inflection number are very close to zero for both fiords and are not significant. A 
comparison of correlation coefficients using Fisher's Z statistic suggests the relationships 
between whistle complexity and group size, behavioural state, year and season are no 
different between the two fiords. Thus differences in the whistle contours observed 
between Doubtful Sound and Milford Sound seem to result from other factors. 
Whistle repertoires were also compared between the subclasses of study year, season, 
behavioural state and group size. Values were averaged across subclasses to allow 
comparison of within-fiord correlations and between-fiord correlations (Figure 4.14). For 
all four variables, whistle repertoire was more similar within each fiord than between 
fiords. 
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TABLE 4.9. Number of whistles measured from each fiord, year and season. Sample size 
is smaller in Milford Sound due to the transient nature of the northern population. 
Area Season 2000 2001 2002 2003 Total 
Summer 50 49 49 148 
Autumn 50 45 49 144 
Doubtful Winter 49 49 43 141 
Spring 50 31 46 127 
Total 50 180 189 141 560 
Summer 49 50 9 108 
Autumn 49 16 65 
Milford Winter 6 50 56 
Spring 50 26 76 
Total 56 148 92 9 305 
Overall Total 106 328 281 150 865 
TABLE 4.1 0. Number of whistles measured from each behavioural state. All seven 
behavioural states are listed along with the three main composite states. 
Behavioural State Doubtful Milford TOTAL 
Dive 84 70 154 
Travel I dive 79 7 86 
Socialise 114 83 197 
ALL Travel I socialise 142 80 222 
STATES Travel 98 47 145 
Slow travel 16 14 30 
Mill 28 4 32 
········--·-·········-····--·-· ············--········-···········-·······-· ··················-·····-·········--
TOTAL 561 305 866 
Dive 163 77 240 
COMPOSITE Surface 142 65 207 
STATES Socialise 256 163 419 
...................................... ·····················-·-··-·-·-·· ·····-
TOTAL 561 305 866 
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TABLE 4.11. Summary of means (and standard deviations) for parameters measured from 
whistles recorded in both fiords. 
Milford (n = 305) Doubtful (n = 560) 
Parameter Mean SD Mean SD 
Mean frequency (kHz) 11.346 2.17 10.874 2.33 
Start frequency (kHz) 9.584 3.62 9.637 3.80 
End frequency (kHz) 10.678 4.41 10.378 4.22 
Minimum frequency (kHz) 7.142 1.72 7.164 1.75 
Maximum frequency (kHz) 15.904 4.00 15.229 3.98 
Frequency range (kHz) 8.780 3.89 8.067 3.80 
Peak frequency (kHz) 9.260 3.97 9.786 2.93 
Duration (s) 1.00 0.62 0.86 0.61 
Proportional time of minimum frequency 0.51 0.42 0.53 0.43 
Proportional time of maximum frequency 0.56 0.34 0.53 0.37 
Number of harmonics 0.98 0.61 1.14 0.62 
Major inflections(+ to-) 1.37 1.03 1.09 1.09 
Major inflections(- to+) 1.10 1.17 0.91 1.09 
Relative time of peak frequency 0.51 0.35 0.55 0.36 
Relative centre time 0.47 0.37 0.52 0.37 




100 200 300 400 sao 600 700 BOO 900 1000 
FIGURE 4.8. An idiosyncratic whistle contour recorded on two separate occasions a year 
apart within Doubtful Sound. a) recorded on 10/04/02, b) recorded on 12/04/03. 
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TABLE 4.12. Summary of one-way ANOVA for frequency parameters measured from 
whistles recorded in both fiords (fiord as factor). Values in bold are significant at the 95% 
level. * represents square root transformed data; * * represents the use of the Welch test in 
lieu of the F statistic if variances were not homogenous (i.e. for significant Levene tests). 
Levene Levene Mean Sum 
Parameter Statistic p of Squares F p 
Mean frequency Between Groups 5.28 0.02 43.94 8.48** <0.01** 
Within Groups 5.18 
Start frequency* Between Groups 0.22 0.64 0.00 0.01 0.71 
Within Groups 0.33 
End frequency* Between Groups 0.18 0.67 0.39 0.95 0.36 
Within Groups 0.41 
Min frequency Between Groups 2.12 0.15 0.10 0.03 0.83 
Within Groups 3.01 
Max frequency Between Groups 0.34 0.56 90.05 5.68 0.02 
Within Groups 15.87 
Frequency range Between Groups 0.01 0.92 100.39 6.83 0.01 
Within Groups 14.70 
Peak frequency Between Groups 25.08 0.00 54.70 4.91 ** 0.82** 
Within Groups 11.14 
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TABLE 4.13. Summary of MANOV A for frequency parameters measured from whistles 
in Doubtful Sound (with year and behavioural state as factors). Values in bold are 
significant at the 95% level. (*represents square root transformed data; **represents the 
use of the Welch test in lieu of the F statistic). Peak frequency varies by year (values for 
year one being lower than following years); there is mild interaction between year and 
behavioural state (for minimum frequency). 
Levene Model Year Behaviour Interaction 
Parameter p F p F p F p F p 
Mean frequency 0.59 1.15 0.29 0.26 0.77 1.01 0.42 1.51 0.12 
Start frequency* 0.08 0.62 0.89 0.48 0.62 0.48 0.82 0.62 0.81 
End frequency * 0.64 1.33 0.16 2.25 0.11 1.50 0.18 1.50 0.13 
Min frequency 0.15 1.47 0.09 0.19 0.83 1.13 0.34 1.90 0.04 
Max frequency 0.18 1.00 0.45 0.21 0.81 0.40 0.88 1.38 0.18 
Frequency range 0.01 1.31 0.17** 0.09 0.92** 0.27 0.95** 1.79 0.05** 
Peak frequency 0.02 2.18 <0.01** 4.91 0.01** 1.71 0.12** 1.29 0.22** 
TABLE 4.14. Summary of Kruskal-Wallis test for whistle parameters measured from both 
fiords. Values in bold are significant at the 95% level. 
Milford Doubtful 
Parameter mean Mean Chi-Square p 
Duration 1.00 0.86 8.36 <0.01 
Time of minimum frequency 0.51 0.53 1.62 0.20 
Time of maximum frequency 0.56 0.53 1.19 0.28 
No. of harmonics 0.98 1.14 14.59 <0.01 
Inflections (+to -) 1.37 1.09 21.62 <0.01 
Inflections(- to+) 1.10 0.91 8.29 <0.01 
Relative time of peak frequency 0.51 0.55 3.42 0.06 
Relative centre time 0.47 0.52 3.18 0.07 
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FIGURE 4.9. Variation of whistle parameters by time of day. a) Mean frequency; b) max. 
frequency; c) frequency range. Solid lines represent data from Doubtful Sound; dotted 
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FIGURE 4.9 continued. Variation of various whistle parameters by time of day. d) Total 
duration; e) total number of inflections. Solid lines represent data from Doubtful Sound; 
dotted lines from Milford Sound. Relative boat activity is also presented (Lusseau, 2003a). 
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FIGURE 4.1 0. Variation of various whistle parameters by season. a) Mean frequency; b) 
max. frequency; c) frequency range. Solid lines represent data from Doubtful Sound; 
dotted lines from Milford Sound. Relative boat activity is also presented (Lusseau, 2003a). 
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FIGURE 4.10 continued. Variation of various whistle parameters by season. d) Total 
duration; e) total number of inflections. Solid lines represent data from Doubtful Sound; 
dotted lines from Milford Sound. Relative boat activity is also presented (Lusseau, 2003a). 
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TABLE 4.15. Mean SPCC values derived from comparisons of whistle spectrograms 
from each fiord. 
Fiord Doubtful Milford 
Milford 0.579 0.646 
Doubtful 0.593 
n 560 305 
TABLE 4.16. Counts of each contour type for each fiord. Residuals used in chi-squared 
test are also shown. * represents categories combined to provide at least 5 cases. 
u=upsweep in contour; d = downsweep in contour. 
Milford Doubtful 
Contour type Milford Doubtful Total residuals residuals 
d 16 29 45 0 0 
du 12 57 69 -12 12 
dud 15 40 55 -4 4 
dudu 10 29 39 -4 4 
dudud 9 10 19 2 -2 
dududu 6 9 15 -1 
dududud 4* 3* 7* 3 
dudududu 1* 4* 5* 
dudududud 2* 0* 2* 
dududududu 1* 3* 4* 
u 31 93 124 -13 13 
ud 49 114 163 -8 8 
udu 52 65 117 11 -11 
udud 34 36 70 9 -9 
ududu 31 30 61 9 -9 
ududud 15 14 29 5 -5 
udududu 15 9 24 7 -7 
udududud 2* 6* 8 -1 
ududududu 0* 5* 5* 
ududududud 2* 2* 4* 
udududududud 2* 1* 3* 
ududududududududududud 0* 1* 1* 
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FIGURE 4.11. A spectrogram of a 21-loop whistle recorded in Doubtful Sound. As is 
common with many other whistles, the contour starts with an upsweep. 
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FIGURE 4.12. Comparison of residuals for each call type recorded in both fiords. 
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FIGURE 4.13. Whistle complexity (measured as number of inflections) shows a slight 
decline with increasing group size. For both fiords, the gradients of the data are slightly 
negative ( < -0.001) and linear regression explains little of the data variation (R2 < 0.001). 
TABLE 4.17. Nonparametric correlations between whistle complexity and group size, 
year of study and season. Comparison of the coefficients for both fiords suggests no 
difference in these relationships between Doubtful Sound and Milford Sound (Z < 1.96). 
Fiord Statistic Year Season Behaviour Group Size 
Milford Spearman's Correlation -0.05 0.05 -0.04 0.004 
P (2-tailed) 0.42 0.35 0.48 0.94 
N 305 305 305 305 
Doubtful Spearman's Correlation -0.04 -0.03 -0.05 0.001 
P (2-tailed) 0.34 0.46 0.21 0.98 
N 560 560 560 560 
Comparison z -0.084 1.175 0.140 0.042 
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FIGURE 4.14. Average correlations of whistle repertoire within the subclasses of each 
independent variable. Repertoires within each fiord are consistently more similar than 
between the two fiords. 
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4.3e) Recordings from other Bottlenose Dolphin Populations 
Over six days in July 2002 a total of 38 recordings were made from the dolphin 
population in the Dusky/Breaksea complex (a total of two hours and 50 minutes of tape). 
Several different groups were recorded in a variety of behavioural states. The recorded 
repertoire was ostensibly similar to that of the Doubtful and Milford populations (Table 
4.18). Indeed all vocalisations reported for the northern populations were recorded in 
Dusky Sound, except laughter and long styro. However, several instances of short styro 
were heard, suggesting sequenced calls certainly are important in this population. 
Although largely anecdotal, these recordings add weight to the theory that the sequenced 
calls vary greatly between fiords. 
Opportunistic recordings were also made in Otago Harbour on the South Island's East 
coast. A total of four long recordings were made on 3rd February 2003 from the same 
focal group of 18 animals ( 46 minutes of tape). Although the sample size is extremely 
small, the dolphins expressed a large part of the Fiordland repertoire in this short period. 
The production rate of whistles, buzzes and creaks by these dolphins was extremely high. 
However, as calls were recorded in very shallow water from an extremely active group, 
these findings should be treated with caution. During the recordings, two separate 
sequenced calls were recorded with good signal to noise ratios. Although classified as 
short styros, these calls were aurally very different from typical Fiordland examples. As 
with the Dusky recordings, no evidence was found of laughter or long styro contributing 
to this group's repertoire. 
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TABLE 4.18. Vocal repertoire recorded in Dusky Sound (from 38 recordings over six 
days) and Otago Harbour (from four recordings on one day). Although extremely small 
sample sizes, neither laughter nor long styro were heard in either population. 
DUSKY SOUND OTAGO HARBOUR 
Call rate Call rate 
Call rate Call rate 





Buzz 401 2.11 0.02 898 21.23 1.18 
Choke 4 0.01 0.00 10 0.15 0.01 
Short burst 79 0.64 0.02 
Creak 285 1.37 0.02 118 2.68 0.15 
Hiccup 72 0.42 0.01 4 0.07 0.00 
Orca 138 0.66 0.01 0.01 0.00 
Ratchet 98 0.63 0.01 12 0.23 0.01 
Splash 11 0.08 0.00 11 0.20 0.01 
Squeal 56 0.35 0.01 5 0.09 0.00 
Whistle 1437 8.32 0.15 676 14.28 0.79 
Sequenced 64 0.39 0.01 2 0.05 0.00 
¢ Short styro 64 0.39 0.01 2 0.05 0.00 
(Long styro 
(Laughter 
TOTAL 2709 16.02 0.27 1737 38.99 2.17 
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4.4) Discussion 
The comparison of vocalisations between odontocete populations is rare, due to the 
problems associated with defining those signals to be compared. Previous comparisons of 
bottlenose populations have relied solely on whistle parameters (Ding et al., 1995b; 
Douaze et al., 1997; Janik, 2003). The repertoire of vocalisations described for Fiordland 
seems to vary between fiords. These differences appear to be stable over time. Differences 
in repertoire are reflected in the structure and production rate of numerous call types. 
Whistles are universally thought to serve a social function. A more detailed analysis of the 
variation in whistle repertoire again suggests differences between fiords. In general, call 
variation between fiords tend to be much greater than the variation within fiords. A 
number of the observed differences are fine-scale discrepancies, and there is some 
question over whether such small variations would be perceived by the dolphin auditory 
and cognitive systems. Work with captive animals suggests bottlenose dolphins possess 
extremely fine-scale vocal classification abilities (e.g. Brill et al., 2001; Au et al., 2002; 
Helweg et al., 2003). Whilst individuals may be able to detect temporal variations in 
broadband signals as low as 10!-ls, discrimination tasks are more reliable for 250!-ls and up 
(Johnson, 1968; Vel'min & Dubrovsky, 1975; Au, 1993). Bottlenose dolphins also have 
exceptional abilities in frequency discrimination tasks. A change of as little as 0.2% in 
frequency may be detected, and discrimination ability appears to be strongest between 5 
and 20kHz (Thompson & Herman, 1975). The observed differences in call parameters 
between the fiords would appear to lie within the perceptual capabilities of the dolphins. 
The between-fiord variation measured for each call type may be partially explained by 
differences in the acoustic environment of each fiord. Milford Sound has a much greater 
degree of boat traffic, with two operational wharves for both tourist and fishing vessels. 
Milford Sound is also much less protected from the swell and wave action of the Tasman 
Sea. In addition, this fiord is significantly smaller, with more shallow water areas. All of 
these factors combine to produce higher ambient noise levels in Milford Sound (pers. 
obs.). Higher background noise levels may affect some of the measurements made from 
individual calls. For example, spectrographic sidebands at higher frequencies may become 
less apparent. Peak frequency measurements may become biased towards lower 
frequencies. However, there appears to be no universal trends amongst the parameters 
measured. There are no significant correlation values when comparing all call parameters 
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by fiord. Thus varying ambient noise levels do not appear to affect to any great degree the 
observed differences between fiords. This is in part due to the careful selection of calls 
with good signal-to-noise ratios recorded in the absence of vessels. 
The sequenced calls appeared to exhibit high degrees of variation between the fiords. 
Indeed the single-burst laughter has only been heard in Doubtful Sound, whilst the triple-
burst long styro appears to be unique to the dolphins that frequent Milford Sound. 
Information on photo-identified dolphins suggests these calls are not specific to 
individuals, i.e. they may represent inter-fiord rather than inter-individual variation. The 
only sequenced call that occurs in both study sites is the short styro. This vocalisation 
expresses significant variation between fiords in terms of duration, number of units and 
the spacing between units. It is prudent to treat these findings with some caution, as this 
class of sound is extremely variable. Short styros may incorporate numerous other call 
types, including cough, orca, whistle and even ratchet. Whilst attempts were made to 
randomise the selection of sample calls based on year, season, behavioural state and group 
composition, it is unlikely the 150 samples used for comparison would capture the 
capricious nature of these sounds. Indeed, the short styro class of call could certainly be 
subcategorised to allow further comparison between fiords. At present, the functional 
nature of the sequenced calls is unclear. However, clear differences exist between each 
fiord in terms of their structure. 
The evidence for geographical variation in the sequenced calls is further compounded by 
opportunistic recordings gathered in Dusky Sound and Otago Harbour. Both groups 
produced short styros whilst neither group produced laughter or long styros. Sequenced 
sounds are by no means unique to New Zealand's bottlenose dolphins. Indeed, similar 
vocalisations have been reported from Portugal (dos Santos et al., 1995), Scotland (Janik, 
2000b) and Australia (Richard Connor, pers. comm .. ). These populations represent both 
species in the Tursiops genus in a variety of habitats. Whilst fundamentally similar in 
structure, examples of brays from Portugal and Spain are aurally quite distinct from the 
short styros of Fiordland (pers. obs.). Thus, it is possible that sequenced calls are 
universal amongst Tursiops and exhibit geographical variation between populations. 
Another vocalisation that exhibited a high degree of fiord specificity was the whistles. 
Samples recorded from the Milford Sound population tended to be longer, with higher 
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frequencies and more gradient changes in their contours. Whistles are used by many 
dolphin species in social scenarios and appear to maintain contact between individuals 
(Caldwell & Caldwell, 1965; Tyack, 1986). Whistles seem to be important in group 
cohesion (Janik & Slater, 1998) and may even encode individual information (Caldwell et 
al., 1990; Sayigh et al., 1990). Some have suggested that whistles are not only contact 
calls, but that they also form a phatic system (Brownlee & Norris, 1994). A phatic system 
is an open communication channel, in which the modulation and/or temporal sequencing 
of whistles may encode context-specific information. Thus, whistles with more complex 
structures have the potential to confer more information to conspecifics. 
Several factors may be involved in the observed differences between whistles in the fiords. 
There is some evidence of mother-offspring similarity in whistle repertoire from 
recordings of both captive and temporarily restrained wild individuals (Sayigh et al., 1990; 
McCowan & Reiss, 1995b ). Thus differences between fiords may be a result of whistle 
convergence within highly related family groups specific to each population. Although 
genetic evidence is lacking, the observed long term site-fidelity of identified dolphins in 
Doubtful Sound suggests dolphins reaching sexual maturity stay within the fiord of birth 
(Williams, 1992; Schneider, 1999; Haase, 2000; Lusseau, 2003a). Thus whistle 
differences in Fiordland may arise from population segregation. 
Along similar lines, whistle mimicry has been consistently reported from captive 
bottlenose dolphins (e.g. Tayler & Saayman, 1973; Tyack, 1986; Reiss & McCowan, 
1993) and more recently from free-ranging populations (Janik, 2000a). Whistle matching 
may be used to establish communication between individuals. It may also facilitate 
reunion during periods of separation, particularly between mothers and their offspring. 
Therefore, whistle similarities within each fiord may be the result of this process. It is 
extremely difficult to identify vocalising dolphins in large, freely mobile groups. 
Therefore, mimicry in the Fiordland populations is extremely hard to quantify. 
Individualistic whistle contours were recorded several times throughout the three year 
study period from both populations. However, during analysis, similar contours from the 
same recording were removed in an attempt to avoid over-representation of repeated or 
copied whistles. This selection process, combined with the relatively low values of SPCC 
analysis when comparing whistles from the same fiords, suggest mimicry is not solely 
responsible for observed differences. 
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It has also been suggested that bottlenose dolphin whistle contours may vary with 
motivational state. For example, whistles with few frequency modulations have been 
linked to periods of stress in captivity (Caldwell et al., 1970). Calls with a sharp upsweep 
and subsequent downsweep have been nominated as distress calls (Lilly & Miller, 1961). 
Differences between the fiords may thus merely reflect differences in behaviour during 
recordings. The numbers of whistle recordings from each of the composite behavioural 
states (social, diving and surface) was approximately equal for both fiords. A MANOVA 
model of study year and behavioural state for Doubtful State suggested little change in 
frequency parameters. This evidence suggests the differences between whistles are not 
solely attributable to disparities in behavioural state. It may be that variation in whistle 
recordings represents differences in individual motivation. For example, there may have 
been a higher number of 'distress calls' recorded in Doubtful Sound. This would derive 
the conclusion that samples from this fiord exhibit less complexity. Unfortunately, these 
theories remain in the realm of conjecture. It is hoped that the quasi-random selection of 
whistles from different groups in different seasons, years and behavioural states would 
negate effects such as these. 
It has been proposed that ambient noise levels may influence whistle parameters (Ding et 
al., 1995b; Douaze et al., 1997). Comparisons between Scotland and Western Australia 
(Janik, 2003) and Portugal and eastern Australia (Douaze et al., 1997) suggest whistles 
produced in areas with higher ambient noise levels tend to be significantly longer, with 
higher mean frequencies, maximum frequencies, frequency ranges, and more contour 
inflections. The differences between Milford and Doubtful Sound echo these findings. 
The relatively high noise levels in Milford Sound may be responsible. It is not clear how 
pervasive the effect of increasing ambient noise is upon whistle repertoire. For example, 
the Milford Sound population ranges through a number of fiords that are relatively devoid 
of boat traffic. It is not clear if elevated whistle frequency, complexity and duration would 
persist in these 'quiet' fiords. There appears to be some seasonal change in whistle 
parameters in both fiords, although these do not seem to be linked to increasing boat 
activity. On a lesser temporal scale, whistle structure seemed to vary by hour of day. This 
variation may have been in response to diurnal fluctuations in ambient noise. We do not 
know if these changes persist at night. Dolphins have been observed within Milford 
Sound at night, when boat traffic is essentially absent. At present the effect of ambient 
noise on whistle parameters in Fiordland remains uncertain. 
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It is not only the sequenced calls and whistles that exhibit variation between fiords. A 
number of the burst pulse sounds also differ between the two populations. A few minor 
differences exist amongst the single burst calls, and numerous differences exist between 
the click based calls. Whilst the significance of these discrepancies is unclear, many of 
these calls appear to be important in social contexts. For example, ratchets are 
synonymous with the pops reported from Western Australia. These calls have been 
reported as serving an agonistic role during male accompaniment of females (Connor & 
Smolker, 1996). Orcas may be synonymous with the distress calls reported from other 
studies (Wood, 1953; Lilly & Miller, 1961). The calls buzz and creak are thought to serve 
more functional purposes, namely close-target echolocation. As components of a 
dolphin's sonar system, these signals may be expected to vary little between populations. 
Indeed, no significant differences between buzzes were found. The timing of creaks was 
found to vary between fiords. It is unclear why this should be the case if the call is indeed 
purely a functional call. These differences may relate to variation in fiord habitat such as 
bathymetry and prey type. 
The vocal differences observed between the fiords appear to fulfil the criterion of dialects, 
i.e. consistent differences in vocalisations between neighbouring populations of 
potentially interbreeding individuals (Marler & Tamura, 1962; Nottebohm, 1969; Conner, 
1981). However there is some ambiguity over the definition of 'potentially interbreeding' 
populations. At present we have no understanding of the genetic relationships between 
these groups. Identified individuals from the Doubtful Sound population have not been 
observed in Milford Sound and vice versa. Nevertheless, anecdotal evidence suggests the 
Fiordland populations overlap to a degree. During the 13 years of field effort spent with 
the population of Doubtful Sound, transient dolphins have periodically appeared, with up 
to 35 records in any one year (Schneider, 1999; pers. obs.). As the Milford Sound 
population has only been photo-identified for three years it is not possible to confirm that 
the transients were from this group. Clearly marked individuals have been observed 
leaving the Doubtful population for periods of up to several months. For example, in 
February 1996 the mother Wave and her calf 'disappeared' only to return in October of 
the same year. Currently, the most southern sighting of the Milford Sound population is in 
Charles Sound, approximately 15km north of the Doubtful Sound population's known 
range. As the northern population ranges across a least 120km of the Fiordland coast, it is 
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information is limited for the vocal clans of these species, although there is some evidence 
that breeding occurs between distinct vocal clans (Ford, 1991; Rendell & Whitehead, 
2003). 
The killer whales of British C:olumbia and sperm whales of the South Pacific appear 
unique amongst non-human r!ammals in that pods with largely distinct call repertoires 
. inhabit th~ same waters artd routineiy intermix".(Ford,.l991; Weilgart & Whitehead, 1997). 
The bottlenose dolphins of Fiordland are more segregated in terms of their home ranges, 
with little apparent intermixing between populations. The processes driving dialect 
development most likely involve cultural drift. The calls that exhibit most divergence (the 
sequenced calls and whistles) are common to all fiords, and it is only their relative 
structures that vary. Thus there is little evidence of call innovation and extinction between 
these populations. Likewise, diffusion of novel calls by immigrants seems unlikely. The 
laughter produced by Doubtful Sound dolphins has not been recorded in the flanking 
. pop~lations of Dusky Sound and Milford Sound despite the evidence of population 
overlap. This vocalisation at least has not been transmitted horizontally between groups. 
. . 
As genetic samples are lacking from Fiordland, it is not possible to comment on the 
adaptive significance of dialect use. The bot~leno~e dolphins in this area appear to 
!.epresent the .most southern known resident populations of this species (Williams, 1992). 
The lives of these frontier animals appear to be heavily influenced by the cool water 
environments· encountered in the fiords, as witnessed by modifications to body 
morphology. Individuals from Doubtful Sound have longer bodies and relatively smaller 
appendages than their warm water counterparts (Schneider, 1999). To balance the 
metabolic costs of over-wintering in high latitudes, these animals are heavily dependent 
on feeding success. The high degree of thermodynamic stress on younger animals appears 
tp be reflected in the seasonal nature of calving in Fiordland (Haase, 2000) and the 
relatively low survival rate in the first year of life (71 % cf 80% in Sarasota Bay; Wells & 
Scott, 1990). Despite being free of many anthropogenic sources of mortality (such as 
bycatch and high contaminant load) the mortality rate of adults in Doubtful Sound is also 
relatively high (8% cf 4% in Sarasota Bay and 7-9% in the Indian-Banana river system of 
Florida; Hersh et al., 1990). Over the course of the last 13 years of study, the population 
has shown little variation in estimated size, although a slight decline has become apparent 
in recent years (Gormley, 2002). 
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It is likely that the carrying capacity of a dolphin population living in a fiord system will 
be subject to a number of density dependent constraints. Perhaps the most important 
limiting feature is prey availability. Indeed, the dolphins of Doubtful Sound appear to feed 
opportunistically on a range of species from various trophic levels (Lusseau, 2003c; pers. 
obs.). The northern fiords frequented by the Milford Sound population are much smaller 
than Doubtful Sound, and have relatively small areas of production (Stanton & Pickard, 
1981 ). The increased home range of this group and its nomadic lifestyle suggest several 
consecutive fiords are required to support this population, presumably a response to the 
patchiness of food resources. The high number of offshore passages between fiords may 
increase mortality risks through shark predation. Injuries presumed to be the result of 
shark attack have been observed within the fiords (Figure 4.15). Although small sharks 
are found within the fiords, larger species implicated in dolphin mortality are typically 
only encountered in the outer reaches of the fiords and along the coast. These species 
include mako and great white shark (Frank Wells, pers. comm.). A contained waterway 
that can support a breeding population of dolphins with subsequently low levels of 
predation, such as Doubtful Sound, may represent a highly desirable home range. 
If a fiord such as Doubtful Sound can only accommodate a small number of dolphins, 
evolutionary theory suggests kin selection may play an important role in social dynamics. 
Kin selection is thought to motivate the behaviour of an individual towards close relatives 
in order to increase the inclusive fitness of that animal (Hamilton, 1964). To differentiate 
between conspecifics, a highly acoustic species may be expected to use vocal cues to 
ascertain caller identity, as appears to be the case in studies of bottlenose dolphin 
communication (Sayigh et al., 1999; McCowan & Reiss, 2001). Although the origin of 
vocal variation in Fiordland is not clear, it is proposed that cultural drift has facilitated the 
development of population-specific dialects that in turn confer an adaptive advantage 
through kin selection. This theory assumes dolphins within each fiord are closely related 
and behave in a preferential fashion towards fellow residents and/or an agonistic fashion 
towards transients. Unfortunately, evidence supporting this theory is slim, although an 
anecdotal account does exist of a lone, heavily scarred individual that frequented the 
mouth of Doubtful Sound for some years. This animal was never observed entering the 
fiord despite the 'corralling' attempts of various vessels (Lance Shaw, pers. comm.). This 
individual has since disappeared. 
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Whilst fiord-specific vocalisations may have functional significance in social interactions 
such as kin selection and/or assortative mating, the original process sculpting dialect 
development is far from clear. Differences may have accumulated through call-copying 
errors within each population, and thus may be entirely random. However, as mentioned 
above, similar whistle divergence has been echoed in other studies of this species in 
different habitats. Milford Sound has elevated ambient noise levels in relation to Doubtful 
Sound (Dawson et al., 2003). Calibrated recordings of ambient noise and vessel noise in 
both fiords suggest most background noise is below 5 kHz. However, higher frequency 
energy is present in the spectrographic signatures of many vessels recorded in the fiords. 
The Milford Sound dolphins range through at least seven fiords, which tend to be 
relatively small. The lack of protection in these fiords leave them open to offshore swell 
and wave action. The more extreme environmental conditions and boat activities 
encountered by the Milford dolphins may have selected communication signals that are 
longer with higher frequencies and greater complexity. Such calls may allow 
unambiguous information transfer over a noisy communication channel without calls 
becoming masked. These differences may have informed large-scale alteration of call 
repertoire within the fiords. These changes may in turn encode population identity. 
Further recordings across the range of the northern fiords are required to shed light on this 
matter. 
It should be borne in mind that killer whale vocal clans are dispersed over a distance of 
some 1000 km (Ford et al., 2000) whilst proposed sperm whale clans range over 10,000 
kms (Rendell & Whitehead, 2003). Individual populations in Fiordland range over 100 
km at most, and the three populations combined occur over 250 km. The Fiordland home 
range is thus much smaller than that of the killer whales and sperm whales mentioned. 
Anecdotal reports suggest patchy populations of bottlenose dolphins occur around both 
the South Island and North Island in areas such as the Marlborough Sounds, Bay of 
Islands and Bay of Plenty (Constantine, 2002). The overall length of New Zealand's 
coastline is approximately 5650 km (Hamish Bowman, pers. comm.). If the populations 
of this coastal species around New Zealand represent loosely associated discrete stocks, 
vocal differences may occur throughout this species' distribution. The recordings made in 
Otago Harbour suggest some clear differences in call use, and further research may reveal 
the extent of dialect divergence in New Zealand waters. 
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FIGURE 4.15. Two well marked dolphins from the Doubtful Sound population that have 
been observed in the southern fiord of Dusky Sound. a) Quasimodo is the only dolphin in 
the Fiordland dolphins to exhibit extreme spinal curvature; b) MN83 is an extremely large 
individual made conspicuous by the high degree of white 'freckling' in front of his dorsal 
fin. Evidence of shark attack has been seen within the fiords, such as the wound on the 
right flank of the adult male Beak (c) - the dotted line represents the submerged extent of 
the laceration. This dolphin subsequently disappeared from the population, assumed dead. 
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CHAPTER 5. RELATING BOTTLENOSE DOLPHIN VOCALISATIONS TO 
BEHAVIOUR AND INFERRING FUNCTIONAL SIGNIFICANCE 
5.1) Introduction 
In the marine environment the principal communication channels are chemical, electrical, 
photic and mechanical pathways (Herman & Tavolga, 1980). Several of these channels 
are of limited use to cetaceans. The chemical sense in cetaceans is extremely rudimentary, 
with modern species possessing only vestigial olfactory nerves (Ridgway, 1990; Freitag et 
al., 1998). There is some evidence of chemoreception in captive odontocetes, although the 
significance of this sense is poorly understood (Nachtigall & Hall, 1984). There is no 
evidence to date that cetaceans can detect electrical stimuli. The abilities of the cetacean 
visual system tend to vary according to the photic properties of the local environment. 
Species living in turbid river waters tend to have greatly reduc~d visual mechanisms in 
comparison with species inhabiting clearer oceanic waters (Dawson, 1980; Madsen & 
Herman, 1980). Mechanical channels of communication are important for tactile and 
acoustic signalling. The sense of touch in dolphins appears to be well developed in 
specific areas (such as the eyes, blowhole and upper and lower lips) but other areas tend to 
be considerably less sensitive (Ridgway, 1990). By far the most important communication 
channel for cetaceans is the acoustic medium (Tyack & Clark, 2000). As such, most 
research on cetacean communication has addressed the acoustic channel. 
Sound propagates readily and travels extremely quickly in the aquatic environment 
(approximately 1500 m/s, more than four times faster than in air; Urick, 1975). The 
acoustic channel is available at all times of the day, unlike the visual channel. The 
underwater environment therefore provides extremely efficient means of both short and 
long-range communication. Biological signals are typically produced with great variation 
in time, intensity and frequency, and thus have high information-carrying potential. 
However, there are constraints on acoustic signalling. Perhaps the largest constraint is 
imposed by body size. In many vertebrate species, the frequency range of vocalisations is 
restricted by resonance within the vocal apparatus. The size of this apparatus is often 
limited by skull size which is in turn bounded by body size (Tyack & Clark, 2000). As a 
result, the potential vocal repertoire for any given cetacean is closely tied to body size 
(Watkins, 1980; Ding et al., 1995a; Rendell et al., 1999b). Communication systems must 
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tailored to the abilities of the vocal system. Information transfer for the largest baleen 
whale is restricted to low frequency calls (the blue whale, Stafford et al., 1999; Mellinger 
& Clark, 2003). Conversely, the smallest marine odontocete may only communicate using 
ultrasonic signals (Hector's dolphin, Dawson, 1991). A corollary effect of call frequency 
is propagation distance. Lower frequency signals propagate over vast distances to 
dispersed conspecifics. High-frequency calls are highly directional and may only transmit 
across a few hundred metres (Herman & Tavolga, 1980). The frequency range of 
bottlenose dolphins is intermediate between the extremes of the large whales and the 
small dolphins. As such their vocalisations are theoretically audible to conspecifics up to 
20 km away (Janik, 2000b). As the waterways of Fiordland are typically 20 to 40km in 
length, resident dolphins may stay in acoustic contact throughout the majority of their 
home range. 
Regardless of frequency range, animal vocalisations serve many functions. These include 
signalling individual information such as identity, gender, age, group membership and 
status. Vocalisations may also broadcast intent and modify the behaviour of conspecifics, 
both at the individual and group level (Marler & Hamilton, 1966; Smith, 1977). Those 
mammals that echolocate, namely the Order Chiroptera and the Order Cetacea, use clicks 
to find prey, detect predators and navigate (the first comprehensive evidence for 
echolocation in bats comes from Galambos, 1942; in dolphins, Norris et al., 1961). These 
clicks serve a clear functional purpose. However, they also play a role in communication. 
The buzzes of red bats Lasiurus borealis, for example, attract other bats (Balcombe & 
Fenton, 1988). Presumably echoes convey information to conspecifics regarding the 
presence and location of prey. Similar information transfer has been observed in captive 
dolphins (Xitco & Roitblat, 1996). Hence when examining communication, it is essential 
to include those calls that appear to serve other primary functions, such as prey detection. 
A broad divide exists between studies of dolphins in captivity and dolphins in the wild. 
Most published accounts of vocal activity in captive bottlenose dolphins relate to 
echolocation clicks (recent examples include Altes et al., 2003; Helweg et al., 2003; 
Nachtigall et al., 2003). Signals thought to be exclusively communicative in nature have 
received relatively little attention in captive contexts, apart from whistles. This is perhaps 
due to the lack of normal social contexts and stimuli in aquaria. Research on 'social calls' 
in captivity has focused on whistles, with a few exceptions (notably Wood, 1953; Lilly & 
Miller, 1961; Caldwell et al., 1962; Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967b; Overstrom, 1983; 
McCowan & Reiss, 1995; Finneran et al., 2000). Conversely, acoustic studies on free-
ranging populations have been principally concerned with social signals. These studies 
have also been largely restricted to whistles. However a number of recent investigations 
have suggested other vocalisations are important for communication (dos Santos et al., 
1990; dos Santos et al., 1995; Schultz et al., 1995; Connor & Smolker, 1996; Connor et 
al., 2000; Janik, 2000a; Thomas et al., 2002). In contrast to captive studies, information 
on echolocation in wild dolphins is largely lacking. This under-representation is largely 
due to the challenges of determining caller location, identity and orientation. Limited 
measurements have however been made with captive dolphins introduced to open-water 
environments (Au et al., 1974; Au, 1980). Since the primary focus of dolphin acoustic 
studies has been clicks and whistles, vast gaps remain in our knowledge of other social 
signals. 
Studies on free-ranging dolphins lack detailed information on caller identity. Inference of 
call function is therefore problematic. The physical behaviours of animals in a group may 
be used to deduce call function. This approach has been used in numerous studies of wild 
vertebrate populations (e.g. in primates, Cheney & Seyfarth, 1990; in songbirds, 
Catchpole & Slater, 1995) although these investigations often benefit from a knowledge 
of caller identity. For cetaceans, vocalisations are often compared among broad 
behavioural categories (e.g. Clark, 1983; Ford, 1989; Weilgart & Whitehead, 1990). 
Comprehensive studies relating vocalisations to specific individual behaviours are rare. 
Signalling acts often occur conditionally with other behaviours and this co-occurrence can 
make acoustic signals reliably predictive of other actions (Smith, 1986). However, for 
marine mammals, most of their life history occurs below the water surface, making 
detailed assessments of physical behaviour difficult. If local conditions are suitable, it 
may be possible to make direct underwater observations using cameras or divers. For 
example, Herzing (1996) provides information on relationships between the underwater 
physical displays and vocal behaviour of spotted dolphins Stenellafrontalis. In the 
absence of submarine observations, surface behaviour may be used as a proxy. Dawson 
(1991) analysed the relationship between 42 distinct behaviours and click rate in Hector's 
dolphin Cephalorhynchus hectori. For bottlenose dolphins, patchy reports exist of 
individual vocali~ations produced in association with specific behaviours (Lilly & Miller, 
1961; Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967a; Connor & Smolker, 1996; Connor et al., 2000; Janik, 
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2000a). However, there are no comprehensive reviews comparing detailed behavioural 
and vocal repertoires of this species. This presents a significant gap in our understanding 
of call function. For example, might those calls traditionally implicated in echolocation 
tasks also provide a transfer of information between dolphins? Do certain calls have 
unambiguous functions (e.g. distress, threat) whilst others are less rigidly defined (e.g. 
graded calls with modulations in amplitude and/or frequency)? Which calls are directed at 
individuals and which are directed at dispersed groups? Are certain calls produced 
preferentially by males, females, adults or calves? Are there seasonal/die! trends in call 
use that relate to behavioural patterns? Can call occurrence be used to reliably infer sub-
surface behaviour? 
The dolphins of Fiordland offer excellent opportunities for studying behaviour in a wild 
population of an extremely vocal species. However, the steep walls of the fiords make 
land-based studies of behaviour impractical. The deep waters of the inner fiords impede 
the use of moored hydrophones. Records of vocal and physical behaviour were therefore 
made from a drifting vessel in this study. The aims of the work in this chapter are (i) to 
relate the vocalisations of free-ranging bottlenose dolphins to behavioural state and 
specific behaviours*, (ii) to investigate the sequencing and clustering of calls and (iii) to 
assign functional significance to the diverse repertoire of signals documented for this 
species. 
*Although vocalisations are also 'behaviours', throughout the course of this chapter the 
term behaviour expressly relates to physical gestures performed by the dolphins, and does 
not incorporate vocal behaviour. 
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5.2) Methods 
5.2a) Call Rate by Behavioural State 
Dolphin groups recorded during this study were classified under the seven behavioural 
states defined in Chapter 2, namely i) socialise, ii) travel/socialise, iii) travel/dive, iv) dive, 
v) mill, vi) travel and vii) slow travel. The production rates of most calls are not normally 
distributed due to the large number of recordings with rates of zero. To compare overall 
vocal activity, principal component analysis was used to generate composite scores for 
each recording based on the rates of all calls. For each recording and each component, the 
component score is computed by multiplying the recording's original call rates by the 
component's score coefficients. The resulting score variables are representative of the 
original variables with minimal information loss (Stevens, 2001 ). Vocalisation rates of 
different behavioural states were subsequently compared using a single factor ANOV A on 
these composite scores. In a statistical sense, the scores for this component are favourable 
to the original measure of total vocalisation rate as they are more readily log-transformed 
to approximate normality. 
To determine whether the rates of production of each call type varied according to 
behavioural state a Kruskal-Wallis non-parametric test was employed. Significant 
differences were examined further using the non-parametric post-hoc Dunn-Sidak test for 
unequal sample sizes (Zar, 1998; also known as the Bonferroni inequality procedure). The 
rejection region is obtained from the standard normal distribution table, except that the 
area in the tail is adjusted according to the number of tests carried out: 
a 
Significance level = [k(k _
1
)] 
Click rate was considered as a separate case due the difficulties of determining the start 
and end times of click trains. To compare behavioural states, an estimate of click rate was 
made for each recording on a scale of zero (no clicks) to five (constant clicks). These rates 
were compared using a X2 test on the 7*6 contingency table (7 states* 6 click rate 
categories). Any significant differences between behavioural states were discerned using 
the Dunn-Sidak inequality procedure described above. 
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5.2b) PCA and DFA of Call rate vs. Behavioural State 
To further investigate the relationship between behavioural state and call production, 
discriminant function analysis was employed to differentiate among behavioural states. 
This process used the factor scores from principal component analysis. The principles 
underlying DFA are summarised in Chapter 3.2g. The same data were used for two 
separate analyses. The first employed all seven behavioural categories and provides a 
fine-scale investigation of behavioural states that may be related to some degree. A 





-includes 'socialise' and 'travel/socialise' 
-includes 'dive' & 'travel/dive' 
-includes 'mill', 'travel' and 'slow travel' 
Both approaches were assessed using 'leave-one-out' cross validation. This procedure 
classifies each recording while leaving it out of the model calculations (Stevens, 2001). 
5.2c) Relating Vocal Rate to Behavioural Rate 
Behavioural states often provide a limited interpretation of group activity. They are based 
upon subjective interpretation of the actions of a few individuals encountered at the 
surface. It remains unclear how our definitions of behaviour truly reflect the activities of 
large, highly mobile groups of social predators beneath the surface. This is particularly 
true for areas such as Fiordland where tannin-rich surface waters reduce underwater 
visibility. It may therefore be more appropriate to compare vocal rate with individual 
behavioural rates rather than group behavioural states. The repertoire of behavioural 
events recorded in the fiords may be largely divided into 'aerial' behaviours and 'surface' 
behaviours (Table 2.3; Schneider, 1999). In addition to these categories, two further 
mutually exclusive categories may be incorporated. 'Dive' behaviours include those that 
appear to be unambiguously related to diving ('tailstock dive' and 'tail-out dive'; Figure 
5.1). 'Contact' behaviours include those that lead to direct physical contact between 
individual dolphins ('bite', 'chase', headbutt', 'headbutt miss', 'pounce', 'tailslap' and 
'mirror'). Many of the behaviours recognised in the repertoire may also occur under water. 
However, water turbidity and the distance from recorded dolphins often precluded any 
observation of these behaviours. Thus, it must be borne in mind that the results described 
here relate only to those behaviours observed directly at the surface. 
Vocal rates were compared with behavioural rates using non-parametric Spearman's rank 
correlation. Coefficients were subsequently compared using Fisher's z transformation in 
conjunction with a Tukey-type test to ascertain significant differences (Zar, 1998; page 
392). During this process, the differences between the z values for two correlation 
coefficients were divided by the standard error. 
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FIGURE 5.1. Examples of some key behaviours: a) tailstock dive, b) tail-out dive. c) tail-
out jump, d) horizontal jump, e) upside-down lobtail, f) lobtail, g) active surface, h) bite, i) 
headbutt, and j) headbutt miss. 
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5.2d) Call-to-behaviour Sequence Analysis 
Sequences of events that are highly predictable or deterministic are best described by 
example (ABCABCABC and so on). However if sequences do not occur in fixed patterns 
but are variable, a more quantitative approach is required. Thus the events being examined 
may be considered continuous chains whereby the probability of occurrence of a 
particular event is influenced by the expression of other events. To examine any 
sequential relationships between vocalisations and observed behaviours, sequence 
analysis was conducted on all combinations of events (Bakeman & Gottman, 1986). 
Vocal and physical behaviours are often produced in rapid succession and analysis was 
restricted to first order transitions, i.e. behaviour 1 precedes call A, which in tum precedes 
behaviour 2. For each observed call-behaviour combination a corresponding expected 
result was calculated. Thus for the transition pair A1, the expected probability would be: 
p = -'-(N_o._o_f_a_ll__::p_a_ir_s_w_it_h_A~p_re_c_e_di_· n-=g-'-) _* _( _N_o_. o_f_a_l--'1 p:._a_ir_s_w_i_th_lf_o_ll_o_w_in-'g=-) 
No. of all observed combinations 
A Z-value was subsequently calculated for each call-behaviour combination using the 
following formula (Altmann, 1965): 
X-NP z = ----;===-
~NPQ 
where N = the total number of combinations observed 
X= the observed frequency of the combination 
P = the expected frequency of the combination 
Q = 1- P (the expected frequency of the combination not occurring) 
As Z-scores are normally distributed, values 2':1.96 and :S1.96 are significant at the 95% 
level. To ensure outliers were not counted as significant, a Siegel score vas calculated for 
each combination (Siegel, 1956): 
Siegel score = NPQ 
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If the Siegel score for a combination was 2: 9.0, that combination was included in 
subsequent sequence analysis. Two separate cases were examined, 'pre' combinations in 
which a vocalisation preceded a behaviour, and 'post' combinations in which a 
vocalisation followed a behaviour. In this way, the degree to which individual behaviours 
are influenced by vocalisations (and vice versa) could be examined. 
It is unclear over what time periods vocalisations are likely to be related to physical 
behaviours, and vice versa. Therefore, sequence analysis was conducted over a variety of 
time windows (specifically ls, 2s, 5s, lOs, 30s, 60s, 90s and 120s windows). Time 
windows that are too small may ignore biologically significant information, whilst those 
that are too large may include excessive amounts of insignificant extraneous data. In order 
to select the most appropriate time window, the numbers of significant Z values were 
plotted against window length. The region of the graph with the highest positive gradient 
represents the largest increase of significant values with the smallest increase in window 
size. This approach is similar to that used by Schneider (1999) to examine the physical 
behaviour of dolphins in Doubtful Sound. 
5.2e) Call-to-behaviour Associations 
Using variable time windows, the associations between vocalisations and physical 
behaviours were investigated. The modified Dice's coefficient is a matching equation 
often used for the analysis of species concurrence (Dice, 1945). This coefficient was 
calculated for time windows of ls, 2s, 5s, lOs, 30s, 60s, 90s and 120s. Physical 
behaviours observed both before and after a vocalisation were incorporated: 
2 *(Combinations (A ---7 1) + (1---7 A)) 
Index of association = -------------------
(Combinations with A)+ (Combinations with 1) 
As in sequence analysis, only first-order combinations were considered. Unlike sequence 
analysis, the calculation of associations involves no significance testing. This technique 
merely provides a measure of how often individual vocalisations concur with individual 
behaviours. 
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5.2f) Call-to-call Sequence Analysis 
Sequence analysis was employed upon the acoustic data to investigate observable trends 
in call sequencing. Only first order transitions (i.e. call A preceding/following call B) 
were used to avoid the loss of contextual information. For each observed call combination 
a corresponding expected result and Z score was calculated using the techniques described 
above for call-to-behaviour sequence analysis. Only call combinations with Siegel scores 
greater than 9.0 were included in sequence analysis. 
5.2g) Call-to-call Associations 
Dice's coefficient of association was again used to investigate associations amongst 
vocalisations and identify call clustering. Only first order associations were considered: 
2 *(Combinations (A ---t B) + (B ---t A)) 
Index of association = ---'----------'------'---'----'----
(Combinations with A)+ (Combinations with B) 
A hierarchical cluster analysis was used to search for natural groupings of vocalisations in 
the data. Ward's clustering method was employed on the Euclidean distance matrices 
derived from both fiords. To determine the number of appropriate clusters the greatest 
distance between consecutive branches was used as the cut-off criteria (Everitt, 1974). 
Call-to-call association matrices were plotted using multi-dimensional scaling (MDS). 
The goal of this analysis is to detect meaningful underlying dimensions in the data. Thus 
relationships between points inn-dimensional space may be mapped in to fewer 
dimensions. These dimensions should explain the observed similarities and dissimilarities 
(distances) between calls with minimal distortion. MDS uses an algorithm that evaluates 
different matrix configurations with the goal of maximising goodness-of-fit (or 
minimizing 'lack of fit'; Bray & Curtis, 1957). This goodness-of-fit is measured as stress. 
The smaller the stress value, the better the fit of the reproduced matrix to the observed 
matrix. Thirty iterations were conducted on the same data to provide the best MDS model. 
Iterations were stopped if no significant decrease in Young's S-stress value was observed. 
MDS plots were calculated for both two and three dimensions. 
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5.2h) Entropy of Call-to-call Sequences 
The nomencalature involved in information theory is often confusing, but for the purposes 
of this study, information will be described in the 'communicative' sense, i.e. how much 
information can be transferred during a communicative exchange (Shannon & Weaver, 
1949). Signalling systems lie on a spectrum between highly redundant and highly diverse. 
A certain amount of redundancy is necessary for communication through a 'noisy' 
channel, such as the marine environment. Therefore information is maximised in systems 
that are highly diverse with some degree of redundancy. 
The non-randomness of a communication system may be interpreted by plotting the 
logarithm of signal rank (i.e. most frequent call, second most frequent call, etc.) against 
the logarithm of call frequency. The technique has been used predominantly for human 
languages (Zipf, 1972) and indicates the potential capacity for communication transfer 
within a system. Zipf' s principle of least effort is based on the assumption that 
communication systems have evolved as the result of two opposing forces: unification and 
diversification. Under a unified (or repetitious) system, communicative complexity is low 
as messages are conveyed with the minimum number of signals. Under a diverse system, 
the same message may be conveyed by a variety of different signals, and this increase in 
redundancy reduces communicative capacity. Under Zipf's theory, communication will 
result as a balance between repetition and redundancy. This balance is represented by a 
regression coefficient of -1.0 when log(rank) is plotted against log(frequency). Many 
human languages fall on a regression slope of -1.0, maximising the communicative 
capacity from speaker to receiver (i.e. the system is neither too repetitive nor diverse). The 
dolphin vocal repertoire was subjected to Zipf analysis and the regression slope calculated. 
The Zipf statistic can measure the structural complexity of dolphin repertoire but does not 
relate to the internal structure of a repertoire. To measure the internal dynamics of the 
dolphins' communication system, Shannon's higher-order entropies may be used. Zero-
order entropy (Ho) is defined as the number of bits of information required to present a 
particular sample of different events, such that: 
Ho = log2N, 
where N is the number of different events (i.e. call types). The probability of hearing each 
call type is taken into account in the first-order entropy calculation: 
H 1 (call A)= -p(call A)log10 p(call A)- p(call B)log10p(call B) ... - p(call Z)log10p(call N), 
where p(A) is the frequency of occurrence of call A, p(B) is the frequency of occurrence 
of call B, and so on. H1 thus provides a sum of uncertainties that equates to information 
content (i.e. a call used in an unpredictable fashion may possess more informational 
capacity than a call used in a very rigid, stereotypical fashion), The second-order entropy 
includes conditional probabilities of call use, i.e. the probability of call A following call B, 
and so on: 
H 2 (AB)= -p(AB)log10 p(AB)- p(AC)log10 p(AC) ... -p(AN)log10 p(AN) + ... 
-p(NA)log10 p(NA)- p(NA)log10 p(NA) ... -p(N N-l)log 10 p(N N-1), 
where p(AB) is the probability of call B being produced after call A, p(AC) is the 
probability of call C being produced after call A, and so on. Third-order entropy 
calculations go a step further and incorporate the conditional probabilities of two 
preceding events: 
where H(AB) is the entropy of call C given that calls A and B have been produced. 
Successive entropic orders provide more advanced measures such that: 
i) Zero-order entropy relates to repertoire diversity. 
ii) First-order entropy measures the simple internal organizational structure of a repertoire. 
iii) Higher-order entropies (second order, third order, etc.) measure communication 
system complexity by examining how signals interact within increasingly intricate 
sequences. 
A chi-square test can be used to determine if entropy varies in a significant fashion 
between successive levels. If information content (entropy) decreases between successive 
orders, it is implicit that sequential information becomes increasingly important and thus 
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communication capacity increases. If entropy does not decrease (i.e. a regression slope 
close to zero or greater) it can be inferred that the sequential system of the dolphins' vocal 
repertoire is largely random and thus communication capacity is reduced. Entropic slope 
may therefore be seen as an indicator of organizational complexity in a signaling system. 
This technique assumes all calls considered have some role in communication. 
5.3i) Call Production and Group Composition 
The production rates of all calls were examined in relation to group composition, 
specifically gender and age class. In order to identify any gender-specific calls, a 
male:female gender ratio was calculated for the focal group present during each recording. 
Relationships between call rate and gender ratio were examined using non-parametric 
Spearman's rank correlation. To explore the presence of gender-specific calls, a Mann-
Whitney U-test was employed on call rates using only those groups composed exclusively 
of either males or females. 
To investigate variation in call production by age class, the ratio of sub-adults to adults 
was calculated for all recorded focal groups. Sub-adults included all individuals thought to 
be below the age of sexual maturity (approximately 10 years of age; Mead & Potter, 1990) 
and assessments were made on age (if known), behaviour, association tendencies and 
physical appearance. For each recording, an age class index (adult: sub-adult) was 
calculated and subsequently compared to vocalisation rates using Spearman's rank 
correlation. 
Call rates may vary seasonally. To investigate seasonal variation, a Kruskal-Wallis test 
was employed on the production rates of all calls in all four seasons. Any significant 
differences were investigated using the Dunn-Sidak post-hoc procedure. The four seasons 
were defined as follows: 
SUMMER= December, January and February 
AUTUMN= March, April and May 
WINTER= June, July and August 
SPRING = September, October and November 
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The Kruskal-Wallis test was also used to investigate call production according to group 
spacing. Any significant differences were investigated using the Dunn-Sidak post-hoc 
procedure. Group spacing was defined according to the criteria employed in previous 
studies (Haase, 2000; Lusseau, 2003): 
TIGHT = average inter-individual distance < 1 body length 
SPREAD = average inter-individual distance between 1 and 3 body lengths 
VERY SPREAD= average inter-individual distance between 3 and 9 body lengths 
WIDESPREAD = average inter-individual distance > 9 body lengths 
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5.3) Results 
5.3a) Call Rate by Behavioural State 
Of the 875 recordings made in Doubtful and Milford Sounds during the course of this 
study, 118 (13%) contained no recognisable dolphin emissions. These were excluded from 
subsequent analysis of vocalisation rates. By far the most common behavioural state 
encountered and recorded was that of 'travel' (Table 5.1). Vocalisation rate was highest 
for socialising and diving groups, a trend that is supported in both fiords (Figure 5.2). 
Overall vocalisation rate may be expressed as total number of calls per minute and total 
per minute per dolphin. Both measures showed similar trends although incorporating 
group size tended to derive slightly lower vocal rates for socialising groups. As some 
density dependence has been noted in call production (Figure 4.4) it seems call rates 
measured per minute per dolphin are most appropriate. 
The PCA process was used to generate composite scores for each recording based on the 
production rates of all calls. For both fiords, only one component had an eigenvalue 
greater than one (Figure 5.3). Thus only the first component score was used to represent 
each recording and may be regarded as an overall measure of vocal rate. A Levene's test 
indicated that the variances of PCA scores for each behavioural state were homogenous 
(Doubtful Wo.o5, 6, 553 = 0.82, p = 0.55; Milford Wo.o5, 6, 148 = 1.54, p = 0.17). The ANOV A 
result for Doubtful Sound suggested recordings varied significantly according to 
behavioural state (F0.05, 6, 558 = 8.85; p < 0.01 ), and a Tukey' s post -hoc test was used to 
explore the nature of these differences (Table 5.2). In general, the net production of calls 
was significantly lower in the states 'travel' and 'slow travel' when compared with the 
two socialising states and the two diving states. The state 'mill' was not significantly 
different from any other group. This suggests the overall call rates for milling dolphins in 
Doubtful Sound are intermediate between those of relatively inactive travelling groups 
and those of extremely vocal groups engaged in diving and/or socialising. No significant 
differences were found among behavioural states in Milford Sound (F0.05, 6, 148 = 1.60; p < 
0.15). 
The mean production rates of the call types defined in Chapter 3 varied according to 
behavioural state in both Doubtful Sound (Figure 5.4) and Milford Sound (Figure 5.5). 
Results from Kruskal-Wallis tests in conjunction with the non-parametric post-hoc Dunn-
Sidak test suggest some interaction between call type and behavioural state. In Doubtful 
Sound, vocalisation rates tend to be significantly higher for socialising and diving groups 
than for travelling groups (Table 5.3).The only significant difference between socialising 
groups and diving groups relates to the call buzz, which tends to be recorded more often 
from diving dolphins. In Milford Sound, few differences in vocalisation rate were found 
to be significant (Table 5.4). The only differences were between socialising groups and 
travelling groups, with hiccup, ratchet and the sequenced calls being produced more often 
during social contexts. 
Click trains were excluded from the previous analysis due to the problems associated with 
determining the start and end points of individual trains. Qualitative estimate of click rate 
suggested that, in general, recordings made while dolphins were diving tended to have 
high click rates. Recordings made while dolphins were travelling had lower click rates 
(Figure 5.6). These measures of click rate differed significantly amongst behavioural 
states in Doubtful Sound (Table 5.5). Post-hoc Dunn-Sidak tests suggest click rates are 
significantly higher in the behavioural state 'dive' than 'travel' (D = 4.35, adjusted p < 
0.0012). 
Vocal rates are broadly similar between similar behavioural categories. For example, no 
significant differences were found between 'socialise' and 'travel/socialise' groups for 
any call rate. Thus it may be appropriate for subsequent analysis to condense all seven 
behavioural states to three composite states- 'socialise' (incorporating 'socialise' and 
'travel/socialise'), 'dive' ('dive' and 'travel/dive') and 'surface' ('mill', 'travel' and 'slow 
travel'). 
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TABLE 5 .1. Number of recordings made in each fiord in each behavioural state. All seven 
behavioural states are shown, along with condensed states (in bold). 
Behavioural state Doubtful Milford TOTAL 
SOCIAL TOTAL 184 39 223 
Socialise 87 15 102 
Travel I socialise 97 24 121 
DIVE TOTAL 142 44 186 
Travel I dive 68 26 94 
Dive 74 18 92 
SURFACE TOTAL 270 79 349 
Mill 42 9 51 
Travel 207 61 268 
Slow travel 20 9 29 
TOTAL 595 162 757 
TABLE 5.2. Results of Tukey's post-hoc tests comparing net call rate (from principal 
component scores) by behavioural state. Values in bold are significant at the 95% level. 
Slow travel Travel Mill Mill/Dive Travel/Dive Travel/Socialise 
Social < 0.01 0.11 0.84 0.61 0.96 0.63 
Travel/Socialise < 0.01 < 0.01 0.10 1.00 1.00 
Travel/Dive < 0.01 0.01 0.36 0.99 
Mill/Dive < 0.01 < 0.01 0.10 
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FIGURE 5.2. Overall vocalisation rate by behavioural state for each fiord. Mean values 
shown with 95% confidence intervals (calculated from back-transformation of log-
transformed data). a) represents total number of calls per minute, b) shows total number 
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FIGURE 5.3. Scree plots of eigenvalues for each principal component in a) Doubtful 
Sound and b) Milford Sound. In Doubtful Sound, component one accounts for 87% of the 
data's variation; in Milford Sound, 89% of the variation. 














FIGURE 5.4. Mean production rate of each call type in each behavioural state for 
Doubtful Sound. Production rate measured as calls per minute per dolphin. 
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TABLE 5.3. Results from a Kruskal-Wallis test comparing mean vocalisation rates 
between different behavioural states in Doubtful Sound. All calls listed in the matrix are 
significant at the 95% level; calls in bold are significant at the 99% level (Dunn-Sidak 
non-parametric post-hoc test). For all comparisons, the values for the behavioural states 
listed on the left are greater than values for the states listed in the top row except for those 
marked .V. (i.e. buzz rate is lower in socialising states than mill/dive and travel/dive states). 
Mill/ Travel I Travel I 
State Slow travel Travel Mill Dive Dive Socialise 
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FIGURE 5.5 . Mean production rate of each call type in each behavioural state for Milford 
Sound. Production rate measured as calls per minute per dolphin. 
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TABLE 5.4. Results from a Kruskal-Wallis test comparing mean vocalisation rates 
between different behavioural states in Milford Sound. All listed calls significant at the 
95% level (Dunn-Sidak post-hoc test). For all comparisons, the values for the behavioural 
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TABLE 5.5. Summary of results from X2 analysis of click rate by behavioural state. 
Dunn-Sidak continuity tests for Doubtful Sound suggest click rate for 'mill/dive' groups 
is higher than for 'travel' groups (D = 4.35; critical value= 3.03 at the 95% level). 
DOUBTFUL N Mean Rank MILFORD N Mean Rank 
Social 83 276.2 Social 15 77.0 
Travel/Socialise 96 296.6 Travel/Socialise 23 76.7 
Travel/Dive 67 316.6 Travel/Dive 25 72.8 
Mill/Dive 71 348.6 Mill/Dive 18 86.4 
Mill 41 267.3 Mill 9 54.3 
Travel 188 249.6 Travel 57 80.6 
Slow travel 19 244.6 Slow travel 8 89.4 
................................. _,,,,,,_ ............................. _ ··············----·········-- ······················-····---·····-
x2 79.64 ~ 32.62 
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FIGURE 5.6. Click rates estimated for all behavioural states recorded. To aid graphical 
representation, call rates of 0 and 1 are combined as 'few clicks', 2 and 3 as 'intermittent 
clicks', and 4 and 5 as 'frequent clicks'. 
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5.3b) PCA and DFA of Call rate vs. Behavioural State 
The principal component scores described in the previous section were subjected to 
I 
discriminant function analysis to investigate the degree to which vocalisation rate is 
represented by observer-defined categorisation of behaviour. As only the first principal 
component had an eigenvalue greater than one for both fiords, this component was used 
for DFA and subsequently accounted for 100% of the models' variance. Classification 
rates were low using all seven behavioural categories, with only 12% of cases being 
assigned to the correct state in both Doubtful and Milford Sound (Tables 5.6 and 5.8). As 
a success rate of 14% is expected by chance alone, it seems overall vocalisation rate is not 
greatly representative of the defined behavioural states, and vice versa. A subsequent 
consolidation of the seven initial behavioural states in to three composite states improved 
accuracy a little (Tables 5.7 and Table 5.9). Accuracy rose to 45% in Doubtful Sound and 
44% in Milford Sound (33% expected by chance alone). In both fiords, the 'surface' 
behavioural state seemed to be responsible for most type II errors, i.e. 'dive' and 'social' 
recordings were often misclassified as 'surface' recordings. 
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TABLE 5.6. Summary of cross validation results from DFA of principal component 
scores derived from overall vocal activity in Doubtful Sound. Values in bold represent 
those expected to be row and column maxima. Overall accuracy is 12%. 
Travel I Travel I Mill/ Slow 
State Socialise Socialise Dive Dive Mill Travel travel 
Socialise 6 2 23 2 22 43 
Travel I Socialise 7 5 4 31 13 10 29 
Travel I Dive 6 1 3 36 1 25 27 
Mill I Dive 8 6 6 30 4 13 34 
Mill 0 5 5 20 0 15 56 
Travel 8 3 2 14 4 12 58 
Slow travel 0 0 0 5 0 16 79 
TABLE 5.7. Summary of cross validation results for composite behavioural states in 
Doubtful Sound. Values in bold represent those expected to be row and column maxima. 
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TABLE 5.8. Summary of cross validation results from DFA of principal component 
scores derived from overall vocal activity in Milford Sound. Values in bold represent 
those expected to be row and column maxima. Overall accuracy is 12%. 
Travel I Travel I Mill/ Slow 
State Socialise Socialise Dive Dive Mill Travel travel 
Socialise 47 0 0 13 20 13 7 
Travel I Socialise 22 4 0 9 26 4 35 
Travel I Dive 16 0 4 12 48 20 0 
Mill/ Dive 22 6 0 6 44 22 0 
Mill 0 11 0 0 56 22 11 
Travel 18 4 5 9 47 7 11 
Slow travel 0 0 25 0 75 0 0 
TABLE 5.9. Summary of cross validation results for composite behavioural states in 
Milford Sound. Values in bold represent those expected to be row and column maxima. 
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5.3c) Relating Vocal Rate to Behavioural Rate 
As observer-defined behavioural states appear to be a poor predictor of vocal rate, it is 
perhaps more appropriate to use individual behavioural rates. In addition to the categories 
of aerial behaviours and surface behaviours, two further mutually exclusive categories 
may be incorporated. 'Diving behaviours' include are those that appear to be 
unambiguously related to diving ('tailstock dive' and 'tail-out dive'). 'Contact 
behaviours' include those that lead to direct physical contact between individual dolphins 
('bite', 'chase', headbutt', 'headbutt miss', 'pounce', 'tailslap' and 'mirror'). As might be 
expected, groups described as socialising tend to exhibit more 'contact' and 'aerial' 
behaviours, diving groups exhibit more 'dive' behaviours and surface groups exhibit more 
'surface' behaviours (Figure 5.7). 
Vocalisation rates were compared with these behavioural rates for each recording using 
the non-parametric Spearman's rank correlation technique. In Doubtful Sound, 
correlations were significantly positive between almost all vocalisations and all 
behavioural categories (Figure 5.8a). Only the 'surface' behaviours tended to have low 
correlation coefficients with significant values limited to creak, orca and short burst and 
squeal. In Milford Sound, most calls were significantly correlated with 'aerial' and 
contact' behaviours (Figure 5.8b). Only hiccup was linked to 'surface' behaviours, whilst 
only creak, hiccup and short burst were closely correlated with 'dive' behaviours. 
For each call type, correlation coefficients were compared between behavioural categories 
using Fisher's z transformation (Table 5.10). In Doubtful Sound, the calls choke, splash 
and the sequenced calls tended to be significantly more associated with 'aerial' and 
'contact' behaviours than 'surface' or 'dive' behaviours. Buzz and whistle rate increased 
with 'aerial' and 'dive' activity but not with 'surface' activity. The correlation between 
hiccup and 'aerial' behaviours was significantly greater than for 'surface' behaviours. In 
Milford Sound there were relatively few significant relationships between call rates and 
the four behavioural rates. The call orca was significantly more associated with 'aerial' 
behaviours than 'surface' behaviours, whilst buzz was more associated with 'aerial' 
behaviours than 'surface' behaviours. 
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FIGURE 5.7. Behavioural rates (per minute per dolphin) of all observed physical 
behaviours. Error bars represent 95% confidence intervals for total behaviour rate. 
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FIGURE 5.8 . Spearman's correlation coefficients for all vocalisations with each class of 
behaviour. All coefficients presented are significantly positive at the 95% level. 
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TABLE 5.10. Multiple comparisons of Spearman's rank correlations for call rates against 
behavioural rates (using Fisher's z transformation). Only values significant at the 95% 
level are shown (critical value= 3.63). 
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5.3d) Call-to-behaviour Sequence Behaviour 
Sequence analysis was conducted on several hundred thousand combinations of 
vocalisations and behaviours (Table 5.11). From a maximum of 516 call-behaviour 
combinations, the Z values for up to 56% are significant. In Doubtful Sound it is apparent 
that the calls buzz and creak are maximally related to dive-related behaviours (Table 5.12). 
Buzz is almost exclusively linked to 'tail-stock dives' whilst creak is more often aligned 
with 'tail-out dive' and often precedes 'forced blows'. The calls choke, orca, ratchet, 
short burst and the sequenced calls appear to be strongly linked to aerial behaviours. 
Choke is typically heard in conjunction with body contact events such as 'tail-slap' and 
'head-but (miss)'. Orca is often heard in relation to 'backflops' and after 'penis-out' 
displays. Ratchet is associated with a variety of jumping behaviours, often those described 
as 'vertical jumps'. Both the short bursts and the sequenced calls are most often recorded 
in concurrence with the ubiquitous 'tail-out jump'. Splash is almost exclusively related to 
the percussive tail movements 'lobtail' and 'upside-down lobtail'. The remaining 
vocalisations hiccup, squeal and whistle to not appear to be closely aligned with any 
single category of behaviours. 
The maximum significant Z scores for Milford Sound reveal similar trends but are 
restricted by sample size (Table 5.13). Again the calls buzz and creak tend to be 
maximally related to dive-related behaviours. Buzz seems to be linked to some aerial 
behaviours whilst creak is also aligned with 'active surface'. As in Doubtful Sound, the 
calls choke, hiccup, orca, and the short bursts appear to be strongly linked to aerial 
behaviours. For the Milford data ratchet is less associated with aerial behaviours than 
Doubtful, with a strong correspondence to 'side-swimming'. The sequenced calls also 
seem to show a geographic shift in behavioural relevance, being maximally associated 
with diving behaviours in Milford Sound. In addition, splash is less related to' lobtail' 
behaviours and more likely to be heard in conjunction with 'twisted surfacing' and 
'twisted jumps'. Unlike Doubtful Sound, hiccup and whistle are closely aligned with 
aerial behaviours in Milford Sound. The highest associations for whistle are exclusively 
'tail-out jumps' and 'horizontal jumps'. As in Doubtful Sound, squeal concurs with a 
wide range of different behaviours. 
As would be expected, an increase in the analysis window led to a corresponding increase 
in the number of significant values (Table 5.11). A plot of significant Z scores against 
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increasing time window provides an indicator of the trade-off between information loss 
and redundancy. For Doubtful Sound, a time window of two seconds seemed to confer the 
greatest increase in significant Z scores for the smallest change in window length, 
suggesting minimal redundancy (Figure 5.9). All significant scores for this time window 
were subjected to closer scrutiny (Table 5.14). Of particular interest are those calls that 
were extremely likely before a behavioural event and extremely unlikely after the same 
event, and vice versa. For example, it is highly likely the call orca would precede a 
'forced blow' but not follow this behaviour. The same relationship exists for the 
occurrence of buzz before 'lobtail', the sequenced calls before 'snaggle' and whistle 
before 'tail-out jump'. A number of calls were also much more probable after certain 
behaviours than before the same behaviours. These concurrences include the short bursts 
after 'snaggle', orca after 'active surface' and the sequenced calls after 'tail-out jump'. 
The gradients of the curves for Milford Sound seem to reach their peak at 10 seconds 
before subsequently decreasing (Figure 5.10). The gradient of the preceding and 
succeeding slopes also increase markedly between 60 and 120 seconds in Milford Sound. 
This unexpected change is not so evident when considering the slope that combines 
preceding and succeeding windows. All significant scores for the 10 second time window 
were examined in further detail (Table 5.15). The call choke is highly likely before 'tail-
out jump' but unlikely after the same event. Choke is also extremely likely to occur after 
'active surface' but unlikely to be heard after this behaviour. Whistles appear to be heard 
less than expected in conjunction with several behaviours, but are very strongly linked to 
the two aerials 'horizontal jump' and 'tail-out jump'. The only significant positive values 
for the sequenced calls are with the diving behaviours 'tail-out dive' and 'tailstock dive'. 
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TABLE 5.11. Summary of relationships considered for each time window in each fiord. 
'Pre' pertains to vocalisations preceding a given behaviour; 'post' relates to vocalisations 
succeeding a behaviour. It can be seen that only a very small percentage of the 
relationships between calls and behaviours are considered significant. A maximum of 516 
significant Z scores is possible within each time window. 
DOUBTFUL MILFORD 
Count Significant Z scores Count Significant Z scores 
Window Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
1s 7,581 3,377 59 21 1,540 1,077 12 10 
2s 10,133 10,808 60 93 2,254 1,852 15 11 
5s 18,491 13,505 90 66 4,625 4,161 27 26 
10s 32,040 26,375 130 104 8,621 7,872 51 42 
30s 85,930 75,506 208 181 24,877 22,504 97 82 
60s 162,492 143,652 266 225 49,830 42,272 138 120 
90s 230,314 205,181 280 244 74,520 61,996 160 139 
120s 281,264 251,778 287 267 308,740 265,506 234 203 
Total 828,245 730,182 1,380 1,201 475,007 407,240 734 633 
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TABLE 5.12. Maximum significant Z scores for each vocalisation and all behaviours 
observed in Doubtful Sound. Results are presented for a variety of time windows. Grey 
cells represent aerial behaviours. For summary of behavioural codes see Table 2.3. 
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TABLE 5.13. Maximum Z scores for each vocalisation and all behaviours observed in 
Milford Sound. Results are presented for a variety of time windows. Grey cells represent 
aerial behaviours. For summary of behavioural codes Table 2.3. 
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FIGURE 5.9. Relationship between analysis window size and number of significant Z 
score values for Doubtful Sound. The dashed lines represent time periods before and after 
the occurrence of an individual behaviour. The solid line represents a combination of 
these time windows (i.e. calls that occur both before and after a given behaviour). a 
represents all time windows measured; b is a closer examination of the smaller windows. 
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TABLE 5.14. Significant Z scores for a 2 second time window in Doubtful Sound. Grey 
calls represent changes from positive to negative scores when comparing preceding and 
succeeding cases. 
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FIGURE 5.10. Relationship between analysis window size and number of significant Z 
score values for Milford Sound. The dashed lines represent time periods before and after 
the occurrence of an individual behaviour. The solid line represents a combination of 
these time windows (i.e. calls that occur both before and after a given behaviour). a 
represents all time windows measured; b is a closer examination of the smaller windows. 
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TABLE 5.15. Significant Z scores for a 10 second time window in Milford Sound. Grey 
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5.3e) Call-to-behaviour Associations 
Modified Dice's coefficients were calculated for all concurrences between vocalisations 
and individual behavioural events (Tables 5.16 and 5.17). In Doubtful Sound the call 
creak was maximally associated with 'tailstock dive' across all time windows, as was 
buzz for larger time windows. Hiccup, ratchet and whistle were most often linked with 
'active surface'. The call orca was also strongly connected to 'active surface' in addition 
to 'tail-out dive'. Splash was typically heard in relation to the fluke-strikes of 'lobtail' and 
'upside-down lobtail'. The sequenced calls and short bursts were most associated with 
'tail-out jump' as well as 'forced blow' and 'active surface' respectively. Choke and 
squeal were more nebulous in their associations, although choke was linked to aerial 
behaviours across all windows. 
The association indices for Milford Sound suggest some slight differences with Milford 
Sound. Buzz, creak and hiccup are maximally associated with 'active surface' across 
almost all time windows. The sequenced calls and ratchet often concur with 'tailstock 
dive'. The short bursts also typically recorded in conjunction with a variety of both 
surface and aerial behaviours. Choke and orca are highly associated with jumping 
behaviours. Splash is often heard in conjunction with the aerial behaviours 'twisted 
surface' and 'twisted jump'. Whistle is linked to the ubiquitous surface active behaviours 
'active surface' and 'tail-out jump'. Of some interest is the connection between squeal 
and the rarely observed behaviours 'bite' and 'upside-down swimming'. 
In keeping with the results from the sequence analysis of behaviours, the association 
indices for Doubtful Sound were examined in greater detail over a two second window 
(Table 5.18) whilst a 10 second window was used in Milford Sound (Table 5.19). The 
occurrence of behaviours either before or after a vocalisation was not uniform between 
different call types (Doubtful X2o.os, 390 > 600, P < 0.01; Milford ~o.os, 33o > 600, P < 0.01). 
In Doubtful Sound, strong associations were again revealed between the diving 
behaviours ('tail-out dive' and 'tailstock dive') and the click-based calls buzz and creak. 
Splash, choke and the short burst calls were largely linked to the aerial behaviours, whilst 
squeal is often recorded in conjunction with surface behaviours. Most of the remaining 
calls were positively associated with a mix of aerial and surface behaviours. In the 10 
second time window of Milford Sound, the click based buzz and creak vocalisations were 
typically linked to diving behaviours. However, buzz seemed to have stronger links to 
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aerial behaviours. Whistle also appeared to be strongly connected to aerial behaviours, 
whilst the sequenced calls tended to have stronger links with surface behaviours. For the 
remaining calls, the patterns between aerial and/or surface behaviours were less obvious. 
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TABLE 5.16. Summary of maximum modified Dice's coefficients and corresponding 
behaviours for all vocalisations recorded in Doubtful Sound. Grey cells represent aerial 
behaviours. 
"0 -Q) ~ 
(.) :::J 
o_ Q) c .0 .>= ro QJ Q) .::.::. ::l .>= Q) (/) ~ z N .::.::. ro ro ::l t Q) <( 0 (.) (.) o- 0 ro :::J N ~ .~ 2 ro "0.. .>= w :::J .>= Q) .>= o-
Cl) () () I 0 a: (/) (/) (/) (/) s: ~ 
1s 0.23 0.08 0.18 0.08 0.16 0.11 0.12 0.13 0.17 0.06 0.30 0.13 
tsd tod as 
:~ 
fob ult cd 
0.16 0.07 0.13 0.11 0.09 0.12 0.15 0.20 0.13 
2s ~"'"' : ~- t_oi 7.: tsd • o. as '1 tod as fob ult sh 
:,< ... '--~- -<~ 
0.18 0.07 0.10 0 .11 0.07 0.13 0.17 0.11 
5s 
tsd tod as fob ult 
0.18 0.07 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.13 0.14 0.11 
10s -~·· ·-..o _,; .. _-";/~tof tsd as · as as ult 
0.20 0 .05 0.18 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.09 0.14 0.12 0 .05 0 .11 
30s ' . tal ··· -tpj -tsd toj tsd as as as It ts 
0.20 0.04 0.19 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.09 0.04 0.10 
60s .. ...... 
tsd toj tsd .· as toj It sn 
0.20 0.04 0.19 0.07 0.09 0.10 0.08 0.13 0.08 0.04 0.10 
90s 
tsd tws , tsd as as as toj. toj as sn 
0.20 0.04 0.20 0.07 0.09 0 .10 0.08 0.04 0 .10 
120s ( .. ~,),"' .. • •. ····~x •.. 
tsd toj :j tsd <:1~ as as as sn 
,y.· 
MEAN 0.21 0.05 0.18 0.07 0.10 0 .10 0.09 0.13 0.13 0 .07 0.29 0.11 
TABLE 5.17. Summary of maximum modified Dice's coefficients and corresponding 
behaviours for all vocalisations recorded in Milford Sound. Grey cells represent aerial 
behaviours. 
"0 "§ Q) 
(.) ::J 
0.. Q) c ..0 ..c Cii Q) Q) .Y. ::J ..c Q) (/) ~ z N .Y. cu (.) cu (.) ::J t cu Q) <( N 0 ~ (.) 2 "@ o- 0 "0.. ::J ..c w ::J ..c Q) ..c o-
(() 0 0 I 0 a: (f) (f) (f) (f) $: ~ 
1s 0.20 0.06 0.15 0.06 0.13 0.07 0.31 0.07 0 .15 0.05 0.27 0.13 
ch tsd cd ss uds 
2s 0.10 0.11 0.08 0.14 0.19 0.12 
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5s 0.10 0.11 0.07 0.16 0.11 
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tsd tsd bi 
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tsd ,:··=.:~<·"~~2~::~ tsd tsd ;,.twft: bi 
90s 0.22 0.13 0.19 0.07 0.08 0.09 0.11 0.07 0.07 0.04 0.10 
tsd tsd J Wj :;: bi 
120s 0.09 0.11 0.10 
tsd tsd 
MEAN 0.22 0.09 0.17 0.07 0.09 0.09 0.14 0.07 0.11 0.06 0.30 0.11 
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TABLE 5.18. Association coefficients greater than expected for a two second time window 
in Doubtful Sound. Light grey cells represent values greater than 0.1; dark grey cells 
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TABLE 5.19. Association coefficients greater than expected for a 10 second time window in 
Milford Sound. Light grey cells represent values greater than 0.1; dark grey cells represent 
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5.3f) Call-to-call Sequence Analysis 
Sequence analysis was conducted on several hundred thousand combinations of 
vocalisations to investigate patterns of call production (Table 5.20). From a maximum of 
121 call-call combinations, the Z values for up to 90% are significant. The maximum 
significant Z scores for each vocalisation suggest some trends exist within Doubtful 
Sound (Table 5.21). It is apparent that the calls buzz and creak are maximally related to 
each other. Whilst a variety of calls may occur before choke, this call is typically followed 
by a sequenced call. Hiccup is often preceded by sequenced calls and succeeded by 
ratchet. The call orca is often 'sandwiched' between sequenced calls. In turn, the 
sequenced calls are often recorded in conjunction with orca. The short bursts and splash 
are routinely preceded by sequenced calls but may be followed by a variety of calls. The 
calls squeal and whistle do not appear strongly tied to any other vocalisations. 
Trends within the maximum Z scores for Milford Sound are less apparent (Table 5.22). 
Buzz and creak are again often recorded in conjunction with each other. The sequenced 
calls and orca seem to be closely associated. Hiccup is often preceded by orca, whilst 
splash is often followed by sequenced calls. Ratchet is often preceded by sequenced calls 
and followed by splash. Both the short bursts and squeal have some close associations 
with ratchet. The remaining calls choke and whistle tend to have fairly ephemeral 
relationships with other vocalisations. 
Increasing the length of analysis window leads to a rise in the number of significant 
values (Table 5.22). A plot of significant Z scores against increasing time window 
provides an indicator of the trade-off between information loss and redundancy. For both 
fiords, a time window of two seconds seemed to confer the greatest increase in significant 
Z scores for the smallest change in window length (Figure 5.11). For the two second 
window in Doubtful Sound, 78% of all Z values are significant (Table 5.23). Of particular 
interest are those calls that were extremely likely before a given call and extremely 
unlikely after the same call, and vice versa. Thus it was highly likely that a sequenced call 
would precede hiccup but highly unlikely to follow this call. A number of the calls were 
strongly 'self-associated', often occurring in repetitious bouts. The highest self-associated 
Z values were for squeal and orca, with choke, ratchet, splash and short burst also 
seeming to be relatively repetitious. Conversely, the calls whistle, hiccup and the 
sequenced calls had relatively low self-association values. 
For the two second window in Milford Sound, 52% of all Z values are significant (Table 
5.24). The only call that changed from a significant negative to a significant positive Z 
score was creak, being much more likely before splash than after splash. For Milford 
Sound, choke is by far the most self-associated of calls, although orca and short burst also 
seem relatively repetitious. Creak, hiccup, whistle and the sequenced calls do not seem to 
be highly self-associated. 
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TABLE 5.20. Summary of vocal relationships considered for each time window in each 
fiord. 'Pre' pertains to call B preceding call A; 'post' relates to call B succeeding call A. 
Only time windows up to 30 seconds are considered due to computational restraints. A 
maximum of 121 significant Z scores is possible within each time window. 
DOUBTFUL MILFORD 
Count Significant Z scores Count Significant Z scores 
Window Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post Pre Post 
1s 21,524 22,705 80 83 11 ,623 10,216 58 57 
2s 40,499 42,188 94 102 20,812 19,522 63 71 
5s 95,189 97,936 102 102 48,596 46,465 65 71 
1 Os 194,264 199,628 110 102 92,692 91,005 83 81 
30s 471,258 468,181 107 109 191,830 188,768 84 85 
Total 822,734 830,638 493 498 365,553 355,976 363 365 
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TABLE 5.21 . Maximum positive Z scores for each vocalisation recorded in Doubtful 
Sound (self-correlations excluded) . Results arc presented for a variety of time windows. 
Shaded cells represent relationships that arc constant across all time windows. Seq. = 
sequenced calls; Short = short bursts. 
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TABLE 5.22. Maximum positive Z scores for each vocalisation recorded in Milford 
Sound (self-correlations excluded). Results are presented for a variety of time windows. 
Shaded cells represent relationships that are constant across all time windows. Seq.= 
sequenced calls; Short = short bursts. 
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FIGURE 5.11. Relationship between analysis window size and number of significant Z 
score values for a) Doubtful Sound, and b) Milford Sound. Dashed lines represent time 
periods before and after the occurrence of an individual call. The solid line represents a 
combination of these time windows (i.e. calls that occur both before and after a given call). 
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TABLE 5.23. Significant Z scores for a 2 second time window in Doubtful Sound. Grey 
cells represent changes from positive to negative scores when comparing preceding and 
succeeding cases. 
-o -QJ ~ E u :::::1 
One Second Q) c ..0 (ij QJ :::::1 QJ .::.:. 0. QJ .r:: § E .::.:. :::::1 .r:: :::::1 t en QJ N Cll u Cll u Cll ·x 
Time window N 
0 QJ u u (ii rr 0 0.. 
:::::1 .r:: Cll :::::1 .r:: c) J: 0 QJ .r:: rr s: []) () a: (f) (f) (f) (f) 2 
Buzz 36 -7 -15 -8 -6 -8 -8 -7 -5 -5 
Choke -5 40 -5 -2 4 -3 4 
nl 
Creak -6 -11 -5 -7 
·············· ·· ····-·-·-··-·-u 
Hiccup c 
E ··-·····-·-···········-···· ··· ... 
::J Orca 









() Squeal -9 
Whistle -8 
Maximum -2 6 -3 4 14 7 8 3 4 -3 3 14 




nl Creak -10 -7 -9 -5 -5 
u ····················-···········-····· 







Q) Sequenced Q) 
u 





·························-·-··-········ .. -······ 
Whistle 
Maximum -2 4 -2 6 10 -3 13 -2 7 -2 3 13 
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TABLE 5.24. Significant Z scores for a 2 second time window in Milford Sound. Grey 
cells represent changes from positive to negative scores when comparing preceding and 
succeeding cases. 
"'0 "§ Q) E (.) ::J 
One Second Q. Q3 c .0 Cii Q) 
::J 
Q) Q) ..c E .::.:. .::.:. ::J ..c ::J t (/) Q) ~ N ro (.) ro (.) ro ·:;;: 
Time window N 0 ~ (.) '@ o- 0 ::J ::J ..c (.) 0 Q) ..c n. o-
..c ro 
(l) 0 0 I a: (f) (f) (f) (f) s 2 
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Choke -9 87 -7 -5 -3 -3 -7 -3 
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5.3g) Call-to-call Associations 
A further measure of call clustering is provided by the calculation of Modified Dice's 
coefficients for all concurrences between vocalisations. In Doubtful Sound buu and creak 
were maximally associated across all time windows and may be described as a 'pair' (two 
associated calls that are each other's highest-ranked partners; Table 5.25). The calls choke, 
orca and splash were most likely to concur with the sequenced calls. Squeal also tended to 
concur with the sequenced calls except in longer windows, whilst hiccup is typically 
associated with ratchet. Both ratchet and the short bursts were maximally associated with 
whistle and the sequenced calls. Whistle appeared to be the only call that was not consistently 
associated with specific calls. 
In Milford Sound, some different trends were evident in the association coefficients of 
vocalisations (Table 5.26). The calls buzz and creak again tended to be maximally associated 
across most time windows. Hiccup and creak were strongly linked across all windows, as 
was splash with the sequenced calls and whistle with buzz. The remaining calls showed a 
variety of associations within different time windows. 
In keeping with the results from the sequence analysis of vocalisati9ns, the association 
indices for both fiords were examined in greater detail over a two second window (Table 
5.27). The occurrence of behaviours either before or after a vocalisation was not uniform 
between different call types (Doubtful X2o.os, 100 > 195, P < 0.01; Milford X2o.os, 100 > 195, P < 
0.01). In Doubtful Sound, most vocalisations exhibited strong self-association values, with 
squeal being particularly repetitious. If the self-association coefficients are excluded, the 
highest association is buzz with creak. Indeed the coefficient for these two calls (0.29) is 
greater than many self-association values and suggests these two calls form a pair. High 
values were also apparent comparing the sequenced calls with all other calls except buzz. 
The sequenced calls and orca also form a pair. In Milford Sound, a number of calls had 
strong self-association values, most notably buzz and choke. The sequenced calls and squeal 
had relatively low self-association values. Excluding self-associations, the calls buzz and 
creak had by far the highest association coefficients and again formed a pair. The sequenced 
calls tended to have high association indices with all calls except buzz, choke and hiccup. 
The sequenced calls and orca form a pair, as do the short bursts and ratchet. 
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Cluster analysis was conducted on the association indices over 2s windows in both fiords 
using Euclidean distances and Ward's linkage method (Figure 5.12). The tight clustering of 
buzz, creak and whistle is again revealed in both study sites. Comparison of the distances 
between consecutive branches suggest two predominant clusters are present in each fiord; 
buzz, creak and whistle in one cluster and all other vocalisations in the second cluster. To 
confirm these clusters and help visualise the associations, a dissimilarity matrix was 
composed for each fiord and subjected to multi-dimensional scaling. Stress levels tended to 
be reasonably high for two-dimensional solutions (Figure 5.13) but decreased substantially 
for three dimensional plots (Figure 5.14). It seems the sequenced calls are poorly represented 
in the two dimensional plots, occupying a more central position in the three dimensional 
plots. In both fiords, squeal and choke are peripheral in the plots due to their universally low 
association indices. 
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TABLE 5.25. Summary of maximum modified Dice's coefficients for all vocalisations 




5 c.. Cil c ..0 Cil Q) Q) Q) ..c z 0 .:X: :::J ..c en ~ Q) "0 N .:X: ro () ro () ::::J t: ro Q) <{ 
E c N 0 Q) () 2 co rr 0 a.. ::::J ..c w :::J ..c 0 Q) ..c rr i= '§ CD 0 I 0 0: Cf) Cf) Cf) Cf) $ ~ 
1s 0.29 0.08 0.29 0.15 0.21 0.15 0.21 0.09 0.14 0.05 0.27 0.15 
Creak Seq Buzz Ratchet Seq w Orca w Seq Seq Creak 
0.29 0.07 0.29 0.13 0.19 0.13 0.19 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.25 0.15 
2s 
Creak Seq Buzz Ratchet Seq w Orca Seq Seq Seq Creak 
0.30 0.07 0.30 0.11 0.18 0.12 0.18 0.09 0.15 0.05 0.24 0.14 
5s 
Creak Seq Buzz Ratchet Seq Seq Orca Seq Seq Seq Creak 
0.31 0.06 0.31 0.11 0.20 0.15 0.22 0.12 0.17 0.05 0.22 0.15 
10s 
Creak Seq Buzz Seq Seq Seq w w Seq Seq Seq 
0.29 0.06 0.29 0.11 0.17 0.13 0.17 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.24 0.14 
30s 
Creak Seq Buzz Ratchet Seq Seq Orca Seq Seq Ratchet Buzz 
MEAN 
0.29 0.07 0.29 0.12 0.19 0.14 0.19 0.10 0.15 0.05 0.24 0.10 
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TABLE 5.26. Summary of maximum modified Dice's coefficients for all vocalisations 
recorded in Milford Sound. Seq = sequenced call; W = whistle. 
"0 -Q) ~ 
(.) :::::1 
5 o_ Q5 c ..0 ..c (ij Q) 
0 
Q) ~ :::::1 ..c 
Q) en ~ z Q) "0 N ~ ttl (.) ttl (.) :::::1 t ttl Q) <( 
E c N 0 ~ (.) e "@ o- 0 a.. :::::1 ..c w :::::1 ..c Q) ..c o-
i= "§ (]) () () I 0 a: (/) (/) (/) (/) s ::::::;: 
1s 0.32 0.04 0.32 0.15 0.15 0.11 0.15 0.11 0.09 0.04 0.32 0.14 
w Ratchet Buzz Creak Seq Short Orca Ratchet Seq Splash Buzz 
0.32 0.03 0.32 0.15 0.14 0.10 0.14 0.10 0.11 0.04 0.31 0.14 
2s 
Creak Ratchet Buzz Creak Seq Short Orca Ratchet Seq Splash Buzz 
0.32 0.04 0.32 0.15 0.14 0.10 0.14 0.09 0.12 0.03 0.29 0.13 
5s 
Creak Ratchet Buzz Creak Seq Seq Orca Creak Seq Ratchet Buzz 
0.29 0.05 0.29 0.14 0.10 0.10 0.17 0.13 0.11 0.03 0.27 0.13 
10s 
Creak Orca Buzz Creak Hiccup Seq Buzz Creak Seq Splash Buzz 
0.32 0.04 0.32 0.17 0.08 0.09 0.12 0.11 0.08 0.03 0.29 0.13 
30s 
Creak Orca Buzz Creak Hiccup Seq Creak Creak Seq Ratchet Buzz 
MEAN 0.31 0.04 0.31 0.15 0.12 0.10 0.14 0.11 0.10 0.03 0.30 0.11 
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TABLE 5.27. Association coefficients greater than expected for a two second time window 
in a) Doubtful Sound, and b) Milford Sound. Darker shading represents stronger associations. 
a) 
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FIGURE 5.12. Cluster analysis of association indices for all vocalisations recorded in both 
fiords over a 2-second time window (Euclidean distances, Ward's method). 
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FIGURE 5.13. Two dimensional plots of dissimilarity matrices for both fiords. 
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FIGURE 5.14. Three dimensional plots of dissimilarity matrices for both fiords .. The close 
associations of whistle, buzz and creak are evident within each study site. 
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5.3h) Entropy of Call-to-call Sequences 
The Zipf slopes of log( call rank) against log( call frequency) suggest the vocal repertoire of 
dolphins in Fiordland is relatively repetitious (Figure 5.15). A communication system with 
maximum potential would have a gradient of -1.0, representing a balance between repetition 
and diversity. Extreme slopes have low communication capacity. Thus an extremely diverse 
system, with several signals for each message would have a slope with a gradient near zero. 
Conversely, a highly repetitious system with several messages represented by the same 
signal would have a highly negative slope. The gradients for Doubtful and Milford Sounds 
are -1.2 and -1.8 respectively, suggesting relatively high levels of repetition. High log 
frequency values for whistle, buzz and creak increase the negative slope of the Zipf plots. 
To determine if there were trends apparent in the sequencing of vocalisations, the Shannon-
Weiner values for zero, first, second and third order chains were compared (Table 5.28). 
Although there were no significant decreases in normalised entropy levels (HI Hmax) between 
successive orders, both fiords showed marked decreases between zero-order and first order 
measures (Figure 5.16). This drop suggests a reduction in entropy and an increase in 
organisational complexity. As the order level increases, entropy continues to decrease 
although not in any significant fashion. Thus the best predictor of call sequencing appears to 
be first-order entropy, a measure that takes into account the different probabilities of 
occurrence of each event within a repertoire's organisational structure. Incorporating 
preceding and succeeding calls does little to decrease the uncertainty of the repertoire. 
The relatively simple organisational level of dolphin repertoire is reflected by closer 
examination of the most common calls and call sequences (Table 5.29). In both fiords, 
whistle, buzz and creak are by far the most common vocalisations, accounting for up to 79% 
of all calls recorded. The prevalence of these calls is clear when examining second order 
relationships, in which the nine most common sequences are composed exclusively of these 
three call types and account for over 50% of all recorded sequences. The trend continues in 
the third order sequences with the 11 most prevalent call permutations being formed solely 
from whistle, buzz and creak. These 11 sequences only represented 1% of a maximum of 
1331 permutations, but accounted for over 25% of all recorded sequences in both fiords. The 
prevalence of whistle, buzz and creak tend to saturate call sequencing and obfuscate any 
patterns that may be present in the dataset. As entropy seems to change little between 
successive orders, the repertoire of dolphin calls exhibits little organisational complexity, but 
relatively high statistical information (entropy) for individual calls. 
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FIGURE 5.15. Zipf slopes of log frequency against log rank for both fiords. Steep negative 
slopes suggest high repetition and reduced communication complexity. 
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TABLE 5.28. Summary of Shannon-Wiener entropy estimates (H) for various models of 
sequential relationships amongst vocalisations. 
Chain Maximum Observed Expected 
order H Hmax N HI Hmax HI Hmax X2o.05,1 p 
....J 0 3.46 3.46 11 1.00 0.85 
::J 
lL 1st 2.85 3.46 11 0.82 0.85 0.03 0.87 f--
([} 
::J 2nd 5.51 6.92 121 0.80 0.85 0.00 0.95 
0 
0 3rd 8.04 10.38 1331 0.77 0.85 0.01 0.92 
0 0 3.46 3.46 11 1.00 0.46 
0: 
0 1st 1.17 3.46 11 0.34 0.46 0.67 0.41 
lL 
....J 2nd 1.80 6.92 121 0.26 0.46 0.12 0.73 
~ 
3rd 2.40 10.38 1331 0.23 0.46 0.20 0.66 
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FIGURE 5.16. Variation in repertoire entropy, measured asH I Hmax, between successive 
sequential orders. In both fiords, there is a substantial drop in entropy and thus greater 
organisational complexity between zero-order and first order measures. 
TABLE 5.29. Summary of the highest ranked calls and call combinations for the first three 
entropy orders. All 11 calls are incorporated in the first order measure. Numbers represent 
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5.3i) Call Production and Group Composition 
In order to identify any gender specific calls, a male:female gender ratio was calculated for 
the focal group present during each recording (Figure 5.17). The ratios in Doubtful Sound 
were broadly normal in their distribution, with most recorded groups having values between 
0.4 and 0.6. However, the extreme ratios of 0.0 (no males) and 1.0 (no females) were often 
encountered, an unsurprising result as all-male and all-female subgroups were relatively 
common throughout the study period. In this population, the genders of only 6% of adult 
dolphins are unknown, whereas this value is as high as 63% in Milford Sound (Table 5.30). 
This is largely due to differences in field effort and the less clement environmental 
conditions encountered in Milford Sound, as even slightly elevated sea states rapidly 
diminish the ability to determine dolphin gender from a vessel. Gender-related findings in 
Milford Sound should therefore be treated with some caution. 
For both fiords Spearman's rank correlations were calculated for the production rate of each 
call according to gender ratio (Table 5.31). In Doubtful Sound, the calls whistle, buzz, creak 
and hiccup were all recorded significantly less often as the relative number of males 
increased in the focal group. In Milford Sound, the calls whistle and splash were recorded 
significantly more often as the male-to-female ratio increased. A further gender-based 
comparison was made of call production rates using only those recordings for which the 
known genders were either all male or all female (Mann-Whitney U-test; Table 5.32). In 
Doubtful Sound, only the production rate of whistle was found to vary significantly, with 
higher numbers being produced in female-only groups. The inverse appeared to be true for 
Milford Sound where whistle rate, as well as splash rate, was significantly higher for male-
only groups than female-only groups. 
To investigate variation in call production by age class, the ratio of sub-adults to adults was 
calculated for all recorded focal groups (Figure 5.18). Spearman's rank correlations were 
calculated for the production rate of each call according to age-class ratio (Table 5.33). In 
Doubtful Sound the rate of all calls except squeal and the short bursts tended to decrease as 
the proportion of adults increased. In Milford Sound only squeal varied significantly 
according to the age structure of the focal group, tending to increase as the proportion of 
adults rose. When interpreting these results it is important to bear in mind that groups with 
high numbers of sub-adults typically contained high proportions of attendant mothers. This is 
reflected in the relatively high Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between gender ratio 
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and age class (p = 0.36; p <O.Ol).Thus groups with more sub-adults typically contained more 
adult females; whilst groups composed almost exclusively of adults tend to be male-
dominated. It is likely there is some interaction between the age and gender composition of 
focal groups recorded in this study. 
Kruskal-Wallis tests were used to assess the variation in call production rates of by season 
and by group spacing. In Doubtful Sound, all calls except squeal and choke varied by season 
(Table 5.34). Results from Dunn-Sidak's post hoc tests suggest the production rates for 
several calls are particularly low in the spring months (Table 5.35). Orca, whistle and the 
sequenced calls were recorded significantly more often in winter than any other season. 
Fewer seasonal disparities were evident in Milford Sound, where only buzz, creak, whistle 
and the short bursts varied by season. As in Doubtful Sound, whistle tended to be more 
prolific in winter months. When comparing call production rates according to group spacing, 
most call rates were significantly lower in tightly spaced groups in Doubtful Sound (Table 
5.36). Call rates from 'spread', 'very spread' and 'widespread' were generally no different. 
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FIGURE 5.17. Histograms representing gender ratios for each fiord. Knowledge of gender is 
largely lacking in Milford Sound and may result in the binomial distribution observed. 
Approximations to the normal distribution are shown. 
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TABLE 5.30. A summary of known genders for identified adult dolphins in both fiords. 
Genders have been ascertained visually over 10 years of study in Doubtful Sounds, three 
years in Milford Sound. 
Category Doubtful Milford 
Adult 54 54 
Male 25 6 
Female 26 14 
Unknown gender 3 34 
% of adult genders unknown 6 63 
TABLE 5.31. Spearman's rank correlations for call production rate and gender ratio 
(male:female) for both fiords. Values in bold are significant at the 95% level. 
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<0.01 0.99 <0.01 0.04 0.87 0.28 0.16 0.09 0.97 0.69 <0.01 
0 
N 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 543 
Correlation 
0 
0.15 0.09 0.03 -0.05 -0.03 0.00 0.08 0.01 0.19 0.13 0.20 
a: Coefficient 
0 
LL p 0.07 0.26 0.69 0.57 0.69 0.95 0.35 0.88 0.02 0.12 0.02 _J 
::;:;: 
N 148 148 148 148 148 148 148 148 148 148 148 
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TABLE 5.32. Results from a Mann-Whitney tests comparing call production rates between 
focal groups in which known genders were either all male or all female. Values in bold are 
significant at the 95% level. 
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FIGURE 5.18. Histograms representing age class ratio of all recordings for each fiord. 
Approximations to the normal distribution are included. Mean value for Doubtful Sound is 
0.78; mean value for Milford Sound is 0.80. 
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TABLE 5.33. Spearman's rank correlations for call production rate and age-class ratio (sub-
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Correlation 
0 
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a: Coefficient 
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TABLE 5.35. Summary of significant D values from a Dunn-Sidak post-hoc test of seasonal 
variation in call production rates (per minute per dolphin). The 95% significance value is 
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TABLE 5.36. Kruskal-Wallis of call rate according to group spacing. Values in bold are 
significant at the 95% level. Results of Dunn-Sidak post-hoc tests shown (ti = 'tight', sp = 
'spread', wsp ='widespread', all= 'spread', 'very spread' and 'widespread'). Although the 
x2 statistic for choke in both fiords is significant, the conservative nature of the post-hoc test 
did not produce values greater than the critical value of 2.64. 
\J u; (]) 
u '-- c :J (]) Q.. (]) (]) .0 ..c Cil (]) ~ :J ..c (/) :;:::; N ~ ro u ro u :J t:::: ro (]) .£!1 N 0 (]) u u (t; 0" 0 0.. :J ..c Measure :J ..c '- I '- (]) ..c 0" s co 0 0 0 0:: CJ) (f) (f) (f) 
x2 54.5 10.9 26.4 16.6 20.3 30.2 72.3 11.5 14.9 12.9 30.6 
....J 
::l 




0 Dunn- tkall 
tkall tkall tkall tkwsp tkall tksp tksp tksp tkall 
Sidak Sp<WSp 
0 x2 7.1 11.8 5.3 4.7 6.2 7.0 6.7 2.1 2.8 2.4 7.0 0: 
0 
LL 
....J p 0.01 ~ 0.07 0.15 0.20 0.10 0.07 0.08 0.55 0.43 0.50 0.07 
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5.4) Discussion 
In both Doubtful and Milford Sounds, bottlenose dolphins were found to use vocalisations 
selectively. These variations are more emphatic in Doubtful Sound, and may relate to the 
greater number of recordings available from this study site. As almost four times more 
recordings were made in Doubtful Sound, findings from this fiord may be more 
representative of the true acoustic behaviour of Fiordland dolphins. As might be expected, 
active groups involved in socialising and diving tended to vocalise more often than less 
active travelling groups. In Doubtful Sound, almost all vocalisations were recorded less 
often when dolphins were travelling. In both fiords, the vocal activity of diving and 
socialising groups were broadly similar, with only splash and buzz varying between 
diving and socialising groups in Doubtful Sound. 
The seven behavioural states defined in this study are broadly similar to those used in 
other focal group studies of bottlenose dolphin behaviour (e.g. Shane, 1990; Jacobs et al., 
1993; Constantine, 2002). However, results from discriminant analysis ofPCA scores 
suggest vocalisation rates alone are not good predictors of behavioural state and vice versa. 
Despite the observed differences in call rate between low-activity surface groups and 
diving/socialising groups, all three groups were found to be similar during cross 
validation testing. It may be more appropriate to relate vocalisations to individual 
behaviours. The transcription of behavioural events in the field is open to observer bias. 
However, the 'cumulative bias' may be less than the bias of subjectively-defined 
behavioural states that aim to capture the behaviour of an entire group over time. In 
Doubtful Sound, choke, splash and the sequenced calls were recorded in conjunction with 
'contact' and 'aerial' behaviours. The calls whistle and buzz tended to be heard more often 
in relation to 'dive' and 'aerial' behaviours. Less variation was present in Milford Sound. 
Sequence analysis and association indices revealed some strong patterns between 
vocalisations and individual behaviours. In both fiords, buzz and creak were strongly 
linked to diving behaviours whilst the calls choke, hiccup, orca are strongly related to 
aerial behaviours. The vocalisation splash is typically linked to percussive behaviours at 
the surface. Some differences are evident between the fiords, most notably between the 
sequenced calls which relate to aerial behaviours in Doubtful Sound and diving 
behaviours in Milford Sound. The call buzz also serves more of a social function in 
Milford Sound. 
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Sequence analysis and association indices were also used to examine the relationships 
between vocalisations. As might be expected, some call clustering seems to be evident. 
For example, buzz and creak are often heard consecutively in both fiords. The sequenced 
calls were produced in conjunction with choke, orca, splash and squeal. The call whistle 
is transitory in its associations and does not tend to cluster with other calls. Many (if not 
all) of the calls in the dolphins' vocal repertoire contribute to a communication system. 
Information theory suggests the system is reasonably repetitious with little diversity. 
However, this approach should be treated with some caution. It is not clear which 
elements within a vocalisation contain information that is perceived as important by the 
dolphins. For example, a call such as a whistle may encode context specific information 
that is far too subtle to be interpreted by a human observer or statistical technique. Thus 
repetitions may actually represent similar signals that convey semantically different 
information. 
Within the animal kingdom, most signalling acts tend to be correlated conditionally with 
the performance of other behaviours, or "fixed action patterns" (Lorenz, 1950; Smith, 
1986). Thus signals become reliably predictive of the associated behaviours. However, 
communicative signals that are not clearly demarcated are unlikely to relate to 
unambiguous functions. For example, calls that are graded in nature may indicate arousal 
level or motivational state. More individualistic calls may convey unique information. As 
a number of the proposed calls within the repertoire seem to fall on a spectrum of varying 
inter-peak interval, it is unlikely that these calls are produced conditionally with specific 
behaviours. Thus although the call whistle and behaviour 'active surface' were found to 
be highly associated, it is perhaps unreasonable to assume one is produced in direct 
response to the other. It does appear likely however that many of the described bottlenose 
dolphin calls are linked to certain behavioural situations. 
Communication may be described as any action that affects another individual by either 
altering or maintaining the behaviour of the other individual (Slater, 1983). Thus a 
communicative process involves at least two participants, the signaller and receiver. In 
most terrestrial mammals, acoustic output seem to be exclusively communicative in 
nature, with some exceptions (such as the rudimentary echolocation system mooted for 
shrews; Forsman & Malmquist, 1988). Amongst the cetacea, however, vocalisations may 
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also be used to detect prey, to navigate and to explore the local environment (see Au, 
1993 for review). These echolocation calls are invariably click-based, although some 
theoretical claims have been made that the low-frequency calls of large baleen whales 
may be used to detect large-scale water features (Norris, 1969; Ellison et al., 1987; Frazer 
& Mercado, 2000). At present, the strongest evidence available to support the theory of 
echolocation in cetaceans comes from the clicks of odontocetes. 
Click trains produced by bottlenose dolphins have broadly been ascribed as echolocation 
signals in both captive and free-ranging animals (Au et al., 1974; Goodson et al., 1988; 
Au, 1993; Akamatsu et al., 1998). The limited findings from this study support this theory. 
Click trains were recorded from most dolphin groups and qualitative estimates of click 
rate were significantly higher for diving groups in comparison to travelling groups in 
Doubtful Sound. As sonar clicks are thought to be the primary prey detection technique 
used by dolphins, it stands to reason that they are commonly produced during foraging. 
However not all click trains recorded are likely to result from prey detection. Clicks may 
also represent investigation of conspecifics, exploration, navigation, predator detection, or 
all of these functions. The behavioural state 'slow travel' appears to be analogous to the 
'resting' state defined in other studies (e.g. Shane, 1990). Dolphins engaged in this 
behaviour tended to emit few vocalisations except click trains. It often seemed that clicks 
were only produced by one or two animals within a group (pers. obs.). These low level 
emissions may retrieve baseline information about the local environment and ensure safe-
passage during potentially vulnerable resting bouts. 
Of the other click-based calls, buzz and creak seemed to be strongly associated with 
diving behaviours. It is likely that these signals are used in the detection of prey. Captive 
studies suggest that as echolocating bottlenose dolphins approach a target, inter-click 
interval decreases as a function of the two-way travel time of sound between the receiver 
and target (Johnson, 1967). Animals phonating on close range targets (<0.4m away) 
typically exhibit a lag time of 2.5ms after the theoretical reception of an echo (Evans & 
Powell, 1967). This lag-time may relate to cognitive processing and/or the production of 
the next click. If it is assumed this lag-time value is the same for Fiordland dolphins, and 
that the speed of sound in salt water is approximately 1500 m/s (Urick, 1975), the average 
inter-click interval of buzzes relates to a target distance of 1.05m. As lower inter-click 
intervals were recorded, it is likely that dolphins may receive target information from 
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even closer targets. In contrast, average inter-click interval for _creaks suggest target 
distances of 20m, whilst mean values for click trains suggest distances of 66m. Buzz and 
creak commonly contain significant high frequency energy. High frequency clicks are 
extremely directional and provide excellent target resolution (3dB loss at 1 oo from the 
midline; Au et al., 1986). It would appear the calls buzz and creak are used during close 
sonar-approaches of small targets. 
The call buzz and creak are both commonly associated with other behavioural states, most 
noticeably socialising. For example, buzz in Doubtful Sound was often recorded 
concurrently with behaviours directed at conspecifics, such as 'chase' and 'head flop'. 
The call creak is often associated with 'forced blow' and 'bubble blow' within Doubtful. 
Whilst these extreme exhalations often occur following deep dives, they have also been 
interpreted as agonistic in nature (Haase, 2000). Dolphin interactions often involve rapid 
and precise responses in situations where two or more individuals are moving swiftly. At 
these times, it is likely that a dolphin's sonar is directed at conspecifics. This may be 
particularly appropriate in low-visibility waters such as the tannin-rich surface layers of 
Fiordland. Click bursts may be focused at nearby dolphins either as a range detection 
process or with a more specific function. For example, the buzz described for Atlantic 
spotted dolphins Stenella frontalis is often heard during the pursuit and herding of 
conspecifics (Herzing, 2000). As the name would imply, the 'genital buzz' is directed at 
the midsection of conspecifics and is thought to represent part of the courtship process. 
Similar calls are produced during physical interactions between mothers and calves and 
have been interpreted as disciplinary behaviour. As our understanding of sub-surface 
behaviours in Fiordland is very limited, it is only possible to acknowledge the social 
importance of these calls at present. 
The other click-based calls, orca and ratchet, seemed to perform largely social functions. 
Sequence analyses for both fiords showed the only associations ratchet had with the 
diving behaviours were negative. This vocalisation is not important during foraging. 
Instead, the call was often recorded before 'upside-down swimming', 'headflop' and 
'twisted surface' in Doubtful Sound. Although anecdotal, this call was typically recorded 
with very high signal to noise ratio and seemed to be produced at the surface (pers. obs.). 
This vocalisation has been documented from at least one other population, and has been 
described as a threat vocalisation that induces females to remain close to consorting males 
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(Connor & Smolker, 1996). In Fiordland, calving is extremely seasonal, with viable births 
only observed between the months of December and April (Schneider, 1999; Haase, 2000; 
pers. obs.). Evidence from captive breeding programmes suggest gestation in Tursiops is 
approximately 12 months (Schroeder, 1990). Thus, females are likely to be in oestrus (and 
presumably at their most desirable to consorting males) in summer months. Therefore, if 
ratchet is a consortship call, we may expect to record it more often in the summer months. 
This does not appear to be the case, as no significantly elevated rates of production were 
observed in the summer. 
Similarly, the premise that ratchet may be a male-specific call is not supported in 
Fiordland (Connor & Smolker, 1996). In Doubtful Sound, where 97% of adult genders are 
known, there was no strong correlation between ratchet production and group gender. 
Indeed, there appeared to be a strong negative correlation between ratchet production and 
groups with increasing proportions of males. Groups in which only known females were 
present produced this call at the same rate as groups in which only known males were 
present. Connor and Smolker (1996) found a strong correlation between pops and 
behaviours interpreted as aggressive, such as 'charge' and 'head jerk', a rapid lateral or 
vertical movement of the head. They therefore concluded that pops are vocal threats. In 
Fiordland it seems likely that ratchet may also represent a vocal threat, tending to precede 
surface active behaviours that appear to be agonistic. The apparently high amplitude 
levels of these calls, their repetitious nature, and the emphasis on lower frequencies 
suggest these calls are well disposed for longer range communication. 
The final click-based call is orca. This call has an average inter-click interval of 3ms, 
although this value is likely to be an over-estimate. Click rate typically increases in the 
course of an orca and consecutive pressure peaks start to overlap. This overlap precludes 
the accurate measurement of inter-click interval. Physiological studies on captive animals 
suggest bottlenose dolphins exhibit individual brain responses to echolocation clicks, but 
as inter-click interval drops below 1.6 ms only graded responses occurs (Ridgway, 1983). 
Thus it seems possible that a large number of orca vocalisations are perceived by the 
dolphins not as click trains but single bursts of acoustic energy. A call of this nature 
would clearly be of limited use during echolocation exercises. 
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Sequence analysis suggested orca was not linked to diving behaviours in either fiord, 
apart from a strong concurrence between orca and 'tail-out dive' in Doubtful Sound. Orca 
was strongly associated with 'forced blow', 'chase', 'active surface', 'twisted surface' and 
'tail-out jump'. High association indices were also observed with the contact behaviours 
'chase' and 'tailslap'. It appears orca is similar to the squawk described for bottlenose 
dolphins in captivity (Brenda McCowan, pers. comm.; Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967a; 
Overstrom, 1983; Reiss, 1988) and Atlantic spotted dolphins in the high visibility waters 
of the Bahamas (Herzing, 2000). In both species, this call has been ascribed an agonistic 
function. In captive contexts, bottlenose calves have been observed producing squawk 
calls during chases. Adult bottlenose and spotted dolphins use this call during head-to-
head confrontations, body charges and open-mouth posturing. It is certainly possible that 
orca is used in the same way in Fiordland. Although it is often hard to see the behaviours 
described in conjunction with orca, many involve close-proximity behaviours. Thus orca 
may represent an aggressive call used between conspecifics in close-quarters. 
The single burst vocalisations have strong behavioural correlates, although their function 
is not entirely clear. In Doubtful Sound these calls are strongly linked to active aerial 
behaviours. Short bursts are negatively associated with diving behaviours, and do not 
appear to be linked to the contact behaviours either. It would appear these calls are 
predictive of high levels of non-agonistic excitement. These calls often form the building 
blocks of the sequenced calls. If the sequenced calls are produced in a graded fashion, 
short bursts may represent low-level sequences. Indeed, association indices between these 
call categories tend to be high in Doubtful Sound. During sequence analysis, the only 
significant positive relationship for the short bursts was with the sequenced calls. It is 
unusual to see aerial behaviour that does not involve, or escalate to, physical contact. If 
and when short bursts grade into sequenced calls, aerial activity may also progress to 
more physical interactions. Alternatively, short bursts may represent preliminary 
'warnings' from one dolphin to another. These situations may escalate to physical contact 
if neither party demurs. 
Of the two remaining single burst vocalisations, both seemed to contain non-vocal 
elements. Choke has strong association indices for a variety of extreme aerial and physical 
behaviours in both fiords. On rare occasions when group sizes were small and water 
visibility high, this call was recorded in conjunction with sudden, rapid accelerations. 
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Typically, no other physical behaviours were observed. On one occasion in Milford 
Sound, a group of approximately 50 animals were passing within 20m of the hydrophone 
during a recording. The group suddenly changed direction, and started active surfacing as 
one towards the opposite shore, a distance of approximately 2.5km. A sudden cacophony 
of chokes was recorded with extremely high signal-to-noise levels. Fortuitous 
observations such as this suggest choke is the result of cavitation as a dolphin's body 
and/or tail flukes accelerate rapidly through the water. A similar sound has been recorded 
from killer whales off Vancouver Island and ascribed to cavitation (pers. obs.). 
Cavitation may be defined as the formation and subsequent collapse of vapour bubbles in 
water (Young, 1999). Cavitation occurs when water velocity is very high and the pressure 
drops correspondingly. For example, cavitation commonly occurs when boat propellers 
are heavily loaded. Biological cavitation is common, particularly from ubiquitous marine 
snapping shrimps Alpheus spp. (Versluis et al., 2000). This species rapidly closes its claw 
at speeds of up to 20 m/s to produce a high-speed jet of water resulting in a sudden drop 
in local pressure. Captive studies of bottlenose dolphins have measured maximum burst 
speeds of 8-10 m/s (Goforth, 1990). These speeds may be even higher in free-ranging 
individuals exposed to natural stimuli, such as predator avoidance. It seems likely that 
choke represents the acoustic by-product of cavitation. However, it is unclear how the 
process occurs. For example, sheet cavitation may propagate on the thorax of accelerating 
dolphins, or spot cavitation may develop at the fluke tips. It is also unclear how much 
communicative information chokes convey. This sound may be a by-product of rapid 
acceleration, but it may also convey contextual information and affect the behaviour of 
conspecifics. For example, choke may provide indication of sudden flight in response to a 
predator or an active confrontation between individuals. 
The call splash may also represent cavitation. This sound was usually recorded in 
conjunction with behaviours that involved body contact with the water surface, 
particularly 'lobtail' and 'upside-down lobtail'. The waveforms and spectrograms of 
splashes tend to be very brief, without the noisy 'tail' typical of chokes (Appendix A). 
Splash appears to be formed by one long low-frequency pulse, as may be expected from 
the impact of a fluke with the water surface. Lobtail behaviours appear to have a social 
function in Fiordland, and are implicated in changes in group behavioural state (Lusseau, 
2003). These behaviours have also been described as attention-seeking mechanisms in 
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free-ranging Atlantic spotted dolphins (Herzing, 2000). Although derived by non-vocal 
means, this sound may be produced with an express communicative function. Presumably 
numerous occasions arise when a dolphin strikes the water surface without a 
communicative intent. To determine those splashes that are 'false signals' dolphins may 
use subtle cues that are not immediately evident to human listeners. Alternatively, the 
sequencing of splashes may be of importance. This hypothesis is corroborated by the 
highly repetitive nature of lobtail behaviours observed in Fiordland. Typically the same 
individual willlobtail up to 20 times. As lobtail behaviours appear to produce relatively 
low source levels (up to 141(±3) dB re: 1jiPa @1m; Finneran et al., 2000) they are only 
likely to influence nearby dolphins. 
The splash signal may also be produced by 'jaw claps'. A jaw clap has traditionally been 
associated with an individual forcing the upper and lower jaws together (Tavolga & 
Essapian, 1957; Overstrom, 1983; Herzing, 1988). More recent evidence suggests the jaw 
clap may really be a 'nose pop', its origin being the nasal sacs (Cranford et al., 1993). 
This sound has been described as a form of intimidation or displeasure between dominant 
and subordinate dolphins. Although jaw claps were not observed during this study, the 
splash of Fiordland is similar to recordings of jaw claps elsewhere (Brenda McCowan, 
Doug Nowacek, pers. comm.). It is possible that some incidences of splash relate to 
aggressive jaw claps. This may explain the preponderance of this signal with certain non-
percussive behaviours such as 'active surface' and 'side-swimming'. 
Within the repeat burst category off calls, hiccup is strongly linked to 'active surface'. 
This vocalisation expressed few other noticeable trends although it was recorded with 
significantly high rates after 'tail-out jump' in Doubtful Sound and 'tail slap' in Milford 
Sound. This call appears to be synonymous with the gulp vocalisation recorded from 
bottlenose dolphins in the Sado Estaury of Portugal (Cristina Brito, pers. comm.; dos 
Santos et al., 1995). In this population, gulps tend to be indicative of arousal. This is 
certainly true in Fiordland, with hiccup typically recorded from socially active groups. 
This vocalisation may represent non-agonistic excitement, as with the short bursts. Hiccup 
is also a common component of the sequenced calls. As with the short bursts this call may 
characterise interactive events that escalate towards physical confrontation. 
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The sequenced calls seemed to be indicative of extreme arousal. They were often recorded 
at times of intense activity, during both socialising and diving. In Doubtful Sound these 
calls were closely tied to leaping behaviours, whilst in Milford Sound they were often 
recorded with diving behaviours. Similar calls have been documented for other bottlenose 
populations and some controversy appears to exist over the function of these calls. The 
laughter described for Doubtful Sound appears to be synonymous with the thunk reported 
for captive dolphins, a signal interpreted as mother-calf discipline (Brenda McCowan, 
pers. comm.; McCowan & Reiss, 1995). Another synonymous sequenced call, the hee-
haw of Western Australia, is considered strongly indicative of aggression (Richard 
Connor, pers. comm.). Paradoxically, the bray calls of the Moray Firth have been 
attributed to foraging events, and are often recorded in conjunction with sightings of fish 
at the surface (Janik, 2000a). The brays of the Sado Estuary in Portugal have been 
interpreted more equivocally as 'high-arousal' signals, being recorded in both foraging 
and social contexts (Cristina Brito, pers. comm.; dos Santos et al., 1995). 
The sequenced calls of Fiordland seemed to represent high-arousal aggressive calls. Call-
to-call sequence analysis and MDS suggest these calls were produced in close association 
with other 'social' calls (orca, ratchet and splash) but not 'foraging' calls (buzz and 
creak). In Doubtful Sound, the production of a sequenced call was often followed within 
several seconds by two or more dolphins leaping simultaneously. Indeed, extending the 
time window to 30 seconds in Doubtful Sound during sequence analysis reveals 
significant interactions with the most extreme contact behaviour, 'head-butt'. Contact 
behaviours such as these were commonly observed during periods described as socialising, 
but were also common during bouts of (presumed) foraging. Considering those recordings 
in which group activity was 'dive', Spearman's correlation for the sequenced calls with 
contact behaviours was highly significant (p<0.01) unlike the relationship with diving 
behaviours (p=0.05). The sequenced calls may represent extreme threat signals. On a few 
rare occasions when water visibility was high and group sizes small, sequenced calls were 
recorded in direct response to sudden bursts of activity between conspecifics. These threat 
signals may broadcast information regarding intent between competing dolphins. They 
may act as unambiguous warnings to avoid the energetically expensive process of conflict 
(Maynard Smith, 1974). It has been proposed for other species that as the 'assessment 
phase' escalates, threats become louder and more frequent (Hauser & Nelson, 1991). This 
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appears to hold true for sequenced calls in Fiordland, as they were often recorded in 
clusters with high relative amplitudes. 
Many social mammalian predators conflict over access to prey that has been collected 
cooperatively, and these disputes often relate to hierarchical access (e.g. lions, Funston et 
al., 1998; chimpanzees, Boesch, 1994; spotted hyaena, Holekamp et al., 1996). Although 
detailed information is currently lacking, sequenced calls may be produced by bottlenose 
dolphins during cooperative feeding events on large prey items that are not quickly 
swallowed. During all the recordings made in Fiordland a categorical feeding event was 
observed only once, when a dolphin broke the surface with a large fish in its mouth in 
Doubtful Sound. The sequenced call laughter was recorded seven seconds prior to the 
subsequent fish toss. As with other similar occasions, there appeared to be an active 
interest directed at the focal animal from other dolphins. This behaviour could be 
interpreted as beneficial to the focal animal. The attracted dolphins may aid the 
breakdown of large prey items or may be closely related kin. Evidence in Fiordland is 
anecdotal, but this does not appear to be the case. Active rushes made towards fish-
carrying dolphins often appeared to be unsolicited, as the focal animal would typically 
flee the attentions of conspecifics. On one fortuitous occasion in Milford Sound the adult 
female Single band surfaced next to the research vessel with a juvenile groper Polyrion 
oxygenios (hapuku) in its mouth (Figure 5.19). Other dolphins actively pursued 
Singleband at the surface but she seemed to attempt an escape from their attentions, 
diving with the fish still in her mouth. Sequenced calls recorded during foraging may thus 
represent conflict over resources. 
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FIGURE 5.19. The adult female Singleband carrying a juvenile groper in Milford Sound 
(14/08/01) . Several other adults were in pursuit until she dived with her spoils . 
All of the sequenced calls have strong emphases on lower frequencies, with mean peak 
frequencies of around 1kHz (Table 3.3). Low frequency signals attenuate less readily in 
an aquatic environment and may thus propagate over vast differences (Urick, 1975). 
Fundamental frequency may also represent an honest indicator of body size, a 
phenomenon that has been postulated for several vertebrate taxa (e.g. ungulates, Clutton-
Brock & Albon, 1979; anurans, Davies & Halliday, 1978; carnivores, Riede & Fitch, 1999; 
primates, Fitch, 1997). Body size is highly correlated with success in the fighting 
behaviour of many species (Krebs et al., 1999). If competing individuals are to assess the 
size of opponents using vocal cues, a selection pressure may exist to produce threat calls 
with the lowest possible frequency. A review of aggressive calls within a broad range of 
bird and mammal species concurs with the 'honest indicator' theory; these calls are often 
low in frequency (Morton, 1977; August & Anderson, 1987). Calls which appear to have 
agonistic functions in Fiordland (such as orca, ratchet and the sequenced calls) often have 
an emphasis on lower frequencies. The motivational-structural rules of Morton (1977) 
also suggest conciliatory or submissive calls are likely to be higher in frequency. The only 
call in this study that might be a conciliatory call is squeal. This vocalisation had few 
strong links to physical behaviours, although the highest association indices for 'bite' in 
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both fiords were with squeal. This call was often recorded during periods when active 
surface behaviour abruptly ceased, and may represent a submission call in these contexts. 
As squeal was one of the rarest calls in the Fiordland repertoire it is difficult to draw 
conclusions regarding the function of the call. It should be noted however, that care must 
be taken when applying the rules of Morton (1977) to odontocete vocalisations. As high 
frequency vocalisations are thought to serve the purposes of echolocation in many species, 
they may not be useful indictors of 'fear' or submission. The peak frequencies of squeals 
(-3kHz) were usually greater than those of orca, ratchet and the sequenced calls. 
However, these differences are minor in comparison to the high frequency click-based 
calls. 
The final call in the repertoire of Fiordland dolphins (whistle) has been reported without 
exception from all studies of vocal behaviour in the genus Tursiops (see Herzing, 2000 for 
review). The broad consensus from both captive and wild animals is that this call is used 
as a contact call between conspecifics (Caldwell et al., 1990; Tyack, 1997; Janik & Slater, 
1998; McCowan & Reiss, 2001; Thomas et al., 2002). This may certainly be the case in 
Fiordland. Whistle was by far the most commonly recorded discrete call and had no 
consistent relationships with specific behaviours. Strong associations were suggested 
between whistle and 'active surface'. However, as the calculation of association indices 
does not involve comparison with expected values, this may merely reflect the ubiquitous 
production of both of these displays. Both sequence analysis and association indices 
suggest whistle is closely linked to 'tail-out jump' and 'horizontal jump'. Whistle does not 
appear to be linked to either 'contact' or 'dive' behaviours. Indeed, this call often exhibits 
strong negative associations with these behaviours during sequence analysis. Thus whistle 
seems to be largely related to 'surface' and 'aerial' activity. 
It appears whistle may be of great importance as a contact call between mothers and 
calves. This was the only call that was produced at a significantly greater rate in female 
only groups in both fiords. Groups composed solely of adult females were typically 
formed by mothers and calves in 'nursery' pods (pers. obs.). On occasions when calves 
were observed to be isolated from the rest of its group, repeated sequences of whistles 
were often recorded. These whistle bouts were presumed to represent communication 
between mother and calf. This is a situation that has been reported from studies of mother-
offspring interactions in other free-ranging bottlenose dolphin populations (Sayigh et al., 
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1990; Smolker et al., 1993). It was not possible to determine caller location during 
recordings in Fiordland. Insights into caller identity are thus not available. Whistle rate 
tended to be significantly lower in tightly spaced groups, perhaps supporting the theory of 
whistle as a reunion signal. However,this evidence is circumstantial as the same is true of 
all other calls in Doubtful Sound that have not been interpreted as reunion calls. Further 
work with an array of hydrophones could certainly improve our understanding of caller 
identity and signal use in the fiords. 
The various functions described for the calls above are in large part derived from careful 
observation made over several hundred hours of fieldwork. There is clearly some 
uncertainty involved in ascribing semantic meaning to vocalisations in this way. This is 
perhaps best illustrated by the use of sequenced calls in both socially active and foraging 
contexts. Some disparities were observed between the two main study sites. It could be 
argued that these differences relate to differences in sample size and the reduced number 
of recordings available for Milford Sound. However, there does appear to be some 
evidence of inter-fiord variation in behaviour. For example, Lusseau (2003) suggested 
Milford Sound dolphins actively avoided boat interactions to a greater degree than 
Doubtful Sound dolphins. Thus differences in vocal behaviour between fiords may allow 
insight in to differing social behaviour. Unlike Doubtful Sound, the sequenced calls in 
Milford Sound were very strongly linked to diving behaviours. Our limited understanding 
of the associations between individuals in Milford Sound suggests social bonds are more 
fluid than in Doubtful Sound, where strong male-male and female-female bonds are 
evident (Lusseau et al., 2003). A looser social structure may result in greater conflict over 
resources. Thus conflict may be mediated in Doubtful Sound by stronger hierarchies or 
higher levels of kin selection. Call function may exhibit wide global variation, and may be 
driven by local environmental conditions, social structure and genetic drift. The findings 
in this chapter cast light on the acoustic behaviour of two separate populations in an 
extremely comprehensive fashion. These results may be used as the basis for inference 
and comparison in other dolphin populations. 
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CHAPTER 6. RELATING THE VOCAL BEHAVIOUR OF BOTTLENOSE 
DOLPHINS TO SPATIAL TRENDS AND HABITAT USE 
6.1) Introduction 
Organisms seek habitats that provide the daily and seasonal requirements to support life 
(Burt, 1943). Amongst the vertebrates, these requirements include food collection, 
defence against predators, thermoregulation, breeding and rearing of offspring. Selection 
of suitable habitats is therefore essential for survival. Within cetaceans, habitat selection is 
traditionally inferred from surface distribution (recent examples include Heithaus & Dill, 
2002; Brager et al., 2003; Ersts & Rosenbaum, 2003; Hastie et al., 2003). In turn, 
distribution patterns have often been compared to topographical features such as water 
depth (Ross et al., 1987; Frankel et al., 1995; Gowans & Whitehead, 1995; Baumgartner, 
1997; Karczmarski et al., 2000). However, studies of distribution alone do not reveal the 
functional significance of different areas. Supplementary behavioural observations allow 
insight into habitat use and may highlight areas of specific ecological importance. For 
example, the foraging behaviours of bottlenose dolphins have been related to habitat type 
in various populations (Hanson & Defran, 1993; Allen, 2000; Chilvers & Corkeron, 2001; 
Hastie et al., 2004). 
Acoustic behaviour may also allow insight into habitat use. For many mammalian species, 
acoustic signals are produced conditionally with certain physical activities, and may thus 
provide indicators of group behaviour in a certain region. For cetaceans, most studies in 
this area have focused on large-scale geographical patterns. For example, male humpback 
whales Megaptera novaeangliae produce characteristic songs on or near their breeding 
grounds (Clapham & Mattila, 1990; Frankel et al., 1995; Norris et al., 1999). These 
grounds share similar properties, typically situated in tropical waters over near-shore 
banks or offshore reef systems (Whitehead et al., 1982; Mattila et al., 1994; Ersts & 
Rosenbaum, 2003). Thus for humpback whales, song production may be indicative of the 
functional significance of a particular area, namely breeding and calf rearing. To the 
author's know ledge, the variation of vocal behaviour over small spatial scales has not 
been investigated among cetaceans. This is partly due to the logistics involved in 
compiling large bodies of acoustic recordings, particularly in offshore habitats. Spatial 
studies are also limited by gaps in our understanding of a population's vocal repertoire 
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and call functionality. The conditions in Fiordland are ideal for accumulating large 
numbers of acoustic recordings. The inner waters are largely protected from swell and 
wave action, and the distribution of the focal animals is predictable. The repertoire of calls 
and the functionality described in earlier chapters allows inference in to the habitats 
important for the dolphins. 
The distribution of bottlenose dolphins in Doubtful Sound has previously been examined 
in some detail. Schneider ( 1999) documented the seasonal distributions of the resident 
population. He found a strong trend in habitat use that followed a temperature gradient. In 
winter months, dolphins favour the warmer headwaters of the fiord towards the Tasman 
Sea. In the summer months, the temperature of the sheltered waters of the inner arms 
increases and dolphin distribution shifts into these areas. Lusseau (2003a) expanded on 
these findings, and examined habitat use by resting and socialising groups. He found 
some year-round habitat preferences, with specific regions used repeatedly for socialising 
or resting. Defining critical regions of this type can be extremely important for 
management. In Fiordland, for example, tour vessels affect dolphin behaviour (Lusseau, 
2003b) and habitat use (Lusseau, 2003a). As tourism pressure increases upon Fiordland, 
these effects may be mitigated by a sound understanding of functional habitat use. 
Management approaches in Fiordland may benefit from increased understanding of 
habitat use by dolphins. For example, the fishing practises within Fiordland are currently 
under review. The Guardians of Fiordland's Fisheries (GOFF) is a consortium of 
stakeholders that has recently submitted a management plan to New Zealand's 
environment minister (Teimey, 2003). These proposals aim to reduce and restrict both 
commercial and recreational fisheries. The management package also proposes seven 
representative areas in Fiordland that may be suitable for marine reserve status. Within the 
fiords, 22 disjunct 'china shops' with outstanding diversity and/or biomass have also been 
identified. Whilst far-reaching, these proposals focus on small-scale interactions and are 
grounded in fisheries science. As such the lower trophic levels are well represented in 
these special areas. However, little consideration is given to the requirements of the higher 
level predators within the fiords, notably seals, seabirds and dolphins. 
This under-representation of higher order vertebrates may be partly due to a lack of data 
on habitat use by these taxa. It may also stem from a presumption that actively mobile 
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animals, such as dolphins, are capable of meeting foraging requirements by changing their 
distribution. In contrast, a study of skin isotopes in Doubtful Sound has suggested dolphin 
diet consists predominantly of resident fish species (Lusseau, 2003c). These species are 
strongly associated with rocky reefs and other closely related benthic habitats. In addition 
to the strong seasonal trends in distribution and selective habitat use described above, it is 
likely that the dolphins of Fiordland forage selectively throughout their range. Foraging 
'hotspots' have been noted routinely for bottlenose dolphins around the world (Shane et 
al., 1986; Ballance, 1992; Hanson & Defran, 1993; Wilson et al., 1997; Allen et al., 2001; 
Hastie et al., 2004). Consequently, fishery management may benefit from an increased 
understanding of habitat use by higher-level species in the fiords. This chapter will 
explore spatial patterns in call production, and investigate trends and contrasts between 
contiguous regions. The aims of this work are (i) to determine spatial trends in call 
production within the Doubtful Sound and Milford Sound populations, and (ii) to 
investigate which areas are of functional significance. It is intended that these findings be 
of practical use to local decision makers and fishery managers. 
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6.2) Methods 
To investigate the spatial characteristics of call production in the fiords, grids of effort 
squares were overlaid on maps of both fiords. Squares were chosen to represent one 
nautical mile of latitude by (approximately) one nautical mile of longitude. In both fiords, 
squares with sparse recordings were combined with neighbouring squares until the total 
contained therein was at least five. In Doubtful Sound, most recordings were made in the 
inner regions of the fiord, with fewer recordings towards the Tasman Sea (Figure 6.1). 
This was in part due to increasing swell and wave action in the outer fiords, and partly a 
reflection of dolphin distribution. For example, dolphins were very rarely encountered in 
First Arm. In Milford Sound, recordings were evenly spaced along the length of the fiord, 
although most were made on the eastern coastline (Figure 6.2). 
For each effort polygon the mean rate of production of all vocalisations was derived. Thus 
each polygon contained standardised vocalisation rates, defined as calls per minute per 
dolphin. Density maps were produced for each call type recorded in Doubtful Sound and 
Milford Sound (Appendices C and D respectively). Data from all seasons and all years 
were combined to maximise sample sizes. Whilst this approach may be insensitive to 
seasonal and/or annual changes in dolphin behaviour, it provides a broad reflection of 
habitat use throughout the entire study areas. 
6.2a) Comparison of Polygons 
The values of consecutive polygons were unlikely to meet the implicit assumptions of 
most standard statistical tests, including normality and independence. As is common with 
distribution data, the call rates for consecutive polygons may be spatially auto-correlated, 
i.e. there is some evidence of clustering (Upton & Pingleton, 1985). Therefore, spatial 
comparisons of mean vocal rates were made using matrix -based iterative statistics. 
To investigate vocal variation between polygons, a distance matrix was calculated for 
each fiord using Euclidean distance measures. The mean production rates of calls were 
used to create these dissimilarity measures. This method provides a measure of geometric 
distance in multidimensional space: 
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Distance (x, y) = V(xi- yif F 
To test similarities among polygons, mean vocalisation rates were randomised using a 
Monte Carlo method (Manly, 1997). Resampling without replacement ensured simulated 
datasets maintained the original properties of the distance matrices. Thus each 
vocalisation rate could occur only once in each new matrix. This constrained-
randomisation technique has been commonly used for assessing association patterns 
amongst individually-identified cetaceans (Whitehead et al., 1982; Smolker et al., 1992; 
Slooten et al., 1993; Bejder et al., 1998; Lusseau et al., 2003). For each randomised data 
set, a distance matrix was calculated as for the original data. Within each fiord, an overall 
measure of polygon similarity (S) was derived. The statistic used was that suggested by 
Manly (1995) for investigations of the co-occurrence of species: 
where ou is the dissimilarity between polygons i andj, eu is the expected value if 
dissimilarity is randomly distributed and D represents the total number of polygons 
included in analysis. To calculate the expected value, the mean value of ou over all 
randomly generated matrices was used as an estimate of eij. 
The statistic S was calculated in a similar fashion for each randomly generated distance 
matrix. These derived values provide a randomised distribution of the S statistic. If there 
is no difference between polygons, the observed value of S should appear to be a typical 
value from this distribution. The Monte Carlo P value is the proportion of all S values that 
are greater than the observed value. A critical value of 0.05 was used to determine 
significance in this study. To ensure reliable P values, iterations were conducted 100, 
1000, 10000, 20000 and 30000 times. These iterations were replicated five times to 
provide confidence limits for the P values. 
If we reject the overall hypothesis of random association, the original distance matrix may 
be examined to reveal non-random interactions. During this post-hoc process, the 
individual distance matrix for each call is calculated and tested in a similar manner to that 
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described above. To reduce computational time, these P values were calculated using 
1000 iterations with five replications. If the hypothesis of random association is rejected 
for any call type, each dyad within that distance matrix is tested individually. A suitable P 
value is derived by calculating the proportion of all Oij values that are smaller than the 
observed value of Oij. The two-tailed values of P are of interest and values below 0.025 
and above 0.975 were considered significant in this study. Thus for values below 0.025 
the dissimilarity between polygons was significantly greater than expected. Dissimilarity 
was significantly less than expected for values above 0.975. These P values were 
calculated from 10,000 iterations. 
6.2b) Correlating Water Depth with Vocalisation Rate 
A concern with comparisons of vocalisation rates between areas is the effect of water 
depth. As the distance between a signaller and receiver increases, the received source 
level decreases due to transmission loss to water (Urick, 1975). Characteristics of 
transmission loss are influenced by water properties, depth, bottom topography and 
surface sea state (Bass & Clark, 2003). Thus a signal produced at depth and recorded by a 
surface hydrophone will have a lower received level than the same signal produced close 
to the hydrophone (assuming environmental conditions and signaller orientation are the 
same). It follows that if water depth is high in a specific area, dolphins may vocalise at 
correspondingly greater depths. Here, our concern is that vocalisation rate will be 
underestimated in deeper waters due to increased transmission loss. Deep water areas will 
therefore be misrepresented as 'quiet' habitats. 
To investigate the effect of habitat depth on vocalisation rate, all rates were compared to 
the water depth at which they were recorded. This comparison was made using the non-
parametric Spearman's rank correlation. Significant negative correlation coefficients 
would suggest an increasing water depth corresponded to a decrease in vocalisation rate. 
Depth was interpolated to the nearest metre from bathymetrical data. These data were 
kindly supplied by Hamish Bowman (Dept. Marine Science, University of Otago, New 
Zealand). 
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FIGURE 6.1. All596 recordings made in Doubtful Sound during the three year study 




















FIGURE 6.2. All 162 recordings made in Milford Sound during the three year study 




6.3a) Comparison of Polygons 
Density plots of calls in both fiords suggested some degree of spatial auto-correlation in 
both fiords (Appendices C and D). For example, production rates of the call buzz in 
Doubtful Sound tended to be highest at the ends of Bradshaw Arm, Crooked Arm and 
Deep Cove, as well as towards the Tasman Sea. (Appendix C; Figure C1). In both fiords, 
significant results from Monte Carlo randomisations also suggested some degree of 'call 
clumping' (Figure 6.3). Further examination of the data suggested hiccup and splash 
exhibited most spatial variation in Doubtful Sound (Table 6.1). The mean P value for 
hiccup was just above the 0.05 threshold. However, as the confidence interval of this 
result was relatively large it was treated as tentatively significant. 
Post-hoc comparisons of effort polygons revealed the nature of the spatial auto-correlation 
of the call hiccup (Table 6.2). Polygon 34 is highly dissimilar to most other polygons and 
represented the highest rate of hiccup production (Appendix C; Figure C4).The 
neighbouring polygon 35 also had a high hiccup rate and was dissimilar to two other 
polygons. Polygon 35 was found to be significantly similar to the connecting polygon 40. 
Thus, hiccup production seemed to reach unusually high levels in the vicinity of Elisabeth 
Island. 
The call splash was produced more often in polygon 21 than many other regions 
(Appendix C; Figure C9). This polygon was symptomatic of elevated splash levels 
stretching to the end of Crooked Arm. Splash rate in polygon 21 was not significantly 
different to the other regions towards the end of this arm (Table 6.3). However this 
polygon was significantly different to the neighbouring block 15, marking the boundary 
between high and low splash rates in Crooked Arm. Polygon 2 contained the highest 
splash rate within Doubtful Sound. This block was highly dissimilar to areas with low 
splash rates (namely polygons 35, 39 and 42). However, the high splash rate evident in 
polygon 2 was not observed in the neighbouring blocks. In a similar fashion, polygon 40 
was highly dissimilar to blocks 35 and 42. This area also seemed to represent an 'island' 
of high splash production. 
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In Milford Sound, the sequenced calls expressed a high degree of spatial clustering (Table 
6.1). These calls were produced in three spatial clusters; Deepwater Basin, the central 
reach and Dale Point (Appendix D; Figure D7). Polygon 1 represented the highest rate of 
sequenced call production, and was significantly dissimilar to the neighbouring polygons 
0 and 4 (Table 6.4). Polygon 5 in the central reach was very similar to the consecutive 
blocks 6 and 9. The evidence suggests that this central region was linked to elevated 
sequenced call rates. 
The Monte-Carlo randomisation procedure allows hypothesis testing of data that do not 
meet the assumptions of traditional techniques. In common with these techniques, a 
Monte-Carlo P value greater than 0.05 does not imply the spatial use of vocalisations is 
random; it simply means there is insufficient evidence in the available data to reject the 
null hypothesis. Visual inspection of the data may reveal regions of functional 
significance that do not meet strict 95% thresholds. For both fiords, composite maps were 
produced to investigate the spatial use of calls considered important during foraging (i.e. 
buzz and creak). Maps were also produced for the 'conflict' calls (orca, ratchet and the 
sequenced calls). Areas with high production rates of these calls may represent regions 
important for intense social activity. As group activity levels are often reflected in vocal 
activity levels, maps of total vocalisation rate were evaluated to highlight areas of low 
activity. These areas are likely to be important for placid states such as travel and resting. 
In Doubtful Sound, foraging calls were recorded more often towards the ends of arms and 
towards the outer waters of the fiord (Appendix C; Figure C13). A similar pattern was 
observed in Milford Sound, with high rates of these calls towards the Tasman Sea and in 
Deepwater Basin (Appendix D; Figure D13). Hotspots of the conflict calls were present in 
the main reach of Bradshaw Arm, south of Bauza Island and around Elisabeth Island in 
Doubtful Sound (Appendix C; Figure C14). Dale Point, Deepwater Basin and the central 
reach in Milford Sound appeared most important for the production of these agonistic 
vocalisations (Appendix D; Figure D14). When considering areas with low overall vocal 
rate, Gaer Arm, Malaspina Reach and the central reach of Thompson Sound were all 
'quiet' regions of Doubtful Sound (Appendix C; Figure C12). In Milford Sound, Harrison 
Cove and the associated coastline to the south were similarly characterised by low vocal 
rates (Appendix D; Figure Dl2). 
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6.3b) Correlating Water Depth with Vocalisation Rate 
An investigation of water depth suggested some vocalisation rates exhibited significant 
variation in deeper areas (Table 6.5). However, none of these significant correlations were 
negative, i.e. vocalisation rates did not decrease as a response to increased transmission 
loss in deeper waters. In Milford Sound, ratchet rate was significantly higher in deeper 
waters (Figure 6.4). In Doubtful Sound, whistle, buzz and orca were all recorded more 
often in deeper waters (Figure 6.5). Thus greater care must be taken when interpreting the 
spatial significance of these vocalisations. Although sound does not travel well in water 
depths smaller than a wavelength (Urick, 1975), this was unlikely to influence the results 
in this study as water depths were typically greater than the peak frequencies of all call 
types. For example, the lowest mean peak frequency for all call types was 692 Hz (for the 
short bursts), a wavelength of approximately 2.17m. All recordings were made in waters 
deeper than 1Om. 
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FIGURE 6.3. Results of Monte Carlo randomisation tests (based on mean vocalisation 
rates in each effort polygon; error bars represent back-transformed 95% confidence 
intervals). The null hypothesis of random call production is rejected for both fiords. All 
iterations were replicated five times. In Doubtful Sound, only a single expected value was 
greater than the observed values (for 1000 iterations). 
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TABLE 6.1. Results from random distribution tests for individual call types. For each P 
value 1000 iterations were replicated five times. *represents values close to the 
significance threshold of 0.05, for which 10,000 iterations were conducted. 
Doubtful Milford 
Call type Mean P 95%CI Mean P 95%CI 
Buzz 0.632 0.114 0.478 0.011 
Choke 0.956 0.016 0.586 0.015 
Creak 0.656 0.050 0.524 0.033 
Hiccup 0.058* 0.023 0.426 0.017 
Orca 0.838 0.079 0.198 0.013 
Ratchet 0.208 0.084 0.284 0.019 
Sequence 0.746 0.040 0.046* 0.028 
Short burst 0.594 0.031 0.308 0.007 
Splash 0.047* 0.024 0.592 0.005 
Squeal 0.208 0.044 0.570 0.011 
Whistle 0.586 0.071 0.139 0.005 
Total rate 0.358 0.163 0.464 0.004 
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TABLE 6.2. Dyad comparisons for the call hiccup in Doubtful Sound. ( +) represents a 
polygon pair that is significantly more similar than expected under a random distribution; 
(-) represents a pair less similar than expected. Values calculated from 10,000 iterations. 
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TABLE 6.3. Dyad comparisons for the call splash in Doubtful Sound.(+) represents a 
polygon pair that is significantly more similar than expected under a random distribution; 
(-)represents a pair less similar than expected. Values calculated from 10,000 iterations. 
TABLE 6.4. Dyad comparisons for the sequenced calls in Milford Sound. ( +) represents a 
polygon pair that is significantly more similar than expected under a random distribution; 
(-)represents a pair less similar than expected. Values calculated from 10,000 iterations. 








TABLE 6.5. Spearman's rank correlations (p) of all call types with water depth. Bold 
values are significant at the 95% level. 
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FIGURE 6.4. Water depths for all ratchet rates in Milford Sound (linear regression R2 
<0.01). A significant positive correlation exists. 
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FIGURE 6.5. Water depths for a) whistle, b) buzz and c) orca rates in Doubtful Sound. 
All regression lines have low R2 values (whistle= 0.02; buzz= 0.01; orca< 0.01). A 
significant positive correlation exists for all three vocalisations 
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6.4) Discussion 
Both study sites exhibited spatial auto-correlation of vocalisations. It is possible that 
individual dolphins may have idiosyncratic patterns of vocalisation and habitat use. Thus 
the observed patchiness of call types may result from individual behavioural patterns. This 
seems unlikely, however, as all12 call types used in the analysis were recorded in both 
populations, suggesting they are not dolphin-specific. Vocalisation rates did not decrease 
in response to increased transmission loss in deeper waters. Monte-Carlo randomisation 
identified hotspots of the calls splash and hiccup in Doubtful Sound, and the sequenced 
calls in Milford Sound. These calls are all associated with socially active groups (Chapter 
5). In Doubtful Sound, splash and hiccup rates were significantly higher near Elisabeth 
Island. In addition, splash rates were higher south of Bauza Island and near the turnpoint 
of Crooked Arm. In Milford Sound the sequenced calls were recorded more often than 
expected in the central reach and around Dale Point. Density plots of individual calls may 
also be examined for trends in habitat use not considered significant at the 95% level. 
In Doubtful Sound, conflict calls were recorded most often around Elisabeth Island, in the 
main reach of Bradshaw Sound and south of Bauza Island. Bradshaw Sound was also 
identified as a critical social habitat by Lusseau (2003; Figure 6.6). The waters around 
Elisabeth Island and south of Bauza Island were also had high numbers of foraging calls. 
This duality may relate to conflicts over resources (as hypothesised in Chapter 5). 
Alternatively, these areas may be independently important for both foraging and social 
behaviours. For example, a group may forage in these areas one day and use them for 
social activity the next. Visual inspection of the data suggests the former explanation is 
more likely, with foraging calls often recorded in conjunction with conflict calls. 
In Milford Sound, those calls thought to represent highly social activities were recorded in 
three clusters. These conflict calls were common around Dale Point, near Stirling Falls 
and within Deepwater Basin. These regions may represent areas critical for social activity. 
Indeed, on several occasions during the course of this study, copulation attempts were 
observed in these areas. Deepwater Basin was also typified by numerous foraging calls. 
This overlap between social and foraging sounds may reflect conflicts over prey items. 
Agonistic sequenced calls were typically recorded in this region. Dolphin groups thought 
to be foraging in Deepwater Basin were often highly active at the water surface. This area 
appears of particular importance to the dolphins for both foraging and social requirements. 
FIGURE 6.6. Proposed multi-level marine mammal sanctuary in Doubtful Sound. Dark 
grey areas correspond to no-boat zones. Light grey areas correspond to locations where 
only researchers and tour operators with dolphin-watching permits would be allowed 
(from Lusseau, 2003a). 
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In this study, low vocal activity was considered representative of low behavioural activity, 
as described in Chapter 5. Some of the 'quiet' regions of Doubtful Sound showed broad 
agreement with Lusseau's (2003) definition of critical areas. These descriptions were 
based upon observed behavioural state. As with the acoustic data, areas important for 
resting were described in Gaer Arm and Malaspina Reach. The only discrepancy in the 
two approaches appears to be within Crooked Arm. This area was considered important 
for resting when considering behavioural data alone, but corresponding vocal rates were 
often high. The production of foraging calls was the main cause of these elevated vocal 
levels. Schneider (1999) identified Crooked Arm as an area of high dive activity. 
Bottlenose dolphins often feed individually (Irvine et al., 1981), a common event when 
travelling in large groups (pers. obs.). Individual feeding in Crooked Arm may account for 
the elevated levels of diving behaviour and foraging calls. As individual feeding inhabits 
the 'grey area' between travelling and travel-diving, these occasions may be interpreted as 
resting if considering behavioural information alone. 
In Milford Sound, Harrison Cove was characterised by low vocal activity. This was borne 
out by routine observations of dolphins travelling slowly along this stretch of coastline. 
The waters in Harrison cove are relatively shallow, with a gently sloping beach profile. 
This habitat is unusual in Milford Sound, and be used as a resting habitat. The shallow 
waters are relatively warm (Dave Rundgren, pers. comm.) and may afford additional 
benefits such as protection from shark attacks. 
In Doubtful Sound, foraging calls were recorded more often towards the ends of arms and 
towards the outer waters of the fiord. Bauza Island, Precipice Cove and the latter half of 
Crooked Arm all had high rates. A long stretch of the main reach between Deep Cove and 
Ferguson Island also had elevated levels. Similar foraging patterns were inferred from 
behavioural data by Schneider (1999). However, he also suggested Hall Arm and 
Espinosa Point were important feeding grounds. These areas were not well represented by 
foraging calls. In the case of Hall Arm, these differences may relate to long-term shifts in 
habitat use. Schneider found little evidence of foraging in Deep Cove, from a dataset 
spanning the years 1994 to 1997. During the course of this study (2000 to 2003), dolphin 
groups were thought to forage routinely in this area (pers. obs.). Foraging at Espinosa 
point was inferred by Schneider from the large number of 'wall dives' in this area. When 
passing through this area, dolphins frequently retrieve kelp from the rock walls and bring 
it to the surface (pers. obs.). Hence, diving behaviour is routinely observed in this stretch 
of water. In cases such as this, deductions of habitat significance from surface behaviours 
alone are problematic. Acoustic techniques provide a window on sub-surface behaviour 
and allow more precise inference on habitat use. 
The outer waters of the fiords are highly productive (Goebel, 2001). Deep water exchange 
with the inner fiords, however, is strongly constrained by the shallow entrance sills in 
Fiordland (Stanton & Pickard, 1981). Mixing may be barely existent in the protected inner 
regions. Increased mixing and dissolved oxygen levels in outer waters maintain highly 
productive ecosystems, as reflected by the fishing effort in Fiordland (Teirney, 2003). It is 
therefore unsurprising that foraging calls are commonly recorded from bottlenose 
dolphins in the outer fiords, presumably a result of increased feeding effort. 
Perhaps more surprising is the preval~nce of foraging calls in the sheltered basins of the 
inner fiords. These areas are characterised by minimal exchange with coastal waters and 
high levels of freshwater input from rivers and runoff (Stanton & Pickard, 1981). 
Deepwater Basin in Milford Sound exhibits near anoxic conditions. Low levels of 
dissolved oxygen suggest these waters have been isolated from the sea for some time, 
potentially years. A similar scenario exists in Precipice Cove of Doubtful Sound. The 
water present in this basin may be a remnant from a previous exchange process. Deep 
water exchange may also have been inhibited in Hall Arm, Deep Cove and Crooked Arm 
(Stanton & Pickard, 1981). Conditions in these regions are not conducive for high levels 
of production. However, dolphin foraging was often inferred in these areas from both 
behavioural and acoustic observations. Evidence is circumstantial, but it appears dolphins 
may 'herd' schools of fish into these regions. The shallow terminal waters of these basins 
may act as natural barriers for fish movement and allow efficient prey-capture by the 
dolphins. Anecdotal evidence was provided for this theory when a large group of dolphins 
were engaged in presumed herding behaviour in Doubtful Sound. They appeared to be 
corralling fish down the main reach towards Deep Cove, accompanied by several active 
fur seals. A set net that had been stationed at the entrance to Deep Cove all day was 
retrieved that evening and contained 50 juvenile redbait Emmelichthys nitidis (Lusseau, 
2003c). Juveniles of this species live pelagic lifestyles (Heemstra, 1984). It is possible the 
dolphins were actively herding the redbait into Deep Cove. 
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The findings in this chapter suggest certain areas within the fiords possess functional 
significance for the dolphins. Incorporation of acoustic information builds on the previous 
findings from behavioural studies of habitat use. These results may be important for future 
management decisions within the fiords. For example, the Guardians of Fiordland' s 
Fisheries proposals for the fiords do not consider selective habitat use by resident 
dolphins. According to GOFF's Marine Conservation Strategy, consideration of marine 
mammals is adequately provided by existing legislation (Teirney, 2003; page 49): 
"The Guardians and Department of Conservation discussed whether serious issues 
currently affect marine mammals in Fiordland. No outstanding issues were identified that 
could not be adequately addressed by existing legislative provisions contained in the 
Marine Mammals Act and Conservation Act. Both Acts provide safeguards for marine 
mammals that are subject to frequent interaction with humans. The group supports the 
marine mammal research effort and also the work to ensure that commercial activities 
such as marine mammal watching and diving with dolphins do not adversely impact the 
animals." 
The dolphin population in Doubtful Sound has seen a decline in recent years from 
approximately 61 marked adults in 1991 to 45 adults in 2003 (Gormley, 2002). The cause 
of this decline is poorly understood. There is no evidence of dolphin mortality via bycatch 
or elevated contaminant loads in these waters. Evidence of shark attack and boat strike 
have been noted in the past, but these reports are relatively unusual (Schneider, 1999; 
Haase, 2000; Lusseau, 2003a; pers. obs.). However, the stocks of commercial fish species 
have exhibited notable declines in recent years (Teirney, 2003). Whilst an array of fish 
species has been found 'trailing in the wake' of dolphin groups within the fiords, the only 
unequivocal identification of a prey species has been groper Polyrion oxygenios (hapuku). 
As with many commercial species, groper has faced increasing harvest pressure in the 
northern fiords such as Milford Sound. Moderate numbers are also taken from Doubtful 
Sound (Teirney, 2003). It is not unreasonable to assume depletion of resources within the 
fiords will affect the highly resident dolphin populations. Fishery management may be 
improved by integrating knowledge of dolphin foraging habits. For instance, the range of 
the proposed representative areas could be extended to include these important dolphin 
habitats. 
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Fishery overlap is not the only human activity that may perturb the Fiordland dolphins. 
Tourist activities have been found to affect both the Milford and Doubtful populations 
(Lusseau, 2003a). Intense activity in the summer months may even cause area avoidance 
in Milford Sound. In both fiords, social and resting groups are most sensitive to boat 
presence. Lusseau's management recommendations are currently under review by the 
Department of Conservation. The results from this study confirm his assessment of 
critical areas in Doubtful Sound and suggest other additional areas of importance, namely 
Elisabeth Island and Bauza Island. This study also provides the first consideration of areas 
that are important for the Milford Sound population. Deepwater Basin, Harrison Cove and 
Dale Point appear to hold particular significance for these animals. Protection of coastal 
species such as the bottlenose dolphin is essential in New Zealand. These top predators 
play an important role in the delicate and highly unusual fiord ecosystems. Current 
legislation has a mandate to preserve cetacean stocks within New Zealand waters (New 
Zealand Government, 1995). Dolphins are also critical and lucrative components in the 
burgeoning 'wilderness experience' tourism of Fiordland (Lusseau, 2003a). The marine 
environment is not a uniform space; resources, topography and environmental conditions 
vary throughout a dolphin's home range. Successful conservation of small coastal 
cetacean populations needs to acknowledge this spatial variability and act accordingly. 




CHAPTER 7. GENERAL DISCUSSION 
This thesis presents the first detailed study of bottlenose dolphin acoustics in Fiordland, 
and indeed within New Zealand waters. Many cetacean species are extremely vocal. The 
bottlenose dolphins of Fiordland are no exception, producing almost every call described 
for the Tursiops genus. As Fiordland dolphins are out of sight for 90% of the time, 
. acoustic techniques allow inference in to the behaviour of submerged dolphins. These 
inferences are reliant, however, on an understanding of vocal repertoire. In this thesis, I 
have provided a quantitative classification of the dolphins' vocal repertoire. In turn this 
repertoire has been used to compare the vocalisations produced by neighbouring 
populations. I have investigated sequential relationships among sounds and between 
sounds and behaviours. Subsequent inference on functional significance has allowed an 
interpretation of habitat use. This study builds on previous research in Fiordland, and adds 
a new dimension to the study of these animals. 
7.1) Call repertoire 
Previously, the most comprehensive report detailing the calls used by bottlenose dolphins 
was a study from the 1960s (Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967). However, this report is founded 
on small "stable" groups of captive animals. One of these groups was only considered 
stable once "an overly aggressive mature bull and a subadult female were removed" 
(Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967; page 891). Unfortunately, this arbitrary selection process is 
unlikely to capture natural behaviour. Results from Fiordland, for example, suggest a 
number of calls are expressly related to aggressive acts. If appropriate stimuli are missing, 
these calls are unlikely to be recorded from harmonious groups. Indeed, early captive 
studies noted the lack of vocal output from isolated animals (Lilly & Miller, 1961; 
Caldwell & Caldwell, 1967). Clearly, captive contexts are ideal for controlled acoustic 
studies of sonar capabilities or electrophysiology. Conversely, investigations of call 
context and social behaviour are ideally served by study of wild populations. 
Categorisation of sound is problematic. Comparisons may be made comparing recordings 
by ear and spectrograms by eye. The human sensory system is remarkably adept at 
resolving fine detail both visually and aurally (Getty & Howard, 1981; Cantoni, 1994)., 
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Using aural/visual properties alone to compare vocalisations, however, is extremely 
subjective. It is also impossible to replicate. The comparison of parameters measured from 
numerous recordings allows objective statistical categorisation. The essential caveat is 
that this approach may ignore subtle yet essential variations in acoustic structure. These 
variations may be integral to a dolphin's perception of sound. The approach in this study 
was to first define call types subjectively, based on aural properties and inspection of 
spectrograms and waveforms. Extensive measurements were then made for each proposed 
call type. These parameters were compared using various ordination techniques. The 
repertoire initially proposed was subsequently condensed to 12 calls. This integrated 
approach validated many of the proposed call types and rejected others. The repertoire of 
calls fell on a spectrum from brief, broadband clicks to purely tonal signals. 
Historically, toothed whale vocalisations have been classified in to three structural 
categories; clicks, whistles and burst pulses (see Tyack & Clark, 2000 for review). Results 
from Fiordland suggest four categories may be more appropriate; tonal, click burst, single 
burst and repeat burst. These structural categories apply not only to Fiordland recordings, 
but also to the existing literature on bottlenose dolphin sounds. A clear example is the 
'repeat burst' category that incorporates the sequenced calls. Very similar sequenced calls 
have been reported from various populations of both Tursiops species and they may 
indeed be universal (brays, dos Santos et al., 1995; brays, Janik, 2000; thunks, McCowan 
& Reiss, 1995; hee-haws, Richard Connor pers. comm.). Whilst other researchers may 
disagree with the categorisation in this study, the 12 call repertoire is presented as a 
representation of the vocal output from two populations. Further debate will allow the 
description of those vocalisations considered universal for the Tursiops genus. This will 
facilitate meaningful comparisons between study sites. 
It is not just the choice of analysis techniques that may affect call categorisation. When 
making recordings of large groups of closely spaced animals, it is extremely difficult to 
identify callers. This is true even when using arrays of hydrophone elements. Thus, 
variation in vocal activity may be influenced by calls that are unique to one or a few 
individuals. A clear example of this was provided by recordings made with the southern 
Dusky sound population. A peculiar 'gunshot' sound was often recorded on initial 
encounters, a vocalisation not heard in the northern fiords. It later transpired that this 
sound was generated by the exhalations of a single dolphin with a nasal deformity. The 
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characteristic blows of this individual were also clearly audible in air. Indeed this dolphin 
bears the imaginative moniker Noisy Blow (Dave Rundgren, pers. comm.). Despite 
unusual calls such as this, the use of 12 broad categories of call is likely to limit the 
effects of idiosyncratic vocalisations. The 'gunshot' described above would have been 
incorporated in to the short burst category and its variation would have been 'soaked up' 
accordingly. Some of the sequenced calls were fiord specific (i.e. laughter in Doubtful 
Sound and long styro in Milford Sound) and were produced by several individuals. Little 
evidence was found of gender-specific or age-class specific call use; all 12 call types 
appear to be produced by a large proportion of the dolphin population. 
Another issue that may affect call categorisation is the choice of recording system. 
Comparisons of broadband and DAT recordings in this study show that some vocal output 
is poorly represented by systems designed for lower frequencies. The largest differences 
are evident for the click-based calls. Previous research has suggested bottlenose dolphin 
clicks are short broadband signals ( -70f..Ls) with peak frequencies of 120kHz (Au & 
Snyder, 1980; Au, 1993). The results from Fiordland are in broad agreement. Despite the 
presence of ultrasonic energy in many click-based signals, their lower emphases were still 
captured on the DAT system. Hence the DAT recordings were considered largely 
representative of the dolphins' repertoire. Aside from click trains, the peak frequencies of 
calls measured from the DAT recordings were not significantly different from the Racal 
recordings. A primary consideration in the choice of recording system is the target species. 
Large dolphin species, such as the bottlenose dolphin, have a greater emphasis on lower 
frequencies for their communicative calls (e.g. dos Santos et al., 1995; Connor & Smolker, 
1996). On the contrary, smaller species such as the phocoenids and produce almost 
exclusively ultrasonic vocalisations and would not be well represented by DAT recordings 
(Mohl & Andersen, 1973; Verboom & Kastelein, 1997). 
Broadband systems are more representative of total vocal output. However, these systems 
are large, cumbersome and less practical in the field. Analogue systems, such as the Racal 
four-track recorder used in this study, have a limited dynamic range. The dynamic range 
of a recording system is the ratio of maximum to minimum signal levels. The range of the 
DAT system used in this study (87dB) is over twice that of the Racal recorder (40dB). 
This is clearly displayed in the comparison of spectrograms in Appendix B. The noise 
generated by a passing boat becomes increasingly apparent in the DAT recording but does 
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not register in the Racal spectrogram. As the analysis of high-frequency analogue 
recordings requires slow playback (eight times slower in this study), computational time 
is increased proportionately. Thus, the choice of recording system is not straightforward. 
Electronic miniaturisation has made the use of digital systems increasingly favourable to 
bulky and vulnerable analogue recorders. Recent developments of multi-channel, 
broadband digital recorders may revolutionise field recording in the near future. 
7.2) Geographical variation 
The proposed repertoire of calls varied significantly between the fiords. This was most 
apparent for the sequenced calls and whistles. The high degree of variation suggests 
bottlenose dolphins in Fiordland possess dialects. This is supported by what is known of 
individual movement between fiords. Occasionally, transient dolphins have been 
documented in the well-studied Doubtful Sound population. Likewise, highly conspicuous 
individuals from Doubtful Sound have been observed in Dusky Sound. Direct evidence of 
genetic exchange is lacking for the Fiordland populations. Movement between fiords may 
not necessarily relate to outbreeding. Reproductively active females have routinely 
'disappeared' from the Doubtful Sound population and reappeared weeks or even months 
later. During the course of this study, a mother and calf disappeared and returned three 
months later. Schneider (1999) also documented the disappearance of five females for 
four months or more. This included a nine month absence of the well-marked adult female 
Wave. In most cases, these disappearances have occurred outside the period considered 
important for breeding (December to April). 
The vast differences in home range and movement patterns of the Fiordland populations 
no doubt result in different foraging strategies. For example, the dolphins in Doubtful 
Sound tend to feed on locally produced fish rather than offshore prey (Lusseau, 2003b ). 
The Milford Sound population utilises seven fiords and a lake (Dave Rundgren, pers. 
comm.). It is likely that these northern dolphins are more reliant on pelagic and/or neritic 
species. Indeed, behaviour indicative of foraging was routinely documented along Transit 
Beach, a rugged stretch of coastline outside the inner confines of Milford Sound. These 
dolphins have also been observed feeding on brown trout in Lake McKerrow at the 
northern limit of their range (James Holborow, pers. comm.). Fiord-specific differences 
such as this may pervade the populations of Fiordland. Any differences in signal structure 
would allow neighbouring groups to ascertain fiord membership. Dialects may have 
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arisen from the geographical integrity between populations and may have no function per 
se. Alternatively, dialects may facilitate assortative mating, either to promote reproductive 
isolation or encourage outbreeding. Dialects may also identify close kin and promote 
differential treatment of conspecifics. At present, these theories remain unsubstantiated. 
7.3) Behavioural acoustics 
Certain calls within the Fiordland repertoire of Fiordland exhibited strong links with 
specific behaviours. The vast majority of the calls were defined as social calls. Even those 
vocalisations thought to be functionally important for echolocation (click trains, buzzes 
and creaks) may have communicative value. For example, a dolphin echolocating on fish 
may alert conspecifics to the presence of prey. This theory has been lent weight by recent 
controlled studies (Xitco & Roitblat, 1996). Many other vocalisations in this study had 
strong emphases at lower frequencies. Social signals may benefit from low frequencies in 
several ways. Sound energy in water is converted to heat, particularly at higher intensities. 
Indeed, the maximum source level of dolphin calls may be constrained to approximately 
220dB (Au, 2000). The absorption rate in water of lower frequency energy is markedly 
less than for higher frequencies (Urick, 1975). Thus low frequency signals will propagate 
over much greater ranges than higher frequency signals of similar intensity. Sound does 
not propagate well in waters shallower than a wavelength (Urick, 1975). Thus shallow 
water habitats may preclude the use of low frequency signals. As the waters of Fiordland 
are typically deep, water depth is likely to have little influence on call frequency. 
Emphasis on lower frequencies may also convey motivational state. The calls orca, 
ratchet and the sequenced calls were typically produced during agonistic encounters. 
These vocalisations all had mean peak-frequencies below 2kHz. Reviews of terrestrial 
bioacoustics suggest low frequency calls are used as signals of aggression or dominance 
(Morton, 1977). Higher frequency calls are used to reflect submission or 'fear'. Signals 
that convey intent to conspecifics need to be unambiguous. Odontocete social signals may 
be moulded in this way. However, the vast frequency range employed by many of the 
larger species does not support this theory. The highest frequency signals are thought to 
serve the express purposes of fish finding, navigation and inspection of the environment. 
Whistles often possess high frequency harmonics; the highest harmonic energy in this 
study was 134 kHz. These calls have traditionally been described as contact calls, and are 
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not exclusively associated with submission. The results from this study suggest it is not 
possible to infer caller motivation using frequency structure alone. 
Many of the proposed call types were recorded from animals engaged in different 
activities. A case in point is the sequenced calls which are commonly associated with both 
socialising and diving. Vocalisation rate tends to increase with activity level. Thus the 
behavioural state that is best described by vocalisation rates alone is 'slow travel'. This 
state is synonymous with resting in other studies. Groups engaged in slow travel were 
characterised by low vocal rates, invariably a few click trains and intermittent whistles. As 
arousal level increases, groups become more vocal. As call rates increase, the association 
between vocal behaviour and surface behaviour becomes less clear. This is partly because 
traditional definitions of behavioural state do not fully represent dolphin behaviour. They 
are useful in providing an overall 'snapshot' of behaviour. However, as behavioural states 
are defined by observed surface behaviours, they may misrepresent sub-surface behaviour. 
In this study, the PCA/DFA process had little success in characterising vocal variation by 
behavioural state. Thus a group described as socialising may include some dolphins that 
are feeding individually. Likewise an agonistic confrontation may develop whilst dolphins 
are engaged in cooperative foraging. Caution should be applied to descriptions of dolphin 
behaviour based on surface activity alone. 
7.4) Spatial acoustics 
Behavioural contexts of vocalisations were used to map important dolphin habitats. 
Density plots are a common visualisation tool in acoustic surveys of cetacean distribution 
(Gannier, 2002; Swartz et al., 2003). However these plots are usually produced for 
separate species and tend not to include information on different call types. In this study, 
individual call types were examined for spatial auto-correlation. Areas of high call density 
were revealed for many vocalisations and allowed inference on the functional significance 
of specific areas. Habitat selection is an essential factor in the success of populations that 
are effectively closed. Perturbation that affects the quality or availability of these habitats 
may have serious consequences. Lusseau (2003a) suggested that the Milford Sound 
dolphins avoid the fiord when boat activity is high. Allocating functional significance on a 
fine scale may influence future management decisions made within the study sites. To my 
knowledge, the Doubtful Sound analysis represents the first investigation into the spatial 
significance of an entire repertoire over a complete home range for any cetacean species. 
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7 .5) Summary 
This study builds on an impressive body of research. Investigations on the Doubtful 
Sound population are currently entering their 141h year. Indeed, this population ranks 
amongst the most rigorously studied of global cetacean populations. Insight in to many 
aspects of the dolphins' life history is possible only through long-term field effort. Wholly 
non-invasive research techniques are largely unavailable in Fiordland. Shore-based study 
is greatly limited by a lack of accessible terrain and the use of static hydrophones is 
restricted by unsuitable mooring conditions. Necropsy of retrieved carcasses is possible, 
but only two adult bodies have been discovered in Doubtful Sound (Herzing, 2000). 
Acoustic techniques offer the least invasive research alternatives. During recordings, the 
research vessel may have affected dolphin behaviour. These effects were mitigated by 
using a relatively quiet four-stroke engine, giving dolphin groups a 'wide berth' and 
cutting the engine during recordings. In keeping with most previous research in Fiordland, 
the results of this study suggest low-invasive techniques can be extremely successful. 
As bottlenose dolphins are highly vocal, acoustic recordings offer a high data return per 
unit effort. Using various techniques, a wealth of information may be derived. These 
techniques range from the simple (calculation of vocalisation rate) to the more complex 
(measurement of vocal parameters). Incorporating additional information, such as group 
composition, surface behaviour and location, can enhance the value of the data. This is a 
substantial advance on early studies which were largely based on studies of captive 
animals. Free-ranging vocal behaviour of at least 12 dolphin species has subsequently 
been described in detail (see Monteiro & Monteiro, 2001; Van Parijs et al., 2002 for 
review, plus Norris et al., 1961). Captive studies continue to provide illuminating avenues 
of research that are unavailable in wild studies. The functional proof of dolphin 
echolocation, for example, was obtained in captivity (Watkins & Schevill, 1972; Van 
Parijs et al., 2000). By their very nature, electrophysiological and psychoacoustic studies 
must be conducted on captive animals. Conversely, wild studies provide insights that are 
not possible in captive contexts. Such insights include documenting the influence of local 
environmental conditions on vocal behaviour and those vocalisations that are most 
susceptible to these effects. Wild studies also allow comparison between a wide range of 
both vocal and physical behaviours that may not be expressed in aquaria. These studies in 
turn may be used to infer habitat use and reveal those areas critical to dolphin populations. 
Wild studies also allow the verification of theories formulated in a captive context, such 
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as the influence of vocal learning both within and between adjacent populations, or the 
true extent of echolocation ability in open water. The foundation of this study has been the 
definition of a vocal repertoire for the Fiordland populations. This vital first step could not 
have been made if the dolphins were not exposed to the full complement of social and 
environmental stimuli. Subsequent studies of acoustic behaviour will be well served by an 
appreciation of free-ranging populations, such as those present in Fiordland. 
7 .6) Future work 
There is rich potential for future acoustic work in Fiordland. A logical next step would be 
the deployment of an array of hydrophones, which would allow localisation of individual 
calls (Schneider, 1999; Lusseau, 2003a). Knowledge of caller location may then be used 
to assess depth and behavioural relationships to a much greater degree. Acoustic 
behaviour (in this study) and physical behaviour (Schneider, 1999; Lusseau, 2003a) have 
been shown to vary spatially. A comprehensive study of dolphin distribution is feasible. 
This is particularly apt in Doubtful Sound, where 10 years of comprehensive spatial 
information exists for an entire home range. The general ecosystem of this fiord has also 
been the subject of extensive research (Stanton & Pickard, 1981; Goebel, 2001; Wing et 
al., 2003). A spatial approach should combine what is known of oceanography and fish 
distribution with knowledge of dolphin behaviour and acoustics. Although relatively hard 
to access, the waters of Dusky Sound are home to another resident population. 
Preliminary acoustic findings in this study suggest great potential in examining this 
southernmost fiord population. There may also be a semi-resident community that uses 
Jackson Bay, to the north of Lake McKerrow (Don Neale, pers. comm.). This group 
would also make a suitable study population as it 'bookends' the Fiordland populations. 
The dolphins of Fiordland are unusual in that they reside in deep, cool-water habitats. 
Most well-studied global populations are found in shallow, warmer waters. The Fiordland 
dolphins are the southernmost resident populations studied to date. As such they provide 
essential information on 'frontier' bottlenose dolphins. These animals express many 
exceptions to 'typical' bottlenose dolphin behaviour and life history (Schneider, 1999; 
Lusseau et al., 2003). The continued study of Fiordland dolphins will reaffirm their value 
as important study populations. 
Appendix A. Waveforms & spectrograms 
APPENDIX A. Representative waveforms, broadband spectrograms and power 
spectra from all proposed call types. Power spectra represent the average energy 
distributed over the entire recording .. 
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Appendix B. DAT vs. Raca1 277 
APPENDIX B. A series of consecutive spectrograms taken from a single long dual recording 
with suitable signal-to-noise levels. The upper display is from the broadband Racal system, the 
lower display is from the DAT system. Dotted line represents approximate upper limit of the 
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systems. 
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FIGURE Cl. Mean buzz rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker shading 
represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE C2. Mean choke rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
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FIGURE C3. Mean creak rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE C4. Mean hiccup rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE C6. Mean ratchet rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
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FIGURE C7. Mean sequenced call rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. 
Darker shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE C9. Mean splash rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. Numbered polygons are referred to in the text. 
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FIGURE ClO. Mean squeal rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE CU. Mean whistle rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE C12. Mean total vocalisation rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. 
Darker shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE C13. Mean 'foraging' call rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. 
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FIGURE C14. Mean 'conflict' call rate (per minute per dolphin) in Doubtful Sound. 
Darker shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE Dl. Mean buzz rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker shading 
represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D2. Mean choke rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker shading 
represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D3. Mean creak rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker shading 
represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D4. Mean hiccup rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D5. Mean orca rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker shading 
represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D6. Mean ratchet rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D7. Mean sequenced call rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. Numbers are referred to in the text. 
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FIGURE D8. Mean short burst rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE D9. Mean splash rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker 
shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURE DlO. Mean squeal rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. Darker 
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FIGURED 12. Mean total vocalisation rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound . 
. Darker shading represents higher rates. 
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FIGURED 13. Mean 'foraging' call rate (per minute per dolphin) in Milford Sound. 
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